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Anthony Sy

At the
Winter

Olympics

Domenic
Taddeucci,

Mark
Haun,
Brian
Fraher,

Amewcas

and Greg
Haupt
salute the

best

country
:;ompeting.
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Title

Junior Steve Tanaka practices pool
after dinner in the basement of
Benson.

Authentic Asian dishes were
devoured by Int'l Students Club ™
members like Rose Merry Maruli at =
their annual dinner, u

L

Openi ng

Tina Rothrock is an
undeclared freshman and

Swig resident.

The Key Word

is
Sue Walters

# m
Red, white and blue striped the
exchange students at the
Sarajevo Olympic Games. The
men's basketball team reached the
quarter-finals in the NIT. The faces
of those involved in the increased
faces of

«|

^

f
f

^^H

tutoring programs reflected sincere
dedication. These images, and innumerable others, comprised the
unique quality and character of
Santa Clara in 1984.
Construction was also a distinctive part of the year. Beyond altering sections of campus, the expansion of Benson Center and Daly
Science embodied an inner expansion of school pride and spirit. Students' respect for their school grew
along with public recognition^ of it
as

an outstanding liberal arts

acted differently. In contrast with
recent years, students demonstrated
their concern over the proposed
Student Fee Committee, and the
Major/Minor issue. And that disand faculty
play of student
sentiment, as seen at the Tenure
Rally/Sit-in, even reached the local

—

—

newspaper.

was clear that many had
had enough

It

ly

final-

with apathy.
It

seemed

in-

evitable that

the year would
be both very
full and very
rich.

And

so

it

was.

col-

lege.

But although the gardens blossomed and the dome over the Leavey pool went up for the winter
and down for the spring, students

Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

1

Lucia Solonzano, "Rating the Colleges," U.S.
28, 1983, pp.4 1-48.

News

and World Report, Nov.

Later, it is a fond memory, but the
Candlelight Dinner always finds the

new freshmen self-conscious and
unsure of each other. An engineering
major from Ukiah, Mike La Ha was
seated next to Nella Nencini
because he didn't know her. Nella is
a political science major from
Carmel. Despite initial tension, the
dinner in the newly remodeled

"

cafeteria

was a successful ice-breaker

for the class.

The Key Word

is

BETTERI
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Epauletted and double-trackstitched styles adorn freshman

women's crew coxswain Addie
Roff and sophomore Dunne
resident Knut Gotterup. The
resurging popularity of jean
jackets hit the campus fall
quarter and were seen in a
variety of shapes and sizes.

On his way to work in the
Benson basement, Sher Khan
crosses Santa Clara St. Sher, a
is from Pakistan,
studying electrical

sophomore,

and

is

engineering.
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GOOD

TIME!

was a sticky hot September night for the
McLaughlin 317. The
Classes, a couple of
begun.
school year had

It

restless students in

big fraternity parties, coconut oil in the gardens
at noon, perfume and cologne in the halls before

dinner.
But soon, as

trees bared their limbs,
theirs. And as though it
bared
fewer students
were part of the natural cycle, studying became
an increasingly common indoor activity.
Gradually, though, the pressure was building,
finals were invading. They
tension mounted
stormed the campus and levied a brutal tyranny.
Then, at the height of their oppression, they
toppled, crashed, and were over. Students, faculty, administrators, along with the buildings,
groaned a sigh of relief. It was Christmas Break.
Upon returning, everyone
found a similar, though
chillier, regimen awaiting
them. Refreshed from their
Christmas hibernation,
many thought that winter

more

—

quarter seemed to fly by.
For others, the cold and
repetition seemed only to slow the pace.
Spring quarter was the real test; it separated
the students from the tourists. This time, as the
menacing finals approached, the unsuspecting
student body was undermined with sun, Santa

—

all
Cruz, and subversive liquid refreshments
cleverly calculated to wreak havoc upon innocent GPA's.
At the time, registration, classes, tests, and
finals seemed a tedious burden. But when it
only lasts four years and then is over, the
unique charm of it all is impossible to deny.
Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

"Dining Out" is Julie
Werner's specialty. Her
column appeared weekly in
The Santa Clara and featured
restaurants close to campus.

combined science
major, divided her extra time
between writing and working

Julie, a

at the Information Booth.

Hadda helluva

GOOD

TIME!
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Hawaiian gear at the Special
Olympics Dance-a-thon in January.

Eating a Thursday lunch over the latest
issue of

Clara, Alex Quong
newly remodeled cafeteria.
stage in the Benson Center

The Santa

relaxes in the

As the first
renovation, new dividers, posters, carpet,
and furniture were added to the
revamped dining room.
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and a
you don't
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SNIP

TUCK

we can take

it in a litrenovations.
Changes, alterations,
tle
Santa Clara received alterations on much of
its wardrobe. From construction to expand
Daly Science and Benson Center to many
ell, if

like

it

.'

.

.

Student Services, Campus Minand
istry, and Saga, student life changed
changed for the better.
Rather than a closet full of the same old
duds, ASUSC proposed a diversified and balanced entertainment calendar featuring more
dances, a wider range of concert artists including Spyro Gyra and Charlie Daniels, and

new

faces in

.

Laura Randall

'ajama-clad,

2nd

floor

Iclaughlin women Michelle
Ipain, Colleen Fitzgerald, and
/limi Faulders host a party for

Screw-Your-Roommate. John
and Chris Lyons
sined them in Colleen's room.
heir

.eupp, T.J. Spear,

uzanne Fuchslin and Steve

.

.

various lecturers.
But, Santa Clara not only brought in gifted
performers and authorities; it also reached
out. The Santa Clara experience extended far
beyond the trappings of the Mission adobe
walls as attested by the Jamaica
Program for SCU students to help
some of the world's poor.
BmmB
And, our location in the Silicon
Valley just might have something
T.
to do with the increasing amount
of computers on campus. From the
administration which became an IBM dealer,
and ordered 150 IBM PC's, to the large numbers of students who did their homework on
one, the Santa Clara system steadily absorbed
I

lethercutt rock-it-out in
lawaiian gear at the Special

)lympics dance-a-thon in January.
)nly 12 couples finished the 24
lOur long event; many dropped
ut in the early morning hours.
Sue Walters

wms

m e

more computers.
So on the surface, and on deeper levels as
well, a hem is let out here, some new items
are added there, and Santa Clara emerged a
better university.
Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

SNIP and a TUCK
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The Bronco Cheering Section
enthusiasm

at the

raises

Homecoming game

against Davis.

Frustration and disappointment are the
Mike Wegner expresses because
of his injury in the Davis vs. SCU game.
feelings

O

Sports

'

Straining to aid his teammate,
Hills runs towards the

sophomore Donny

The 6'!" cornerback from
Richmond weighs in at 185 pounds.
tackle.

The Game
8500 parents, alumni, and students
celebrate the Broncos'

The

fans

way

who made their
Buck Shaw

Homecoming

was not overly disappointed

the right punch, a skydiving

with the team's performance."
Homecoming day ended with
a street dance on Santa Clara
St. where students boogied to
the sounds of Laser Boy, a "top
40" band.

team dropped into Buck Shaw
Stadium and just happened to

Saturday's game capped off a
Homecoming Week made great

game ball with them.
For the first three quarters of
the game, the Broncos held

only because SCU students got
involved in the many scheduled
unevents. Spirits were high

into

Stadium
ber 15th

for the Octo-

homecoming game

weren't the only ones soaring.

To

start the

game

off with just

bring the

their

own

against perennially

UC

Davis Aggies. However, the fourth quarter proved
to be SCU's nemesis, as the Aggies overpowered the Broncos
to score 21 points and go on to
win the game. Realizing that
Davis was a tough team to
beat, coach Pat Malley said, "I
strong

Seconds before contact, junior Isaac
Vaughn, quarterback, looks for an open
receiver as running back Tom Havens,
also a junior, attempts to block a Davis

—

fortunately, not high

enough

to

allow the Bronco gridders to

come away with

a victory.

Barbie Lycette

Freshman business major
Ellen Arabian

Freshman undeclared

Strength and endurance are needed
to escape the strong Davis team. Isaac

Vaughn
tries

displays these qualities as he
all his might to gain

with

yardage.

The Game

9

The Week
unexpectedly high number turn out
to make the Homecoming festivities
and celebrations the best in years.

An

Homecoming week began on
Monday, October 10th, when
nominations were taken for the

Homecoming Court. Mary MaHomecoming Activities

thews,

Coordinator, began scheduling
the events during the summer to
ensure success. After several

HomecomMary brought it back
Santa Clara. The revival of

years of not having a
ing Court,
to

the court provoked

some contro-

versy during the week because

some students labeled the event
as sexist and

and the Broncos.

The

results of the

and Princess.

,

Heidi be-

>'

outdated.

lieved that

According to
Mary, howev-

"the court was
successful in

most students seemed
er,

helping to promote school

approve of

to

and

in-

the court idea

spirit

since 800 stu-

volvement."

dents cast

She and the

their ballots.

others were
happy to win.

Mary

Overall,

planned events
for every day

Homecoming

of the week.

was a great

On Wednes-

success. All

who attended

day, students
had the oppor-

In

tunity to par-

Harvey and

ticipate in

an

Matt Bernal

the stands at Homecoming, Kate
Amy Williams look forward
to post-game festivities.

airband contest, then enjoyed a
barbeque with entertainment

from San Francisco street performers.

On

Friday, a bonfire, a rally,

KSCU

dance gave stuchance
to get even
dents the

and a

more involved. The week's

between the U.C. Davis Aggies

student

Life

the festivities

enjoyed them
and agreed
he said that

with Nels when
"The events of the week far surpassed those in recent years and
helped to build school spirit in
the student body."
Barbie Lycette
Freshman, undeclared

ac-

tivities proved to be a great preliminary for Saturday's battle

10

Homecom-

ing Court election were announced during the game. Nels
Nelsen and Heidi LeBaron were
elected King and Queen. Heidi
Seevers and Michael Wegener
were chosen as Junior Princess
and Prince, while Lisbeth Armentano and Joe Cunningham
came out on top for Sophomore
Princess and Prince. Doug Davidovich and Lisa Benson were
the freshmen choice for Prince

An Airband Contest was included in the
Homecoming week activities. Senior
Bruce Berlin competes for first place
while lip-syncing to "Jailhouse Rock."

i

F

"

Leaping through hoops and into the
hearts of students is this trained dog.
Performed by a San Franciscan street
performer and his "faithful companion,"
this act entertains students

and dog

alike.

What a day to get together with friends!
Sophomores Tom Kenny. Steve Oddo,
Chet Chappell, Mike Kollas, Dan
McCormick, Dennis Fraher, and Matt
Haley enjoy a Homecoming tailgate
Leavey lot.

in

Frederick Medina

Tumbling flames emerge as the bonfire
warms the spirit and energy of students.
The fire and following dance on Ryan
Field were two of the special events
during

Homecoming week.

Reigning king and queen, Nels Nelsen
and Heidi LeBaron, look onto their royal
court surrounded by enthusiastic fans.

The Week

11

Having won the Laurel and Hardy lookalike contest, Bill

McDermott

(Stanley)

and Brad O'Brien (Oliver) pose
adoring fans in

Graham

for

Central Station.

Harvey the Rabbit, otherwise known as
embraces friends Kari Clark
and Amy Barcia at the OCSA Halloween
T.J. Spear,

Ball.

Ellen

Namkoong

Strange outfits, and funny faces, not
unusual at any party, are especially
abundant at the Day-after-Halloween
party at John McPhee's house.

Mary

Gerwe, Tara McNeill, Kathy Donat, Tina
Raimondi, and Kay Roney all attend the
bash.
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Matthew

Once

a year, dressing to

Frome

Ellen

impress means more than high fashion,

it

Namkoong

means

Legitimate Oddity
Dressing in costume on Octo31 originated

)er

when Hallow-

was called All Hallow's Eve,
on which masks were
vorn to ward off evil spirits.
Today, Halloween is celebratsen
I

J.

vigil

ed with people attired in imagi-

lative costumes, going out "trick
ir

treating" or attending parties.

Students celebrated Halloween

mth

great music, great costumes,

ind great friends at parties and
dances on campus.

Those who attended the Hal-

loween festivities had a frightfully good time at OCSA's Halloween Ball and Sigma Phi Epsilon's "A Halloween Bash." Disc
jockeys provided the music for
the sold-out parties.

The

Ball, held at

Graham

Central Station, and the fraternity party, at the Sig

Ep

house,

Budweiser.
Traditional costumes such as
witches, vampires, and ghosts
were popular but the more
imaginative costumes prevailed:

both featured

lots of

guys in drag, flappers, bees,
clowns, the wounded party machine, and one oddball skier who
danced all night with his skis
on.

Those around "the times of
wouldn't have approved of the modern ways of

evil spirits"

celebrating Halloween, but at
least the students

who attended

these festivities didn't mind.
Kelley Sessions
Freshman English major

Legitimate Oddity

id

Quenching
their thirst

and

socializing in

the "beer
garden," Jamie

Cravalho and

Yvonne
Johnson wait
for Greg Kihn's
opening song.

Pounding out unmistakable Spyro Gyra rhythm, Gerando
Perez works with Chet Catallo and Jay Beckenstein to
charm SCU jazz fans.
Before 1500 fans

many numbers
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Leavey, Charlie Daniels performed
"Decade of Hits" album, including
"Still in Saigon" and "In America."

in

off his

An $18K
Fall

sour note.

concerts please fans, but plague
The

Greg Kihn, clear weather,
and a new intramural field
welcomed everyone back to
school on September 21. The
combination of beverages in the
"beer garden" and the Greg
"Rock'Kihn'Roll" Band made
the afternoon a great success for

who attended. Hits such as
"Jeopardy" and "The Break Up
Song" blasted through the
September air.
Later on in the quarter, an
enthusiastic crowd packed into
Mayer Theatre to enjoy Tom
Sherman on piano, Jay
Beckenstein on sax, and Tim
Stone on bass. Members of
Spyro Gyra
the jazz fusion
band
performed hit songs
such as "Shaker's Song" and
all

—

—

"Conversations."

.

.

ASUSC

showed that Ken Cardona,

burden of sponsoring concerts.
Students would still work at the

ASUSC

concerts and receive ticket

fall

quarter concerts

Social Vice President,

attempted to expose students
and the public to a broad range

Both students and the
public, however, did not respond
as ASUSC had anticipated. For
example, ASUSC suffered an
$18,600 loss on the Charlie
of music.

Daniels concert.

The fans that did attend,
though, seemed satisfied.
Unfortunately, ASUSC budget
demands were not satisfied and
it

was forced

solutions.

to discuss possible

The

solutions included

campus survey to
what kinds of music
students want to hear, and the
use of an outside promoter who
would relieve the financial
the taking of a
find out

discounts.

Despite the loss, the Charlie
Daniels concert provided another

"good oV time" for all who
attended. The climax of the
concert was when Charlie broke
out the fiddle and picked his
way through "The Devil Went
Down To Georgia"
an all
time favorite of true Daniels'

—

fans.

Ken and ASUSC continued
look for a solution, whether

to

it

be

with an outside promoter or

campus survey, and promised
that there would be concerts in
the future.
Eileen Walker
Sophomore business major

Wowing the
Mayer
audience

Dorio Barbieri

Greg Kihn slows down his usual rock n'
roll pace with "Madison Avenue."

with his moody
saxophone, Jay
Beckenstein
plays beneath
dramatic and
colorful
lighting.

An $18K sour note
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The
day when
St. Claire
The

appears

13th annual festival

of St. Claire

Dance and

was held on

Sunday, May 13, in the
Mission Gardens.
The Mayfaire began in 1971,
when ASUSC proposed the idea
because they felt that spring
quarter lacked "entertainment
and community involvement,"
explained Charles White, director of the Mission Church. He
has worked on the Faire since
1972, when he was
a student at the

Leupp, ASUSC President-elect;
and Kathy Dalle-Molle, editorin-chief of The Santa Clara.

Members

celebration

began Saturday
evening with a dramatic presentation
of St. Francis'

of the

community

and student organizations had
craft and food booths, such as a
cotton candy booth,
palm reading booth,
and painted T-shirt
booth. There were
also booths which

University.

The

a demonstration of
medieval combat, including the
uses of battle axes, maces, and
armour by students. Featured in
the dunk tank were Heidi LeBaron, senior senator; Jay

sold flower garlands, ancient world

and
enameled copper
coins, silver

life

Mission
Church. Mary Jo
in the

jewelry, earthen-

Dale, a junior the-

ware pots and

atre arts major, por-

sculptures, face

trayed St. Claire.

paintings, rubber

The

stamps and pewter

Faire itself

opened on Sunday
morning with a
mass, followed by a
procession of the
various performers
of the day.

A

short

figurines.

Decked out

medieval garb
this entertainer spends the day
amidst a crowd of students and
parents celebrating Mother's
Day.

comic play in the
medieval tradition ended the
day. Various entertainers, mario
nette puppets, and dramatic
skits also entertained fair-goers.

There was

also a

Dinner from
Saga was served in
the Mission Gardens and the Faire
closed with a 10

Maypole

in

mass and

p.m. candlelight
liturgy in the Mission

Church.
Sallie Lycette

Sophomore marketing major
Margaret Burns

Sophomore English major

Jugglers,
magicians,
fortune tellers,
and marionettes
entertained the
many fairgoers
who came out
to celebrate
Mother's Day
and the
Festival of St.
Claire.
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Tom

Thei«

talented entertainers, both
students and professionals, wandered
through the Mission Gardens during the

Many

Mayfaire. Dressed in non-traditional
garb, Steve Begley displays his talents
for a

mesmerized audience.

Children flock around a dancer during
the festival's opening entertainments
which featured several short skits.

The day when

St. Claire

appears

1

/

SANTA CLARA AND THE WORLD

Students managed to stay
abreast of local, national,
and international news
told nightmarish stories of
Newscasts
continuing international problems.

Military spending increased. Santa

Clara City Council members heard students' views on the Alameda re-route plan. Cable
TV invaded American family rooms. Four Jesuits
died.

The whole world

celebrated 1984. Orwellian

visions of Big Brother monitoring citizens' lives

were not realized. The beat goes on.

The media

reported U.S. Military intervention

Lebanon, Grenada, and El Salvador. Russia and
the Eastern block announced that they would boycott the Olympic games.
in

With a large portion of the American people at
odds both with President Reagan's foreign and domestic policies, it wasn't altogether joyful on the

home
make

front, either.

A

presidential

campaign did

things interesting, and the stiff competition

for the

Democratic nomination made the Demo-

San Francisco important.
There was, however, some good news. Money
was donated in huge sums to worthy causes (incrats convention in

cluding the University), medical research explored
cures for cancer and the "common cold," and technology was growing faster every day.
So, 1984. Big Brother is not yet a reality, and
the world situation, though unstable, was not as

gruesome as Orwell's contemporaries feared it
might be. Students discussed the world situation
in classrooms and around lunch tables. Students
prepared to become the decision-makers in coming
world crises. The beat goes on.
Charlotte Hart
Junior multi-disciplinary studies major
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John Anderson addressed a
crowd of over 200 students
and faculty in Kennedy Mall
on Thursday, October 27,
ing to rally support for a
third political party, the

try-

Anderson
promotes

Na-

Unity Party.
Anderson was on a nationwide tour. During his twenty
minute talk, he repeatedly ex-

tional

new party

Jose DeBasa, vice president for
business and finance, left the
University in mid-August to be-

come the General Partner of
Cole Reed Associates, a Los Gatos real estate investment company.

Through the end of May, Bob
Sommers, business manager,
Marvin Langholff, controller,
Paul Locatelli, S.J., academic
vice president, and William
Rewak, S.J., University presi-

pressed his desire that his

would "break the
monopoly of the two-party
third party

system."

Although the small crowd
indicated a lack of interest,

dent, shared DeBasa's responsi-

and many of the students present left the speech unimpressed, enough support was
raised to form a campus chapter of the National Unity

bilities.

Although well over 100 applications poured into the Universi-

the right person was not
found until mid-April when
Ralph H. Beaudoin from DePaul

ty,

Party.
Addressing a small crowd,
Anderson appeals to moderate voters.

Sallie Lycette

V.P. resigns

Sophomore marketing major

University in Chicago, Illinois

was chosen

to

fill

the position.

Flight 007 should have traveled
south of Kamchatka, across the mainland of Japan, and north to Seoul.

Soviets

down
Korean
S.

SEOUL
KOREA

airliner
Korean

Chuck Elchten

away from

plane on an intelligence mission?

was
shot down by the Soviets on
September 2, 1983, while on a
routine flight from Anchorage,
Alaska to Seoul, South Korea.

Air Force Colonel, did not report

All 269 passengers, including

any problems. The Soviets on

mained unanswered because the

Georgia Democratic Rep. Larry
McDonald, were killed.

the other hand, destroyed Flight

Soviets did not cooperate in

were informed of a
"Red Zone" between Kamchatka
and Hokkaido, landmarks on the
route, and were warned to keep

hours.

Airlines' Flight 007

Pilots

clear of the area.

Flight 007 entered this

"Red

Zone," straying some 450 miles

its

original flight

plan. Civilian radar, the plane's

Or, as the Soviets first alleged,

navigational equipment, and the

was the commercial

pilot,

who was

a retired

007 after tracking

The

it

for

Korean

two

Soviet government did

down the
plane until six days after the
event. The main question was
not admit shooting

"Why?" Did

the Soviets just

mistake the plane for a U.S. spy

aircraft ac-

tually being used as a spy plane?

Many

of these questions re-

search operations.

Influenced by the attack,
President Reagan continued to

push for an expanded defense
budget and the protection of
U.S. borders.
Sallie Lycette

Sophomore marketing major

News
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Marines
Invade

Grenada
While America recovered from the massacre of 219 Marines in Beirut, 1,900 U.S.

Marines and Army Rangers invaded

the

SCU

Grenada on October 23.
Reagan adminisprotect American citizens and re-

tiny island nation of

The

reason, according to the

tration

was to

civilians,

mostly stu-

dents at St. George's University Medical School,
were on the island when the radical leftist Gen.
Hudson Austin seized power from the existing

Marxist government. Austin executed prime
minister Maurice Bishop on October 19.
After the U.S. invasion, mop-up operations
began by a force that eventually totaled 6,000,
including members of the crack 82nd Airborne.
Safe transportation of the weary but relieved
Americans was ensured.
Although the invasion was successful, with a
minimal loss of American military personnel,
and although the operation took place at the request of six of Grenada's neighbors,

members

of

the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States,
the invasion

priests

known

met with mixed

criticism.

While protesters staged a sit-in in the crown
and others declared
Grenada "another Vietnam," members of Conof the Statue of Liberty

gress called the invasion a

modern version

of

"gunboat diplomacy" and said that the U.S.
could not force "democracy with the tip of a
bayonet." Another congressman said the invasion would be viewed in retrospect as "one of
the United States' finest hours."
While Reagan said that strategic interests
were not a factor in the decision to invade
Grenada, others speculated that the administration feared Grenada's main airport
expanded
by Cuban construction workers and Soviet technicians
would be used to support Fidel Castro's foreign activities in El Salvador and Cen-

who were

for their friendli-

ness and

store democracy.

About 1,000 American

TWO

warmth

to stu-

dents died within a month of
each other in October and November. Students, faculty, and
alumni mourned the deaths of

Pat Carrol,

S.J.,

and Felton

campus
Irish, and

a couple

or baptized a child, his face

would

light

Irish smile.

up with that huge
Most of all, Fr.

Carroll had a great ability to

He would always greet
you with a chest-crushing hug
or that finger breaking handlove.

shake. Fr. Carroll always

O'Toole, S.J.
Fr. Carroll

Whenever he married

Publications

was known on

as a lover of all things

a friend to every stucame in contact with

dent who
him. His Christmas cards and
St. Patrick's Day masses were
special experiences shared by

hundreds of people. Fr. Carroll
also had the ability to maintain
a unique relationship with each
person he met.
Fr. Carroll had a great concern
for athletics and, in particular,

the scholar-athlete. He attended
as many athletic events as he

made you

feel special.

Felton O'Toole,

S.J.,

was not

as well known by the student
community, but those that re-

membered him, thought

of

him

fondly.

The students who knew Fr.
O'Toole remembered him for his
willingness to talk and for the

small parties he would have in

one of
his students, Fr. O'Toole tried to
make what was then a rigid system more humane and for this
he was greatly missed.
his room. According to

could, whether they were intercollegiate, club sport, or intra-

murals. But his most visible
characteristic

ment

was

his

committ-

He
when he

to the Jesuit order.

seemed

Eric Christenson
Senior economics major
Julia Lavaroni

Junior history major

to be happiest
carried out his priestly duties.

—

—

tral'

America.

Rene Romo
Junior English major
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Pat Carrollis, S.J., association with
people allowed a unique relationship
with SCU students.

During his ten year presidency Patrick
Donohoe, S.J. began a .$1S million
fundraising and building project.
installation of two new academic
programs, one in fine arts and one in
music, is one of Thomas Terry's, S.J.,
many accomplishments.

The

During his career as a religious counselFelton O'Toole, S.J., lived in Nobili,
Swig, Walsh, and Campisi.
or,

Richard Coz,

When

Center were added, considerably

During his term,

enlarging the capabilities and

tuted two

died in March, Santa

the size of the school.

two former Uni-

community

leaders, but

as well. Patrick

Thomas

leaders

Donohoe,

D. Terry,

S.J.,

S.J.,

were

|not very familiar to the current

student body, but their past
achievements, both at the University
nity,

Fr.

and

in the larger

commu-

were well-known.

Donohoe was the Universi-

ty President

from 1958 to 1968.

During his ten-year administraSanta Clara campus
underwent major changes that
jwere due largely to Fr. Donohoe's persistent and open minded approach. A massive $13 million building program was begun
that gave the University much
tion, the

its present look. Dunne Hall,
Graham Complex, Leavey Ac-

of

tivities

Center, Sullivan Engi-

neering Complex,

Buck Shaw

Stadium, Orradre Library, Heafey

Law

Communlcatlont

versity Presidents

Clara not only lost University

land

University

S.J.

Library, and

Benson

Women

were admitted to the school for
the first time and business and
engineering graduate programs
were instituted.
Donohoe's services didn't end
with his presidency. Following
his term at the University, he
was named as provincial of the
California Jesuits. This new role
saw Fr. Donohoe pursuing beneficial

Jesuit activities in the four

western states. After three years,
in 1971, Fr. Donohoe returned to
the University and becanje

Chancellor. Fr.

at

insti-

California Jesuits.
Fr.

Terry then went on to an-

other area of interest, wine, and

became president of the NoviFermentation
which were still in use

tiate winery.

tanks,

at

the time of his Novitiate Presi-

dency, had been designed by

him

20 years earlier.

the University and began counseling law students as a

of

February.
Fr. Terry,

Terry

new degree programs,

In 1981, Fr. Terry returned to

age 69 after a long illness in early

Fr.

Communlcatlont

one in fine arts in 1971 and one
in music in 1973. After Fr.
Terry's, health began to wane,
he resigned as president and
went on to direct projects by

its

Donohoe died

University

took over the presi-

dency after Fr. Donohoe and remained in this role until 1976.
Like Fr. Donohoe, Fr. Terry was

campus ministry.

member

Fr. Terry's

diverse history of University

community
end with
ruary.

service

came

his death in late

He was

and

an
Feb-

to

61.

responsible for renovation of the

Mission Campus. However, he
was most noted for his improvement of the academic programs.

Julia Lavaronj

Junior history major

Four Jesuits
News
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FRENZi
Just when you thought you had enough of
Mr. "T" dolls, Care Bears, and G.I. Joes,
the doll deluge continued. As innocent as they
were, the Cabbage Patch Kids, designed by Xavier Roberts, took the nation by storm, wreaking havoc in department stores and specialty
shops from Boston to Bakersfield.
Many searches for this unique doll were extreme. Women choked one another with purse
straps. In Baltimore, over one hundred people
stood in line for a store to open. Other parents
desperately paid up to one-hundred fifty dollars
to get one of the little critters for their wailing
children.

Their names derived from an ancient fairy
Cabbage Patch Kids retailed for twentyfive dollars. Each Kid was blessed with a one
of-a-kind feature. One didn't purchase a doll;

tale,

one adopted

it.

Many

agreed that these dolls were downright
ugly. Nevertheless, the Cabbage Patch commotion certainly tested the intelligence of word-of-

mouth listeners. Something was definitely
wrong when twelve people arrived at Milwaustadium in freezing weather. Prepared with baseball mitts and credit cards they
eagerly awaited the alleged B-29 bomber about
to drop two thousand Cabbage Patch Kids from
the sky
Rob DeBarros
kee's baseball

.

.

Sophomore business major
Joceline Marianne was born from the Cabbage Patch on
October 1st and was promptly "adopted" by a lucky East
San Jose family.

Charlotte Hart

ALIFORNIANS OUTRAGED
Both Southern and Northern

defense of "diminished capac-

Californians were forced to
question the fairness of the judi-

ity,"

cial
er,

system when sentenced killDan White, was paroled from

Student

Life

sidered White's early release

proof that society tolerates vio-

became known

Cases where mental health determined a killer's sentence
caused some Californians to
doubt their judicial system.
White was convicted, and, they
say, because of his convincing
defense, he was placed back in

The

as the

"Twinkle

Defense."

only five years.

White of voluntary manslaughter
rather than murder. White was
given time off for good behavior,
enabling him an early release.
The sprawling anonymity of Los
Angeles County was the site
where officials placed White so
they could monitor his progress

and a homosexual supervisor,
Harvey Milk. White said he shot
the two men after Milk urged
Moscone to refuse to reappoint
White to the Board of Supervisors seat that he had resigned
from a few days earlier.
During the controversial 1979
trial, White's attorney pursued a

of both cities because they con-

frequent junk food binges that
induced depression. This plea

a California prison after serving

White, a former San Francisco
city supervisor, murdered the
city's mayor, George Moscone,

22

arguing that White went on

for a

jury convicted

one year span.

Upon

the release of White,

residents of Los Angeles

Francisco grew furious.

lence against gays.

society after five years.

and San

The

news upset the gay communities

The

sen-

timents of angry protestors
about the rulings were exemplified with their chant, "Eat a
Twinkle; beat the rap."
Laura

Kram

Freshman undeclared

SANTA CLARA AND THE WORLD
Beach Boy drowns
in So. Cal surf
Dennis Wilson, a founding
member of the famed rock
group The Beach Boys, died

Wilson

while diving in the harbor at

Coroners recorded the death
as an accidental drowning.

for his dive

suspicious

come up

Marina del Rey on December 28,
1983. Wilson, 39, had been diving for about two hours before
he failed to come up. Bill Oster,
owner of the 52-foot boat Wilson
was staying on, called the harbor

Brian and Carl. Dennis
helped create songs that supported the group's namesake. As
the only surfer of the group,
Dennis conveyed the ideas about
surfing to songwriter Brian. Ulti-

ers,

failed to

for air.

Drumming
that gave

and became

when Wilson

the pulsating beats

The Beach Boys

mately, four singles hit national

their

steady rhythm, Wilson contri-

music charts. "Surfin'

buted years of effort to the band

L.A. and was followed by "Sur-

originally started

by

his broth-

fin' Safari,"

" first hit

"Surfin' U.S.A.,"

patrolmen to aid

and "Surfer

him

Despite the
group's success, in

in the search

A

for his friend.

county lifeguard

1969, Dennis decid-

diving team was
also called,

and

ed to release a sinsev-

gle recorded in

en divers searched
in the 58-degree wa-

Wilson's body.
Oster said Wilson
had joined him the
night before to re-

The

diving

dividual excursion,

almost an
hour before finding

lax.

while
scuba

Eng-

land. After this in-

ter for

Dennis rejoined the
group to cut the album "Sunflower."
He will always be

alone
on the

remembered

Marina
del Rey

as the

surfer-drummer of

following

day, after the

Girl."

Dennis
Wilson
drowns

The Beach Boys.

two

had been drinking
together, Wilson de-

Julia Lavaroni

Junior history major

cided to go diving.

floor.

Denise E. Byron
Junior English major

Oster did not join
The Beach Boys' "Endless Summer" album is one
of the most popular of their albums. It contains
songs like "Surfin' Safari."

nternational monetary re-

I

increased value of the dollar.
foreign trade

cords were broken, travelers

They warned that

applauded, and economists

would decrease because of the
expense of American goods. The
U.S. had expected to sell $100
billion less than it bought from

foresaw severely damaging results as the U.S. dollar rose to a
ten year high against the Ger-

man Deutschemark.
To most Americans, news

foreigners in 1984.

of

Overall, the dramatic change

was met

the dollar's increased value was

in value of the dollar

welcomed. This situation produced good results for individual
consumers as well as the nation

with mixed blessings. While
economists warned against any
permanent change, consumers
enjoyed the benefits of good

as a whole.

With

a decreased

rate of inflation, domestic producers purchased imported goods
at lower prices.

Some
stressed

damaging

foreign

American money.
Barbie Lycette

Freshman business major
experts, however,

Dollar value
soars in

market

effects of the

News

Zo

Yugoslavia hosts Winter Olympics at Sarajevo

Skier gets first U.S. Gold
Covered with fresh snow,
the mountain peaks of Sarajevo,

Yugoslavia were finally ready for
the Winter Olympic Games.

Debbie Armstrong, a member of
the U.S. Olympic team, will nev-

mountains. On
she was the first

er forget those

February

13,

Olympic team member
Gold medal.

to

win a

Johnson, another ski team
member, boasted the best practice time of all competing racers
in the downhill and was sure he
Bill

would win. The press and fellow
competitors didn't see Johnson
as a potential gold medalist, but

Johnson took the Gold and the
honor of being the first American man, ever, to win the event.
The Mahre brothers, Phil and
Steve ended their careers with
Gold and Silver medals, respectively, in the Giant Slalom.
Ice-skating was the only other
successful event for the American team. Despite Scott Hamilton's personal disappointment in

Katrina Witt. Sumners placed a
disappointing second. However,
the Carruther twins, Kitty and
Peter, were thrilled by their silver medal in Pairs Skating.
Overall, the performance of

the United States wasn't as good
as the

team had hoped. But,

there were a few gold medals

and performances

to be

proud

of

his less-than-perfect perfor-

mance, the judges awarded him
the Gold.

Rosalyn Sumners, the favorite
was
outskated by East Germany's
in the singles competition,

Julia Lavaroni
Junior history major

Shari Gholson
Junior psychology major

Apple Computers wages

WAR ON
On January

IBM

Bernice Kerner of New York
Magazine reported on CBS
Morning News that "Apple is

By April, the company spent
$15 million promoting Macintosh. During the Superbowl, Apple bought a one-time national
spot costing $4,000,000 to introduce Macintosh. The commercial
used 300 extras with their eyes
glued to a giant screen in a
scene simulating George Orwell's

fighting virtually for

novel, 1984, a

24th, Apple re-

leased its newest computer,
Macintosh, in the face of growing competition from IBM. Apple had been steadily losing

IBM

ground

to its competition.

its life

IBM." Time Magazine
quoted Apple President John
Sculley as saying, "If we don't
against

.'Xim

it together in 1984, Apple is
going to be just another personal

get

The IBM personal computer was in a position to take
of the p.c. industry. But Apple's introduction of
Macintosh puts Apple back in the running and could cause
the company to become the new leaders in the fluctuating

command

computer industry.
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computer company." Macintosh
has now become the computer
that Apple is pinning its hopes
on.

woman suddenly
threw a torch into the screen
and it went black, until a new
voice was heard announcing,
"On January 24th, Apple will release its newest computer, Macintosh; and you'll see why 1984
won't be like 1984.

"

Elise Banducci

Freshman

political science

major

SANTA CLARA AND THE WORLD

TROUBLE IN
LEBANON
Over 800 Americans were evacuated and
taken aboard U.S. Navy ships from Beirut
destined for Cypress after February U.
Beirut had been riddled with gunfire
and falling mortar shells since the 1982 Israeli invasion. To "prevent" worsening Israeli/Moslem confrontations, the U.S.
agreed to support Amin Gemayel's Christian Lebanese regime if Israel would move
outside Beirut's borders. But fighting only
increased as Russian-backed Syrians

Moslems bombed the

and

As a result, in
was held
West
the
February Beirut
held
by GeEast
was
and
the
by Moslems
city.

split;

mayel.
Carolyn Seymour
Junior English major

USF alumnus

University for libel
In the spring of 1983, Santa Clara's student literary

magazine, The Owl printed
an article entitled, "The Student Athletic Hoax" in reference to the University of San
Francisco's policy towards athletes.

The

article,

Christine Long, suggested that

USF

placed too

much impor-

tance on the role of athletics.
USF alumnus and supporter,

A

Luis Zabala, was described as
one of those who encouraged
the University's policy towards

named

on the

damages

for

invasion of privacy and

and negligent

inflic-

as

case. Similarly, The
Redwood and The Santa Clara

are unable to print details on

the article or the complaint as

they are under the same publisher as The Owl and may be
considered by the plaintiff as

adding to the alleged

libel.

On

These statements were
published and circulated by defen-

\

\

Macintosh sports a new look. Its
vertical housing and detailed video
display are the characteristics that Apple
hopes will put Macintosh far ahead of

personal computer.

the Board of

4

^t^^^^^^^^k

IBM

Rewak and

on October 12 asking for $80

the Superior Court of Santa
Clara County, said, "These

the

Fr.

In reaction to the article,
Luis Zabala filed a complaint

Zabala's complaint, filed in

^\^^

James; publishers of SCU student publications: the SCU
Board of Trustees and University President William Rewak,
S.J.; The Owl; and the University of Santa Clara.

defendants in the role of publisher, are unable to comment

tion of emotional distress.

«

Long; editor of

Trustees, having been

intentional

,-'rB«

article Christine

athletes.

libel,

:

occupation as a businessman
and in his relations with present and prospective business
associates and customers."
Named as defendants in the
complaint were author of the

The 1982-83 Owl, Leander

written by

million in punitive

^

sues

dants without reasonable grounds
to believe the
statements to
be true.

^

statements were published and
circulated by defendants without reasonable grounds to believe the statements to be true

and with malice and ill
wards the plaintiff and

will toin

wan-

November 10, an editorial in
The Santa Clara stated, "since
our publisher is named as defendant, our comment would be
their comment. No comment."
At a later date the Universiwas able to have the Board
of Trustees dropped as defen-

ton disregard of his rights and
feelings, and with the intention

ty

and purpose of disgracing and
defaming plaintiff and injuring
him in the community, in his

dants in the case.
Elise Banducci
Freshman political science major

News
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oul Singer Shot, Killed
Marvin Gaye

Soul singer
was shot and

by his minister father during an insurance
dispute in Los Angeles in April.
Gaye was one day away from his
killed

45th birthday.
The two quarreled past midnight over a missing insurance
letter until the conflict escalated

and shoving. The
next day the argument began
again and, finally, Marvin Gaye
Sr. shot his son twice in the
chest with a .38 rifle. The singer
into yelling

died at California Hospital April
2 at 1:01

pm.

According to officials, Gaye's
heart was stopped when he arrived at the emergency room and

charts.

doctors were unsuccessful at re-

recently

suscitation.

1982 comeback single, "Sexual
Healing," which won two

Ironically,

Gaye began

his

Grammy

church at the age of three and,
utilizing a gospel background, he
first

The

Motown Re"How

cords. Gaye's early hit

sweet

by you,"
through the
grapevine," helped boost Motown Records to the top of the

and

it is

to be loved

"I heard

num-

Gaye was known

for his

awards.

Gaye was taken into
custody following the shooting
and was declared mentally competent to stand trial for murder,
despite undergoing surgery to remove a brain tumor in the

professional con-

tract in 1962 with

his first

song "Pride and Joy," but more

singing career in his father's

signed his

Gaye had

ber one hit in 1963 with the

elder

month following the

it

incident.

Christopher Stampolis
political science/French major

Freshman

Another Blockbuster
Producer/directors George
Lucas and Steven Spielberg had collaborated
three years before in 1981 for

the

first

time,

and the

result

was, in Hollywood lingo, a

INDIANA JONES and
the Temple of

Doom

"Blockbuster." Their movie

Raiders of the Lost Ark achieved

adventure has a

the status of one of the biggest

If

box

name,

office hits of all time.

was expected that the men
who had created the top six box
It

office successes of all

have another hit to

show

in the

must be

Indiana Jones.

time would

steal the

summer movie

HARRISON

pa-

rade.

FORD

Indiana Jones and the Temple
of Doom opened on Wednesday,

May

it

23, in 1,685 theatres across

A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE

the country.

Despite criticism of the film's
"excessive violence," the flick

netted a record gross of $33 million

on the four-day Memorial

Day weekend, and

a

week

later,

the figure had doubled to a phe-

nomenal $68

million, giving "In-

diana Jones" the fastest start of

any film

in history.

70

MM

CO-STARRING

KATE CAPSHAW
produced and directed by

George Lucas/Steven Spielberg
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The Democratic Race
The

Democratic National
Convention was held in
San Francisco from July
26-29 at the George R. Moscone

influential black candidate de-

Center.

San Francisco previously
hosted the convention in 1920.

paigns in mid-1983, Jackson an-

Former vice-president Walter
Mondale entered the 1984 con-

cember. Jackson finished with
370 delegates and approximately

vention with 2014 delegates, 47
more than the 1967 needed to

10 percent of the nation's popu-

to enter the race.

While most

candidates began their cam-

nounced

lar vote.

his intentions in

He

De-

received 20.8 per-

obtain the presidential nomination. Senator Gary Hart of Colo-

cent of the vote in California.

rado and the Reverend Jesse
Jackson finished second and
third respectively in primary
balloting. Other candidates for
the nomination included former
astronaut John Glenn and
George McGovern, who received
the 1972 nomination to run
against incumbent president

for his lack of political exper-

Richard Nixon.
Jackson was seen as the

first

5, the last day of
primary balloting.
Hart entered the last day of
the campaign needing to win almost all of the available delegates to stay in the race, but he
only won 38 percent of the pop-

Tuesday" June

spite his relatively late decision

Jackson was often criticized
he showed prowess in
when he
successfully obtained the release
of captured Navy Lieutenant
ience, but

international relations

Robert Goodman from Syria.
Hart, running on a platform advocating change and youthful
thinking, picked up 1227 delegates and was in the running for

ular vote.

California and

New

Jersey

were the most important states
on the final agenda as they carried 428 delegates, but Hart received no delegates in New Jersey and only 295 delegates in
California. The City of Santa
Clara voted 37 percent for Mondale, 47 percent for Hart,

and

11

percent for Jackson.

Christopher Stampolis
political science/French major

Freshmen

the nomination until "Final

OSCARS Quake Shakes SCG

Hosted by Johnny Carson,
Academy

the 56th Annual

awards were held April 9 in the
Los Angeles Music Center.
The picture was Terms of
Endearment which captured five
Oscars; Shirley Maclaine, was
awarded best actress for her role
as the domineering mother. As
she received her award Maclaine
said,

we

"God

all

bless that potential

have to make anything

possible

deserve

if

we deserve it. I
Thank you."

this.

Robert Duvall captured the
Oscar for best actor for his
portrayal of an alcoholic country
singer in the

movie Tender

Mercies.

What

at 1:16 in the afternoon.

Numer-

ous reports of students scrambling under tables

and

fleeing

from rooms was the topic of

dis-

cussion throughout the remain-

der of the day.

The quake was reported

as be-

ing one of the strongest ever felt
in

Northern California.

It

was

However, the quake was
away as Los Angeles and Reno, Nevada.
The quake did its most dam-

ton.

also felt as far

age in the

Morgan

Hill area

where many businesses and family homes were damaged or destroyed.

The damage

of the

earthquake was estimated at
eight million dollars.

The

entire

Santa Clara County was declared
in a state of emergency by the
Governor George Deukmejian.
And for Santa Clara students, it
was a scary event, and for some
the first strong earthquake they

had

felt.

located on the Calaveras fault

and
Shari Gholson
Junior psychology major

happened on the

Santa Clara campus
on a Tuesday that
caused such commotion? On that
particular Tuesday, April 24, an
earthquake which registered between 5.8 and 6.2 rolled through
the campus. The tremor occured

its

epi-center was in Hall's

Shari Gholson
Junior psychology major

Valley at the foot of Mt. Hamil-

News
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Deserving graduates honored
Annette Parent was sethe class of 1984, while

the University.

commencement.

Clara's intimate

com-

Paul Locatelli,

has

vice president,

spirit of inquiry

we
pay more

to

in

1968 in honor

research assistant for biology

S.J., academic
by academic ad-

ministrators.

Annette, a biolpgy major, will
program in hu-

enroll in a Ph.D.

man

genetics at

"With

Columbia Uni-

a dynamic, heteroge...

neous atmosphere,
the shock of our
transition after

community. A
diverse environment only serves

Santa Clara

pluralistic

tion.

With the encouragement of

a dynamic, heterogeneous

atmo-

sphere, the shock of our transition after Santa Clara

Many

ished.

tend the

is

dimin-

opportunities to ex-

spirit of individual re-

deliveres a short,

sponsibility to global responsibility exist outside of the University.

...

But even

in the turmoil

we must keep an
open mind and not abandon the
of transition,

spirit."

Annette was selected by the
University President, William

Rewak, S.J., following nominations from students, academic
administrators, and the Valedictorian Selection Committee. Criteria for selection included scholastic

and

re-

is di-

minished. Many
opportunities to
extend the spirit
of individual responsibility exist

outside of the
University.
But even in the
turmoil of transi.

tion,

.

.

we must

keep an open
mind and not

abandon the

achievement. Christian be-

havior, public presence,

as a

St.

Clare and Nobili medthe outstanding

tor during his junior year.

ly

CCD

it.

handicapped seventh and

eighth graders and counseled
teenagers at a half-way house.

Steve planned to get his secondary education credential to
teach at the high school level.
Sue, a political science major
from San Francisco, was the director of

She

SCCAP

for 1983-84.

had been an R.A.,
ASUSC senator and sat on the
Women's Center advisory board
for two years. She plans to enter
also

the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.

Before he awarded each honor,
Rewak listed the characteristics necessary to attain the
award while the recipient stood
on the stage. As he was listing
the characteristics for the St.
Clare medal. Sue chose the moFr.

ment

just as he stopped speaking

to grin triumphantly

and wave

enthusiastically to a friend in

the audience, producing a laugh

from the crowd.

At the ceremony, Fr. Locatelli,
announced the two seniors who
were runners-up for ValedictoriThey were Scott Schaefer, a
finance major from Phoenix, Arizone, and Vicky Blaine, a psychology major from Spokane,
Washington.
an.

Sallie Lycette

-Annette Parent

versify in the

fall.

She plans a
and research

als recognized

career in teaching

female and male senior for ex-

at the university level.

He

to educational-

spir-

class.

The

English major from
was an R.A. for
two years and an ASUSC sena-

>j

presentation of the graduating

Life

and

Steve, an

also taught

promoted at Santa Clara,
through the development of a

to enrich the value of our educa-

Student

also served as a teacher's as-

sistant in biology labs

California,

more

28

She

Clare medal

professor Geraldine Tomlinson.

the spirit of inquiry, must be

students.

Godspell, and

Steve and Sue were selected
from nominations presented to

—

but impressive,
speech calling for
more awareness of
world issues
among Santa Clara

St.

'84,

she was an R.A. her junior year.

of St. Clare of Assisi.

must remember

Annette Parent

The

ing in Images

she believes every university
should acquire and maintain:

than lip-service to the spirit.
One of Santa Clara's drawbacks
is the homogeneity of the student population with respect to
for exrace, age and income
ample, minority enrollment
reached a peak in 1976 but has
been declining since. Openmindedness, an important element in

the graduation
platform,
Valedictorian

honor of John

Nobili, S.J., the University's first

president.

potential for growth, but

Smiling
triumphantly on

Nobili medal was estab-

lished in 1976 in

While at Santa Clara, Annette
was involved in a myriad of activities which included perform-

was established

munity, the

Namkoong

The

to

Annette's speech focused on
the philosophy of education that

"On Santa

Ellen

and contribution

activities,

Steve Kahl and Sue Byrne received the Nobili and St. Clare
medals, respectively, at the June
9

cellence in academics, character,

lected Valedictorian for

Sophomore marketing major

SANTA CLARA AND THE WORLD

Cable Cars Return to S.F.
cars have clanked
Cable
and rumbled through the

downtown
San Francisco

for

districts of

many

years.

Originally designed as a form of
transportation, they have since

become primarily a
traction.

ble cars has

of

tourist at-

The presence

of the ca-

become a trademark

San Francisco, contributing

The

increased tourist population

it

of the city.

would bring.
Concerns were expressed about

cars were taken out of

the rushed nature of the project

significantly to the unique

charm

downs. In addition, track repair
was creating street obstacles.
As a result, officials voted to
shut down the cable car system
in order to repair and modernize
it. Their goal was to have the
system operational again by
June, in time for the Democratic
National Convention, and the

service in September, 1982.

Con-

and over car

safety, especially

May

cerns about safety had been ex-

since an accident

pressed as early as 1979. In 1981,
there were 388 accidents, while

which a gripman injured his
knee when the car he was in

the year before, the system had

stopped abruptly during a test

been plagued with frequent shut-

run.

Soviets
Pull Out
On Tuesday, May

8, the
world was shocked by the Soviet
pull-out from the Los Angeles
Summer Olympics. The Soviet
Union's National Olympic Committee said that the reasons for
the boycott were: inadequate security preparations and poor fa-

Los Angeles, too much
meddling by Washington, high
costs, and too much commercial-

cilities in

ization of events.

After the boycott was announced, the U.S. speculated
about various other reasons for
the pull-out. Some people
thought that the pull-out was
not only a possible revenge for
the 1980 boycott of the Moscow
Summer Olympics, but also a
plan to affect Ronald Reagan's
re-election

campaign negatively.

7,

1984 in

An annual

late

May

had
so

that a gradual phase-in could be-

At 10:00 a.m. June

gin.

3,

1984,

decorated with
red balloons proclaiming
"They're back!" proceeded from

six cable cars,

Nob

Hill

down

California Street

as part of a half-mile-long block

party. Firecrackers, a Chinese

dragon, doughnuts and coffee

were also part of the celebration.
Greater festivities took place
during the official opening of the
new cable car system June 21.
Margaret Finley
Sophomore psychology major

Awarded
Honor-

competition for
college print and broadcast
media was held as part of the

awards, including a

Society for Collegiate Journal-

ed one to Dave Sorem who was
named a second Honorable Mention for "The Folly of Conjec-

ists' activities.

Junior Steve Lo-

zano, president of the

SCU

chapter, compiled a portfolio of

able

Mention

first

in overall excel-

lence. Individual

awards includ-

ture" in the sports column cate-

works by three of the four Santa gory. The category for graphic ilClara media. When results were
lustrations named Chuck Eichannounced. The Redwood, The
ten for "Chef and "Recruiter"
Santa Clara, and The Owl had
with a first and third Honorable
all been honored.
Mention, respectively. A second
Honorable Mention went to
In the yearbook division, The
Redwood received a second Hon- Scott Schaefer for front page

Rene Romo received

orable Mention (or fifth place in

layout.

the competition) for "concept of

Second Place

the book." First Honorable

Men- opinion

tions (fourth place) were given

both the categories "reportand "photography," and in the category of
for

ing in words"

"display,"

The Redwood

ceived a third Honorable

re-

The Santa Clara received

six

a

in the personal

writing category for

"Late night with Laightpaper."
The Owl received a second
Honorable Mention for the literary category of the magazine di-

The Society
for Collegiate Jour-

vision.

nalists was
founded on

Julia Lavaroni

December
1909, and

Men-

In the newspaper division,
Sophomore marketing major

of these concerns

Journalists

tion (sixth place).
Sallie Lycette

Enough

been alleviated by

Junior history major
Sallie Lycette

annually,

Sophomore marketing major

members'

6,

rates its

publications.

News
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Chairman of the Senate, Jay Leupp,
addresses a student and faculty audience
on University issues. The position of
chairman proved necessary to mediate
in the
Senate.

sometimes heated discussions

Students have
their say.
An

opinion poll administered

in the winter

quarter revealed a trend towards an
optimistic view about student's having a say.

Those involved on a more personal basis with
the administration were more likely to
believe that students did have a say in the
way the school was run. Those with less
experience tended to feel the opposite.
Perhaps surprisingly, freshmen were very
optimistic about University policies and
student involvement in policy decisions.

DO STUDENTS
COUNT?
0% 30% 50% 70% 100%
^

FRESHMEN

SOPHO MORES
JUNIORS
SENIORS

Dave Drummond, Mark Duffy, and
Debbie Kalisz, wait for their turns to
speak at the April tenure rally. The
tenure issue heated up during the spring
quarter, and culminated with a rally and

The students would
when William Rewak,

a sit-in in April.

only be appeased

S.J.,
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issued a statement.

nput can
create change
Saga, the University food
service, increased fees for
the use of Benson Cafeteria
from $50 to $150. The additional
$100 was used for labor and

believed the existing

and

felt

was deficient

the media were not ade-

quately responsible to the students.

clean-up charges. However, students were given the option to

passed the

clean up after activities in order

did not pass the University Stu-

$100 increase.
Although Saga's decision affected meetings, "Screw-YourRoommate" banquets, and other
student activities. ASUSC was

dent Affairs Committee and thus
died. However, though some saw
the decision as a setback, student activism did not end with
the fee committee.

not consulted in the decision.
Because Saga served the University as an independent entity,

sor Brian

to avoid the

students had

little

control over

the decision.
In contrast, students spoke

The

committee proposal

fee

ASUSC

Senate, but

After political science profes-

Murphy was denied

tenure, several political science

majors formed the group Students Concerned About Tenure

(SCAT) to investigate the deciand examine Santa Clara's

loudly regarding the student fee

sion

committee proposal. The propos-

tenure process.

included the creation of a student dominated board to recom-

SCAT became Santa Clarans
Concerned About Tenure
(SCCAT) and held a rally on
April 3 which attracted over 200

al

mend fund allocations for
ASUSC, SCCAP, and the media
William Rewak,

to

S.J.,

Univer-

sity President.

1983-84.

ASUSC

President Nels Nelsen

believed the student fee commit-

would be the missing link
between the Communications
Board and ASUSC, and would
make the media more fiscally retee

sponsible.

Many members

of the

media (The Santa Clara, The
Redwood, The Owl, and KSCU)
disapproved of the proposal and
saw the proposed system as
more likely to threaten freedom
of the press. The media felt the
proposed committee could have
made the media more financially
dependent on ASUSC instead of

I
I the University's general operat-

ing budget.

students. After the rally,

SCCAT

and approximately 50
students entered Walsh Administration Building and refused to
leaders

The Communications Board,
composed of three students and
six faculty and staff members,
recommended media funds for

I

ASUSC

allocations process

leave until Fr.

Rewak spoke with

rally organizers.

Though SCCAT did not have
another large-scale protest of
SCU policy, the group continued
to meet regularly for the rest of
the year and placed a referendum on the May 8 student body
ballot. The referendum, which
stated that students wanted faculty members to receive reasons
for tenure decisions if desired.
Kim Moutoux, one of
SCCAT's rally coordinators said,

"We [SCCAT] wanted

to

students' involvement

is

show
ex-

tremely important, and we

feel

that goal was accomplished."

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major
Christopher Stampolis
political science/French major

Freshman

Input can create change
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Junior English major Matt Keowen,
managing editor of The Redwood, types
copy on the typesetter. While at Santa
Clara Matt has also been involved with
KSCU, The Santa Clara, and TV

Keeping a dancing crowd happy takes
concentration and careful selection of the
latest dance tunes by senior Jack Brkich,

who works

production.

Melissa Merk gets a pat on the shoulder
from a fellow yearbook conventioner.
The Redwood editors took a week-long
trip to Ohio in August, 1983, to plan the
1983-84 book.

Student

Life

for

KSCU.

in the darkroom until 7 a.m.
February yearbook deadline. Char

Working
for a

Hart, Editor-in-Chief, diligently prints
photographs later to be cropped,

captioned, and stamped.

Santa Clara Media Train

FUTURE
COMMUNICATORS
Rene

Romo

was a unique way of being

edited the

Forum section of The Santa
Clara. He enjoyed writing on
:opics that

mch

as the

"make people think"
"importance" of

jsing exclamation

marks

at the

mds of sentences. Rene was one
)f many talented students
creating

Santa Clara media.

KSCU,

the University radio

had approximately 80
students on the staff. Mary Louse Reginato, a freshman engileering major, and a newscaster
'or KSCU, thought the idea of
jroadcasting was intriguing. "It
station,

in-

volved with the school."

"The Owl offered an outlet for
and artistry. It gave
more freedom of expression and
style to students than any other
medium on campus," This was the
thought of Matt Kelsey, Editorin-Chief of SCU's literary magacreativity

Pat Curulla was the office
manager of The Santa Clara.
She found the work demanding
but insisted, "you learn so many
skills, and meet so many interesting people. It really is a team

zine.

These people

effort."

Being managing editor of The
Redwood was hard work, as

all

expressed

dif-

ferent reasons for first joining

career as a magazine editor.

one of the media, but they all
shared a similar goal: to produce
the best work possible, whether
it be broadcast or printed.

Matt spent roughly 20 hours a
week in the yearbook office.

Kelley Sessions
Freshman undeclared

junior

Matt Keowen

English major

said.

who hopes

An
for a

Clutching the dictionary, Feature Editor
Jeff Brazil slumbers peacefully next to

g Forum Editor Rene Romo after a long
2 night at The Santa Clara office.

Santa Clara Media Train

FUTURE COMMUNICATORS
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As a graphic artist, fall quarter graduate
Chuck Eichten created artwork for The
Owl, Santa Clara's literary magazine.

known for his distinctive characters,
Chuck contributed to The Santa Clara.

Also

up for nearly four days to
cram for a deadline. Redwood
photography editor, Ellen Namkoong
and sports editor, Terry Donovan, take a
After staying

break in the sun.

Aamir Irthad

V
\

Taking a quick breather from his hectic
job as KSCU Station Manager, Steve
Curulla relaxes in his office in the

basement of Swig. Steve, a finance major,
has tontinued to broadcast jazz, new
wave and soul music.
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Paste up kept The Santa Clara staff
working late. Both photo editor Dorio
Barbieri and production manager Henry
Ruddle Jay down copy and corrections.

.-^

Santa Clara Media Face

STAFF &
Although quality products
were turned out, problems
with money and student interest plagued KSCU, The
Redwood, The Santa Clara,
and The Owl.
KSCU, the student run radio
was forced to give up its
UPI news machine mid-year be-

station

cause of insufficient funds. The
radio station had an allocated

budget of just $9,300, the lowest
of all the media, and the UPI
machine cost too much to main-

There were also staffing
problems. Because of the station's inability to pay staff memtain.

bers

who

time and

many

contribute valuable
effort,

KSCU

lost

talented people.

The Redwood

suffered a major

MONEY CRISES

staff crisis at the

beginning of

when the number
members dwindled to

winter quarter
of staff

Help was found after a
major recruitment campaign and

seven.

The Redwood

survived, even

though additional

staff departed
during spring quarter. There
were few money problems since
the book received the largest al-

location of University funds of

$57,529 in 1983-84. Problems
could arise with the 1984-85
budget, however, because, as 83-

84 Editor-in-Chief Char Hart

"payment of the $35,000
debt from previous issues of The
Redwood must be made out of
the allocated budget."
Due to a limited budget of
$9,807, The Owl produced only
said,

issues of the magazine in
1983-84 but plans to increase to
three issues with the help of a

two

budget increase of $3,000. The
magazine was also served with
an $80 million libel suit at the
beginning of the school year
which was still in litigation at
the end of spring quarter.
Campus media, with all their
problems, were still considered
successful by staff members and
students. Success of the media
was dependent on the continuing
support from students and the
University.
Kelly Sessions
Freshman English major

Yearbook layout

isn't as

hard as

looks. Liz Krukiel. a junior

science major, spent a

week

it

combined
in

August

at

the Ohio University College Yearbook
Workshop learning just how easy it
really

is.

Santa Clara Media Face STAFF

& MONEY CRISES
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As a KSCU D.J., senior Mario Orsi
announces the latest releases during his
broadcast which also includes news
updates.

the expanded but temporary
in Dunne basement, the
copy editor, junior Denise Byron, types a
In

Redwood offices

revised version of a recently finished
story.
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Santa Clara Media

Win

TOP HONORS
With the turnover

in editori-

categories "Reporting in words,"

al staff for the year

came

and "Photography." In the

a

new dedication to the quality
the media and a commitment
implementing new ideas.
The University's chapter of

Redwood
Men-

of

gory of display. The

to

received a third Honorable

From

the newspaper division,

The Santa Clara received

nalists completed its first year
under the guidance of its president, junior Steve Lozano. The

awards, including a

was

to pro-

and
strong media organization. An
mote

ethics

techniques of a

annual nation-wide competition
for college print, electronic,

and

able

first

Mention (fourth

six

Honor-

place) in

overall excellence. Individual

awards also went to Dave Sorem
(second Honorable Mention for
sports column). Chuck Eichten
(first and third Honorable Mention in graphic illustrations),

broadcast media was held as

Scott Schaeffer (second Honor-

part of the Society's activities.

able

SCU

would not
be left out, Steve compiled a
portfolio of works by the media.
When results were announced in
the spring, The Redwood, The
Santa Clara, and The Owl had
Determined that

out),

by awarding The Santa Clara a
place rating, with marks of
distinction in coverage and confirst

tent.

7726

tion.

the Society for Collegiate Jour-

organization's goal

cate-

Mention for front page layand Rene Romo (second

place in the personal opinion

Owl

received a second

Honorable Mention

for the

Not entered in the Society's
competition, the student-run radio station, KSCU also had a
good year after a variety of staff
changes in the middle of the
year.

Many

of

KSCU's

listeners

thought its jazz programming
was one of the best in the area,
rivaled only by Berkeley station,
KBLX. According to Chris
Stampolis, KSCU News Director,
the jazz played on KSCU was as

writing category for "Late night

up-to-date as other jazz stations.

with Laightpaper.")

Music Director Chris Keller
worked to create many record

The

overall quality of

The

Santa Clara improved according

company connections

Kathy Dalle-Molle, "More of
our stories had greater depth,
something we have been working

to increase the quality of the

to continue

been honored.
In the yearbook division, The
Redwood received a second Hon-

to

orable Mention (fifth place) for

on for a few years." The Associ-

"Concept of the book." First
Honorable Mention (fourth
place) were given for both the

ated Collegiate Press (a national
organization that rates college

Sophomore marketing major
Denise E. Byron

papers) recognized this quality

Junior English major

all

mag-

azine category.

music played on

KSCU.

Sallie Lycette

Sorting through
various albums,
senior Dave Sorem
searches for a
record to play in

the next open spot
during an evening
show.

^0

i
'^^3^

€

Ellen

Namkoong

As associate editor of The Santa Clara,

Kathy Dalle-Molle has many
responsibilities. Her primary job
editing, but she also helped in

is

copy

page

layout.

Santa Clara Media Win

TOP HONORS
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Mimi Faulders

Kicking back, Bert Salady, senior, proves his expertise at using
the phone. Bert
the most powerful tool to a businessman
was production manager for ASUSC social presentations.

—

Student opinion gained momentum during the open forums
sponsored by ASUSC and the Senate. Senator Adrian Churn
introduces students to controversial issues such as the proposed
Fee Committee, major/minor programs, campus safety, and the

freshmen honor courses.
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presented to the Senate
listeners by Joe
Guerra, senior, as Mary Kay Lauth,
junior, and Jay Leupp, junior, sit in
foreground.
Vital issues are

and other student

JOINING FOR CBS
The Senate, and committees
of the

ASUSC, presented

student views to the administration. During weekly meetings,

members wore
skirts

and

ties,

sportcoats, or

sat in ordered seats

with placecards which identified
them as either a "Mr.," or "Ms."
The 24 senators, six from each
class, were also members of senate sub-committees.

The eight members of the Student Affairs Committee governed
the affairs immediately affecting
undergraduates, such as the reinstatement of the Graham pool
dances and Tuesday night social
events. For the most part, the
committee interviewed all campus clubs and organizations before they achieved recognition
and while they were active.
The Senate Finance Committee, in charge of administering
the $50,000 ASUSC quarterly
budget, was more efficient than
it had been in past years. They
completed the passage, writing,
and printing of the budgets dur-

ing the previous quarters.

To

minimize ASUSC expenditures,
the Finance Committee, headed
by Brad O'Brien, worked to encourage more fundraising within
the club or organization itself

and

less

dependence on ASUSC.

The Senate

Legislative

Com-

mittee, organized fall quarter's

City Council and student-senate

forums and published the quarterly senate newsletters.

Additional improvements in
the senate included the stricter
use of Parliamentary procedures
for

more efficient weekly meetand frequent dorm floor viswhich increased campus

ings
its

awareness of the senate.
Mimi Faulders
Junior history major
formal attire the ASUSC Executive
Board represents the University of Santa
In

Clara: Chris

Mann,

senior; Nels Nelsen,

senior; Jeff Allen, senior;
senior;

Ken Cardona,

and Jay Leupp, junior.

Joining Forces o<j

Keeping the dancers on their feet, ASUSC Social •
Vice-President, Ken Cardona, proves all-nighters _i
can be a good time as he spins the discs during *
the Special Olympics' Dance-a-thon.

Student Life

j

*'

Working

Laughing together, students unite in approval of the
ASUSC-sponsored Comedy Nights held throughout each
quarter. Popular comedy acts from Los Angeles and San
Francisco were seen on the Bronco stage. These were one
of the most popular forms of on-campus evening
entertainment.

Sharing a sunny moment, John Mascali, senior, takes time
out from his joh as ASUSC Director of Security with
freshman Kim Wagner. As director of security John assisted
Ken Cardona and the Social Presentations staff during

effectively,

concerts and football games.

having fun,
too
ASUSC? Oh

yeah!

It's

an ab-

of one or two movies

breviation for the Associated

each weeknight,

Students of the University of
banta Clara. Comedy Nights, a
Tenure Committee, the Senate
given to us by the Jesuits?
Or, perhaps, the Great Bronco in
the sky?

its

BeHeve it or not, all ASUSC
emerged from that office
on second floor Benson.
During the summer months,
while most of us were perfecting

sist

—

projects

and

M-TV

in addition to

ever-popular dances.

Student involvement in the
planning and production of campus events escalated. A social
presentations program allowed
those who were interested to as-

Ken Cardona and his staff
by maintaining security during
events, writing bulletin an-

Board was devising ways to improve and revitalize the University for the students who would
soon crowd the campus.
The year began with a presentation of these new ideas which

nouncements, and hanging signs.
Working with the Senate Finance Committee, Jeff Allen, Financial Vice-President, educated
the clubs in budgeting procedures. Jeff, the Finance Committee, and the clubs began using
three-copy expense reports to allow a better checking system on

materialized during

finances.

the art of leisure, the Executive

tion.

fall registra-

Student saving cards, to be

A

proposal to increase funds

to the Board of
Trustees to further improve

used at local restaurants and retailers, were handed out along
with a newsletter which listed

was presented

ASUSC

ceived a $15.00 increase from the
students' tuitions. The allocation

social events.

The

list

promised an active social season
with more weekly events than

ASUSC

finances.

was increased

ASUSC

for the first

re-

time

in ten years.

ever before.

Speakers, movies,

comedy

Much

of president Nels Nel-

was geared towards
and

and video dances were
scheduled on Friday and Saturday nights and even an occasional Tuesday. Films were shown,
among them Das Boot, Porky 's,
and Tootsie. Special movie festi-

sen's energy

Woody
Allen, and James Bond. An increased Graham Central Station

Mann, Administrative

budget provided for the showing

explicitly written job descrip-

nights,

vals featured westerns.

establishing continuous

standard ASUSC administrations
from year to year. Unlike previous years, the ASUSC President, with the help of Chris
Vice-

President, responded to the need
for a meticulous filing system,

and standard forms to be
kept and maintained throughout
following years.

tions,

ASUSC

officials,

Chris

Mann and

Nels

Nelsen are the privileged escorts of
Senior Homecoming princess, Heidi
Seevers, and queen, Heidi LeBaron.

Mimi Faulders
Junior history major

Working

effectively,

having fun, too
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MUSIC
Draws Crowds

ASUSC

to

and spring quarwent hand in hand.
Although a major spring
concert might have been en-

Activities
ter

joyed,

it

certainly wasn't missed.

With all the movies, dances, and
comedy nights, students were
kept busy and entertained.

ASUSC

Social Vice President,

Ken Cardona explained

the rea-

major
out
pointed
He
spring concert.
were
concerts
the
past,
that, in
subsidized solely by ASUSC Sosons for the lace of a

cial

felt

the

fi-

more advantageous system
future, they will

ASUSC

could continue to promote concerts themselves, 2) They could
co-promote concerts with an outside promoter, or 3) they could
have an outside promoter handle

them

With all three opwould still be
work on the show and

alone.

tions, students

able to

also attain student discount

The advantage to a new
approach would be student participation without the financial

The Benson Center was jampacked with people ready to
start their spring quarter with a
bang. There were usually dances
Club

Graham

Central Sta-

66, or

lighting system,

Graham

Central

overflowed with people.
Movie entertainment was also
plentiful during the quarter and
students filled both Mayer Theatre and Daly Science to see
first rate movies for $1.00. On a

good night, over 300 people
turned out for such films as Private Benjamin, 48 Hours, and
An American Werewolf in London.

Comedy

nights on Tuesdays

were another very popular attraction. ASUSC booked many
top name and up-and-coming comedians for comedy acts held in
the Bronco Corral. Comedy
Night was usually filled to ca-

prices.

pacity.

risk.

Spring quarter events were
both popular and entertaining.
There were always things
planned on campus that brought
students together. After all, what
would spring be without fun?

Instead of a costly major concert,

ASUSC

many

chose to put on

smaller, lower budget ac-

tivities in

the spring.

The

first

of

many events occurred on March
31, in Benson, when Joe Sharino

42

spring break, turned out to
dance to the lively tunes.

Video dances were popuWith its huge video
screen and powerful sound and

of promoting major concerts at

1)

mass of students, fresh from

lar as well.

plans for up-coming concerts. He
and ASUSC laid the foundation

have three options:

to

A

nights.

the remaining budget. Looking
into the future, Ken described

SCU. In the

for

Benson during
the weekend or on Tuesday

nancial risk of a spring quarter
concert was simply too great for

for a

be a Santa Clara favorite.

tion,

most always taken heavy finan-

ASUSC

and his band provided music
"The Welcome Back Dance."
Sharino and his band proved

going on in

Presentations, and had al-

cial losses.

Events

Student

Life

Jeff Nale
Senior English major

What is better than burgers on a hot,
sunny day at the beach? Michael Lee
and Pat Williams enjoyed their beef
courtesy of Saga and ASUSC at Beach
Day in Kennedy Mall. While the beach
was conspicuously without sand, the
students managed to have fun in the sun

anyway.

Movie nights, sponsored by ASUSC,
proved to be a popular and inexpensive
form of entertainment for many
students. Here, Mary Brkich sells tickets
to The Empire Strikes Back.

Mike Risso

While the audience listens intently,
Jenny Twitchell sings at the Student
Talent Show. It is held each year to give
students a chance to show off their
creativity in performing arts.
Gathering for

Knud Gotterup

Once

a favorite, always a favorite

some fun

at a

Friday

night party really appeals to Kevin
Foehr, Scott Logsdon, Rene Susak,
Shannon Nally and Candace Colson.

.

Joe Sharino and his band play the best
of the top 40 tunes as well as the best
golden oldies.

MUSIC Draws Crowds

to

ASUSC

Events
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Entertaining students in Bronco Corral
can be difficult, as Scott Weaver
discovered.

Comedian Randy
Scott

Serenades aren't usually sung to
students for entertainment, but comedian
Steve Hudson strums his guitar in true
romantic style to provide unique music
for his captive audience.

Michael Risso

Telling jokes to a large audience doesn't
guarantee a laugh, as Chris Titus found
in April. He continues with his story as

he eyes the Santa Clara crowd for an
appreciative response.

As the comedian continues his antics on
stage in Bronco Corral, sophomores
Mary Beth Fox, Claudia Feit, Stacey
Saugen, Terri Rossi, and junior Jay King,
smile in appreciation.
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how

Hill

shows

to perform.

Stars of the
future

amuse
Introduced in the late 1970's,

Comedy Night had

its

grim be-

S.C.O.
dians Robin Williams and Steve

Martin both came to Santa

ginnings in Pipestage, occuring

Clara in the 70's before they be-

only twice a year and featuring a

came famous.

comedian per show. By
1984, the event had been moved
to Bronco Corral where a new li-

to

single

quor license benefitted thirsty

new
Comedy Night expand-

audiences. In addition to a
location,

ed to a full-night club format,
complete with three entertainers
(two warm-up acts and one
headliner) and an M.C.

Many

ASUSC
fessional

of the

comedians that

hired have turned pro-

and are now entertain-

ing millions of people.

Beaming smiles

When Comedy

Night moved
Bronco Corral, popularity increased. In order to attend, one
had to get there early since most
Comedy Nights were packed. Junior Mark Morin commented
"there was always a large audience which made the evening a
lot of fun."

Karla Swatek
Sophomore English major
Denise E. Byron
Junior English major

Come-

are a requirement at

Raimondi and her brother, Frank,

ASUSC Comedy

flash a

Nights. Sophomore Tina
matching pair of white teeth while enjoying

the lively entertainment during spring quarter.

Ellen

Stars of the future

Namkoong

amuse S.C

u.
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leather and all white, Adidas Stan
Smith tennis shoes were some of the
most popular shoes two feet could be
seen in on campus. Other popular shoes
were K-Swiss, Nike, Tretorn, and Keds.
All

Maria McCord

Winter quarter's craze, the fuzzy animal
slipper, kept many students' feet cozy
with the warmth of a puppy, bunny, or
alligator.
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Sporting a tie, Dorio Barbieri, in honor
of The Santa Clara's production day,
clads himself in the traditional "preppy"
attire. This includes plaid shirt, thin tie
and V-neck sweater.

Setting the trends
FASHION
"Hey Steve,

that's a cool
jean jacket you have on."
"Well, Nancy, you don't look so
bad yourself. You got your hair
cut really short. Looks great!"
"Martina convinced me to get it
short.

When

Hey, check out Marcus.
did he start wearing ar-

and pinstripe ox-

gyle vests

fords?"

"Be

real.

He

dressed like that

even before your roommate
started wearing those oversized
men's shirts and ripped sweatshirts."

"Okay

.

.

.

okay, enough about

madness."
"What's happenin' dudes?
Nance, your hair looks fine!"
"Thanks, Marcus, how are the
programs coming along?"
"Well, not too bad, I'll be in the
computer room all this afternoon. I've been working on this
new program for days. Luckily,
since my dad got our new Apple,
I can work on it at home and
then bring the print-outs to
this clothes

school.

keeps

and

The only thing

me

going

is

my Madness

that

my Walkman
tape.

Where

you guys partying?"
"Rich is showing The Big Chill
at his house on the VCR. Thriller might be on so we might
are

really want one. She wanted a
Teddy Bear from the Norman

check that out, too."
"Sounds cool. Okay, well, see
you guys around."
"Later, Marcus."
"Bye, Marcus."
"Are you going to come over
Rich's,

Nancy?"

"Oh, I don't know. Robin and I
were thinking about waiting in
line for Romantics tickets."
"Don't even waste your time.
The only group I'd ever wait for
would be the Police. They were
awesome."
"Okay, Mr. Synchronicity. Maybe we'll stop by and maybe we

know

won't. All

I

home

because Karen and

late

is I

can't get
I

are going to the Esprit outlet
really early tomorrow. It's great.
She and I seem to have almost
the same tastes. We both despise
that Flashdance look and are
also not into the Oxford blouses
with those silly matronly bows.
We should have a blast. I'm going to look for some outfits that
I can wear when we go down
South to watch the Olympics
this summer."
"Sounds cool. Wasn't Karen the
one who got a Cabbage Patch
Doll from her grandmother for
Christmas?"

Rockwell collection to add to her
already huge collection."
"Talk about Teddy Bears, here
comes Chris. She started Karen's
collection. Are those basketball
shoes she's wearing? I didn't
know she was on a team."
"Come on, Steve, get with it!

Those are high
girls are

tops. Lots of
wearing them now in

place of tennis shoes."

"Hey, what are you guys up to?
We're going over to Lydon's for

some frozen yogurt to start the
weekend right! Come on! Nance,
Steve,

let's

go!"

"Oh, I can't. Chris, you know
I'm on a diet."
"Oh, I'm really sure, Nance. You
are the only one I know who can
fit into those tight Guess jeans."
"Give me a break, Chris. Besides, I have aerobics at 3 o'clock
and it's my day to pick up some
diet cokes, so I have to go."
"Okay, what about you, Steve?"
"Sounds great. I'm outta here.
See you tonight, right Nance?!"
"Probably Steve. Have fun but
don't get too fat!"
Maria McCord

Freshman undeclared

"Yes, she did, but she didn't

Keeping

warm

with a popular

assortment of
bears, puppies,

and bunnies, 8th
floor Swig
floormates Sue
Schott, Jennifer

Mart, Mary Pat
Coughlin. Brideen

Moore, and Emily

McFarland take a
short study break.

Setting

The Trends

4

/

Muscle shirts, bandanas, dark glasse
camouflage and leather pants are son'
of the newest trends in active and part

A necessary accessory for any preppy's
wardrobe is a pair of saddle shoes. Pairs
of these are worn religiously. When the
holes in the shoes become too obvious,
electrical tape
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is

used to repair them.

wear. Juniors Jim Sampair and Ah
Santos sneer accordingly before leavir
for Friday night's fun activitie

Tattered to Traditional
FASHION
Bright, gold, layered, torn

and baggy

describe the 80's

look in fashion. Colors of fabric

ran the

gammit from the

reds to the coolest greys,

raciest

and de-

were coordinating colors
would
only have seemed apthat
propriate thrown together in a
child's coloring book. Fashion
seemed full of contradictions.
Bared shoulders, made popular
by the movie Flashdance were
signers

few people who dress according
to an individual style."
Santa Clara women shopped
at a variety of stores to update
their wardrobes. A favorite spot
for weekend shoppers was the
Esprit outlet in San Francisco
which offered an assortment of
clothing with the flavor of European fashions. The men, sporting leather jackets, ties

the fall fashion craze, while skit

stylish attire at the

lengths were longer. Stripes were

of Macy's, Grodins,

seen adorning checks
loose shirts

and

big,

were worn over

tighter, calf length pants. If

there

was to be any sort of
it had to have been

theme,

is

traditionally

Mnsidered a conservative haven

md

its

erate.

students sport the mod-

Eastern, "preppy" look.

Most Santa Claran's however,
Tiodified their green and pink
^'ardrobes and acquired at least
5ome aspect of the new trend in
clothing.

More students

ap-

Deared from the dorms looking

though they had stepped from
Vogue, than ever
Defore. Junior Molly Donlon
bought the fashion situation at
Santa Clara hadn't changed
much. "I think there are very
is

:he pages of

ar-

men's shops
and Nord-

stroms.
In general,

men were

the more

traditional of the Santa Clara

students.

While a few attended
and pants,

parties in leather ties

most were seen attending

'anything goes."

The University

and

gyle sweaters purchased their

classes

wearing button down shirts and
loafers. Senior Jeff Allen agreed
that "men dress towards the
more traditional while women
are more experimental."
Although the majority of students still dressed in a more
conservative vein, the assortment of clothing had expanded.
The variety of clothes being
worn around the campus added
color and flavor to the traditional wear of students.
Julia Lavaroni

Junior history major

Ellen

Namkoong

While standing In Kennedy Mall,
freshmen John Leupp and Doug
Davidovitch discuss the finer points of
college dressing. Topsiders, SOl's

and

Polo shirts are still traditional campus
wear because of the comfortable and
classic styles that fashion conscious
students demand.
In

her most comfortable clothes with a
it off, Lisa Albo
on a long distance conversation

classic felt hat to top

carries

with her parents while her roommate
slumbers. Hats came in all shapes and
colors in the fall and were donned by
Santa Clara students.

Tattered to Traditional
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Taking time out from school work to
take practice laps at a race track in the
Marin hills, junior Mike Risso pauses for
a quick pose. Among other hobbies Mike
enjoys photography and automobiles.

Benson Center

is

a favorite retreat from

school worries. Senior Brian Murphy
lounges in downstairs Benson,
spellbound by one of the popular
daytime soap operas.

Standing in front of the wire fence on
the intramural field, junior John Capurro
watches disgustedly as the other team
makes a touchdown. John enjoys sports
in his free time.

The Santa Clara is the campus
newspaper and most students rely on
each issue for information about campus
events including news, arts and
entertainment. Tony Alana was no
exception as he sits reading an article on
East coast universities in between
classes.
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RIVIAL

PURSUITS
Relaxation

means

parties, All

My

"My

friends and I play frisbee golf from our dorm to the
Little Professor,

and the

loser

buys," laughed Jeff Zanardi.

Not all students thought of
such creative ways to spend
their free time, but there

many ways

were

on most college
campuses were a popular way to
play at Santa Clara. They were a
nice way to see new faces and
meet people.
Besides the usual fraternity

and crew house parties, students
thought of many ways to change
Anthony Sy

beach and the "condos."
When all the beer ran out and
at least four people could still sit
up, they pulled out the Trivial
Pursuit board. Trivial Pursuit,
billed as "the

game

of the 80's,"

was a board game played singularly or in teams.

to play.

Parties, as

They took
dorm rooms

frisbee golf, fraternity and
Children, and San Francisco.

the scenery.

parties

from their

to the

Some

students traveled for fun

and took their parties and games
with them.

San Francisco, home of the
Golden Gate Bridge, starry
nights, and romance, was a favorite place to play for most students.

Not everyone had the time
money to play in far-away

or

dorm

places, so they stayed on campus
and did constructive things, like

watching All My Children,
flying paper airplanes out of
Swig, and playing Hide-and-GoSeek in the Mission Gardens.
Last, but not least, there were
those of the endangered species
the daters. Yes, there were a
choice few who were actually
spotted with the opposite sex.

—

They picked secluded

places for

fear of being caught in the act of

such an ancient practice at Santa Clara, but, nevertheless, they
were seen.
Ruby Pacheco
Sophomore English major

On January 10, The Rocky Horror
Picture Show mixes with the Daly
Science complex, producing an odd

combination of newspaper confetti and
rice.

Trivial Pursuits
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Dollars
Money
life

was the spice of
Santa Clara. In

at

pursuit of this precious

commodity, many students

went

to drastic measures, such

as (horror of horrors) getting a
job. For, as

those

who

who

many

students said,

have, do; and those

haven't, work!

On-campus jobs were sought
after the most. Hours were usually flexible, leaving the

for

majors, for example, emphasizing
child development, could
at

flexible hours.

fere with her studying. "It

work

Kids-on-Campus, a day-care

center for children of faculty

members.
Those who worked off-campus
had a different experience. Some
had to drive to work, increasing

gave

from school. When I
got back from work, I was usually in the right frame of mind for

me

a break

studying."

Those who didn't have work-

student

homework. Also,
hours could be scheduled around
midterms and finals. Psychology

ample time

had relatively
These jobs also fit
well with academics. Mala Matacin, a sophomore psychology major, said that her work hours
from 3 to 5 o'clock didn't inter-

jobs, the students

study jobs had a tougher time.
Susheila Isaac, who worked at
Taco Bell, worked up to 32
hours per week. She managed to

do well in school despite her
long hours because "it made me
use my time wisely." Paul
Schneider, a sophomore combined sciences major,

who

worked at O'Connor Hospital,
"Budgeting your time is es-

said,

their expenses. Students often

sential to having a job while in

worked more hours off-campus
and these were, in most cases,
fairly inflexible. The most desirable off-campus job was a workstudy job, where, like on-campus

school.

many

You have

to turn

down

extra-curricular activities

keep up."
Keeping a job while maintaining a good G.P.A. was difficult.

to

I.

Typesetting for The Santa Clara forces
junior Jacquelyn Tremaroli, a finance
major, to keep her chin up as she types.

White

Answering the phone with a smile is a
skill that senior Lupe Gallegos developed
while working in the Chicano Affairs
office.
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The rewards

of putting your academic performance on the line
might not have seemed clear to

some, but those who did risk it
found some benefits.
Many people who worked felt
that it was very helpful to have
the extra money as their reward
for hard work. As for their studies, there were many ways in
which students kept up. Tony
Bova, a sophomore history major
who worked in Mayer Theatre
building sets, had the easiest solution: "I go to work at the theatre, and then go back to my
room and work some more. It's
as easy as that!"

Mike Hess
Sophomore English major
Testing the lasagna for enough garlic
isn't usually

one of senior Monica

Heede's duties. Every once in a while the
desire to eat Benson food becomes too
great, however, and Monica just has to
dig

in.

Dollars

&

sense
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Work in
underClara kept
Santa
graduates busy, but "emits

ploying" them was a

dif-

ferent story.

While over 1000 students had
on-campus jobs, many went offcampus in search of spending,
rent, grocery and tuition money,
insurance for a

summer

job or

just exprience.

Not

some of

these students did not go far in

employment,

Good
Mountain Mike's, Round

while competing on the water

Boulevard.

polo and crew teams, said, "I

"They

like us to use the facili-

because of the image they
tanned,"
want us to portray
said Melissa of her employers.

Some

—

students worked two

make ends meet. Sopho-

Earth,

more Al Zecher worked 20 hours
per week at a title insurance
company and 15 hours per week
at Macy's to pay for food and an

Some

Life

Country Village on Winchester

jobs to

students, like sopho-

mores Karen Fredrickson and

Student

apartment.
Others merely wanted some

applying for work at

Table, the Ink Spot and Macy's.
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Melissa Kalez, deviated from the
standard pizza parlor or restaurant jobs near campus. Karen
and Melissa were receptionists/
consultants at the Golden Suntanning Center at Town and

ties

surprisingly,

their searches for

the Valley
Sophomore Ted
why he worked
20 hours a week as a waiter at
The Chart House in Los Gatos
extra cash.

Byers, explaining

don't need the

money

that

have money
in my pocket and I like to keep
busy. I'd rather be busy than

much.

I

just like to

not."

Rene Romo
Junior English major
Al Zecher, who worked in the men's
department at Macy's in the Valley Fair
Shopping Center, discusses a purchase
with a fellow employee.

Karen Fredrickson had one of the more
unusual jobs. Working at a tanning
center, she got to view some of the most
beautiful bodies of the South Bay.

Round Table
work

Pizza

is

a great place to

for Kris Bollinger

who

loves pizza.

Namkoong

Ellen

An 8 hour day serving customers
men's department
Ellen

Namkoong

at

Macy's

is

in the

tiring for

Kevin Collins loads freight on
the airport. Kevin thinks

it's

its

way

worth

to

it.

Julie Sauer.

Work

in

the Valley
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New

directors

strengthen the

More than

quahty of service
available to SCU
students.
an office or de-

resources and information at this

in the University

University," she explained.

Improving
partment
often

new

face

old one

meant bringing

in a

It

— especially when an

moved

held the coveted position of "assistant potato peeler" at the
University of Portland. His
to

SCU

was the tenth

in his 16-year tenure

with

the company.

Wilma
new diCommunica-

In early September,

Cox came

to

SCU

as the

rector of University
tions.

She arrived at a time

pole as you can
get,"

he has built

a 16-year career in

the company and
brings experience
to
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to

work with

the "majority of students, facul-

and staff to develop some
novel ways of effectively addressing the black needs on what
some people consider a predomity,

nantly

elite,

white. Catholic

is

our job to

of

anthropology from

Her work included teaching at
on both the East and
West coasts, supervising and
colleges

editing research theses in adult

education programs, and establishing and supervising a therapy
and counseling program in a local

San Jose

clinic.

For Benjamin Bowser, Wilma
Cox, Bill Cooper, and Diane
Trombetta the first year at an

new job
meant new challenges. In an
fort to make "the whole"
old university in a

—

SCU

satisfy the

needs of one part of

nity.

tials

with the purpose of "serving
the needs of the women on this
campus."

ef-

— better, each sought to

Diane Trombetta brought with
her an impressive set of creden-

—

let

know about the wealth

in cultural

Stanford, and a master's in
counseling from Santa Clara.

the Santa Clara campus

fice

in the

She received a bachelor's degree in psychology, a doctorate

campus.

lines and university procedures,"

people

"about as low

Community."
Bowser hoped

midst of mass reorganization.
"We had to develop new guidsaid Cox. "It

down on the totem

know about the needs and
problems of black students at
SCU. "The problem of effectively meeting the .needs of black
students was not minority students, primarily," said Bowser.
"It's all the things that have had
an impact on a small group of
people, such as the Santa Clara

when she took over in September as the new director of
SCU's Women's Center
an of-

when the department was

Although Bill
Cooper began his
career in Saga
when he was

was Benjamin Bowser who

inherited the job of letting people

on.

Four of Santa Clar's most active departments received new
directors: Black Affairs, Saga,
the Women's Center, and University Communications.
William Cooper started his career with Saga when he was
"about as low down on the totem pole as you can get." Cooper

move
move

qualified

Jeff Brazil
Junior English major
Colleen Toste
Junior business major

commu-

Anthony Sy

Diane Trombetta spends time speaking
with students like juniors Tony Sy and
Teresa Weber. Trombetta distributed a
campus survey to see what both students

and faculty wanted

to see

done through

the Center.

Anthony Sy

Recognizing that the needs of SCU's
black students are of great concern to
the University, Benjamin Bowser hopes
to develop some novel ways to meet
their needs effectively.

More than

qualified
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Campus

Ministry

encourages

community
involvement
of Campus Ministry's
goals was to help students,
staff, and faculty integrate

One

XXIII

Christian values into their every

day Hves. In addition to campus
activities such as dorm masses
and speakers, Campus Ministry
encouraged students to become
involved in community projects.

There was also a fast in conjunction with Oxfam, an international organization which confronts the issue of world hunger.
The fast was held to provide
students with a chance to act
against the problem by donating
their meal passes for one day.

Students became aware of the
needs and concerns in the San
Jose area through their work in
the community. Hunger became
a real issue for

many

students as

they served turkey and stuffing
to the elderly at

Pope John

Jeff Hultquist, a founder of

"Students |
time to think S
during a group discussion. 3

for Social Justice," takes

E
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recreational center as

they celebrated Thanksgiving a
day early. The money they
earned served, to further the
fight against hunger which has
become more prevalent in the
Bay Area as the number of
homeless people increased.

Coordinating retreats and other activlties, Noelle O'Shea, C.S.J., is a very important part of the Campus Ministry

^

program at Santa Clara.

"

»
=

550 students raised

money

that

Oxfam, Loaves and
Fishes, and Martha's Kitchen located in San Jose.
Thus, in addition to its goals
of enriching the University comwent

to

munity. Campus Ministry spent
many hours getting students involved in the Santa Clara/San
Jose community.

Paul Rubens
Junior English major

Rene Romo
Junior English major

Matthew

Intrigued, Terry

Ryan

J.

Frome

listens to the

conversation, waiting to make his
contribution. During the Freshman
Weekend, long and enlightening
conversations like this one were the

norm.
Mission Santa Clara, serene in the light
is a popular spot on campus.
Daily masses are held there. And the
Mission Gardens are always a great place
to catch a few rays on a sunny day.

of dusk,

Campus

Ministry encourages

community involvement D<)

Campus

Ministry

deepens
awareness
A group

of energetic individuals who helped sustain a vibrant Christian community on
the SCU campus was called
students got involved
with Campus Ministry through

and Penelope Duckworth, Campus Ministry added four new
members to its staff
Sharon
Kugler was largely responsible

Dan Germann's,

for the organization of the fresh-

Campus

Ministry.

Many

S.J., liturgy

class. Responsibilities for plan-

were

ning the weekly
given to the class during the secliturgies

ond half of each quarter. About
135 students participated in the
They took the roles of

liturgies.

Eucharistic ministers, lectors, or

and musicians
weekend choirs.

singers

Activities,

in the four

such as the fresh-

man and sophomore weekends,
were planned to bring students

—

man weekend, Mitch Saunders
and Noelle O'Shea worked on liturgies, and James Rude, S.J.,
who worked on social justice issues and with the Christian Life
Community.
Campus Ministry made
number of improvements

a

throughout the year. According
to Terry Ryan, the ability to get

"more sleep and regular exercise" was an important one.

members were very dedithem living

and to give them
a chance to get away from campus to reflect on their lives.
Campus Ministry deepened

Staff

student awareness of social issues by allowing participation in
panel discussions, such as the

his

Family Institute panel which
dealt with gay and lesbian concerns. Guests, like Diana Francis
who was a member of the English Peace Group,- spoke to students about their commitments.
Campus Ministry brought social
issues, such as the nuclear arms
race, world hunger, world peace,
and even the plight of the op-

Benson food
definitely a
mark of dedication.

closer together

pressed, to students' attention.

Campus Ministry was able to
extend Santa Clara's awareness
to other parts of the world
through the first-ever Jamaica
Program. This program sent men
and women to the island nation
and gave them the opportunity
to explore the Jamaican way of
life through programs arranged
by the Jamaican

Jesuits.

In order to be of better assis-
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tance to students and to add
new life to a staff which had lost
Carol Fleitz, Deeann Dickson,

Student Life

cated, with four of

in the dormitories in

an effort to

better understand students. In

enthusiasm Campus Ministry
Bob Senkewicz, S.J.,
went so far as to consider eating
Director

—

Janet Welsh, O.P., a member
Campus Ministry staff,

of the

said their goal

was that of

living

out the words of the prophet
Micah: "This is what the Lord
asks of you, only this, to act
justly, to love tenderly,

and

to

walk humbly with your God."
(Micah 6:8). Through all their
activities, the staff succeeded in
fulfilling

the goal of sustaining a

vibrant Christian

community on

campus.
Rene Romo
Junior English major
Retreat goers are brought closer together
as they share many new thoughts and
experiences throughout the weekend.
The ultimate hug left freshman
weekenders with elated feelings.

Bob Senkewicz,

Campus

S.J., then Director of
Ministry, and a history

professor, appears with east campus area
coordinator Patty Kustron in a skit at
the Freshman Weekend.

Rich Mertes, Kevin Hein, Tim Maloney,
and Joe Murray are seen acting the parts
of YIGGIS (Young Indian Guys) for a
skit on the Freshman Weekend.

Matthew

J.

From«

r^ #
v/'

i^

If^
Matthaw

J.

Frame

Matthew

Working together on the poster of
to

'%

^

^
"

life

J.

Frame

brought freshmen closer

one another.

Christina Pehl finds a quiet place to relax and catch up on
homework before going back to all the activities.

Campus

Ministry deepens awareness
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Campus

Ministry
creates

community
"The Body of Christ."
"Amen."
"The Blood of Christ."
"Amen."

the community at large, encouraging the crowd to participate

These words marked the cliof the mass at the University of Santa Clara. Most people

max

who attended took

for granted

that this mass ran as smoothly

and

efficiently as clockwork.

For

the coordinators of the masses,
however, each week was a new
challenge. Planning of each

mass

was painstaking and thorough.
Three or four students from
Dan Germann's, S.J., Christian

weekly

"get together"
session
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coordinators searched readings

theme. After a theme was
were taken
to lectors
a group guided by
Mitch Saunders of Campus Ministry which read at mass.

ristic Ministers under the guidance of Janet Welsh, O.P. With

"intention in what we're doing,"
the Eucharistic ministers not
only served the bread and wine

for a

at mass, but

selected, the readings

sent the symbolic giving of
Christ to the community.

—

The

coordinators also present-

attempted to pre-

Students felt the masses ran
smoothly due to the cooperation
of everyone involved. Thanks to
the dedicated efforts of coordinators, lectors,

each person who attended a part
of the celebration. As Fr. Ger-

mann

their

of

mass was

to

make

said, the coordinators

tried to

office at a

Planning started with choosing
a theme. Assisted by the priest,

amount

music group. Under the guidance
of Noelle O'Shea, C.S.J., the
group selected appropriate music. The music group aspired to

The aim

hymn in the
Campus Ministry

the community.

viduals and the greatest

of independence were the Eucha-

ed the theme to the ministerial

Liturgy class coordinated masses.

Preparing for a
Sunday mass,
senior English
major Amy
Sargent practices a

more." This was done by relating the mass to University life
or outstanding national and international events that affected

O'Shea, arranging the music was
"almost like putting on a show."
The group with the most indi-

"open up the mass to

mony

own theme
in

life.

of creating har-

According to

Sr.

musicians and Eu-

charistic ministers, those

who

at-

tended were duly awarded with
satisfaction.

Mike Hess
Sophomore English major

I Clarinet playing allows Mike Krupa to
his musical talent in conjunction
with his work for Campus Ministry.

* use

Campus

Ministry creates

community
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Sophomore Orientation Advisor Gina
Perrella dances to the beat of David
Bowie as she helps freshmen "break the
ice" and meet fellow classmates. Dancing
in Leavey Center provided the perfect

opportunity.

Enjoyable entertainment

is

a big part of

Freshman Orientation. During the
Playfaire, freshmen Dan McBride and
Angela Cappai watch the antics of
Playfaire coordinators and enthusiastic
orientation advisors.
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A throng of freshmen wait for their turn
to get into Leavey Activities Center on
their first traumatic day of college

Waiting patiently for her registration
sheet, Julie Snyder prepares herself for

registration.

classes during fall registration.

Student

Life

the long lines ahead as she tries to get

4 busy days

^
'"^^^^^^Z

meld freshman
class and SCU
Freshman
fered

new students

a pro-

"Exploring Personal Values"
lowed students to reflect on

gram

of workshops

and

their values

activities

Orientation of-

designed to introduce

the freshmen to
Activities

life

at

SCU.

began on Saturday,

September 17, when the freshmen were divided into alphabetical groups led by a student ori-

al-

and discuss them

with fellow group members. In
the Registration Workshop students learned about registration
procedures and took care of any
scheduling problems. Freshmen
didn't realize that registration

visors got rid of

was going to be so traumatic and
found the workshop very help-

eties

ful.

entation advisor (O.A.)

The

ad-

any initial anxiby passing around bags of

Reeses Pieces. After the freshmen took as many pieces as they
wanted, they then found out
that for every piece they took,
they had to divulge a fact about
themselves.

College preparation for fu-

was discussed in
not too early: A Career De-

ture careers
"It's

velopment and Planning WorkThe day ended with an
intimate candlelight dinner and
dance which broke up the rigors
shop."

The group organization enabled freshmen to get to know

of the orientation schedule.

each other and their student advisors. Friendships between new
students and their advisors

dents were back to work attend-

formed

this they

Early

fast.

After tours with their orientation groups, the freshmen viewed
the traditional "It's a

New

World" slide show featuring
what it's like to move into the
dorms and meet fellow classmates. That evening freshmen

Graham

Station and Benson

ing academic dean

ment

stu-

and depart-

chair meetings. Following

met with

their aca-

demic advisors to plan schedules,
checked in with their orientation
group, and headed for dinner
and an evening of entertainment.
"Playfaire" was first on the
agenda. Hosted by a KSCU disc-

chose from several new orientation activities:

Monday morning,

Central

Game Room

jockey, "Playfaire" included
events, such as a game in which

the participants assumed nicknames of "eggplant, tomato, and

open houses, or a casino night
hosted by ASUSC officers. These
activities provided freshmen
with the opportunity to meet
student body officers, see some
campus hangouts, and have some

disc-jockey provided the tunes

fun.

for yet

Orientation continued on Sunday with three new workshops.

Freshman Orientation ended
on Tuesday with registration, an

Linked arms, back-rubs, "eggplants,
tomatos, and zucchinis" were all devices
used to get the freshmen to know each
other. Their advisors, like Joan Tucker, a
senior from Sacramento, came from a
variety of backgrounds and helped ease
the freshmen into SCU.

zucchini,"

and performed quick

services for each other, such as
giving kisses, compliments, and

backrubs. After "Playfaire," the

another dance.

introduction to intramurals, the
Office of Black Affairs,

and the

Office of Chicano Affairs.
Barbara Garcia
Junior history major

Matt Keowen

4 busy days meld freshmen class and

SCU
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nviNG
Dorm

Life: Different

Living on campus

welcome change
as they

home

made

life

was

life

a

students adjusted to

Dorm

life.

unique
opportunity to learn more about
each other as well as more about
the University as a whole.

study.

living offered students a

The

pri-

to help students adjust.

be on the waiting

of noise, but the pluses of being

Santa Clara were

lived close

left

out of

list.

Those who did get housing
quickly

made

helpful far outweigh the minuses
of having to take disciplinary ac-

friends because of

their constant interaction with

each other. Screw Your

tions."

Room-

Once students got onto campus they experienced a unique

mate dances, fundraisers, floor
overnigihts, and educational
events were typical. Third floor

boat dance to

make money

for

Conflicts were unavoidable as

Freshman
Class President
Scot Asher
takes a relaxing
break from his
executive duties
to type an
English paper.

Namkoong

J

Tim Myers sophomore engineering major ^
discusses his

them consider

their

dorm

Laura

Kram

their

home.

Freshman undeclared

floor events.

Ellen

RA's and floor

living experience.

functions helped

Campisi, for example, sponsored
a car wash before the OCSA

Life

and lack of

noise

the selection process, and had to

to

Student

The

and disciplinarian all rolled into
one. "Being an RA is fun. You
are always awake and hear a lot

process. Students

66

living.

Resident Assistants were there
Jay Jenson, a Swig Hall RA, described
his job as a social coordinator

Office

Housing and Residence life
implemented a new policy, and
students went through a lottery
of

who

dorm

vacy were definite disadvantages,
but the advantages of independence and new friends far
outweighed these.

Getting onto campus, however,
could be a problem.

at

Often your next-door neighbor
decided to have a quarters game
the night that you wanted to

for students

the transition from

to college

home

from

upcoming mid-term with a

=

friend,

u

Lynn McGinty

Lynn McGinty

5th floor Dunne RA Brian
showers. Dunne's top tloor
Brian and Tim Mosley.

Dorm rooms

Murphy
is all

returns from the

male and

is

staffed by both

can become very cramped. lOth floor Swig
moves out into the hallway for a more

resident Kevin Hein

private conversation.

CAMPUS

LIVING
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PBIVAH
Off-campus

living:

an alternative to dorm

Starting college usually
meant starting a new way
of life. For most freshmen, this
meant moving on campus and
adjusting to life away from
home. But by the time junior or

was awfully inviting. (Any home
cooking would beat Benson's.)
As Chuck Eichten, senior marketing major, put it, "I haven't
had a turkey cutlet in nine

senior year rolled around, the

Did these students realize
what they were getting into? Although apartment life seemed
like heaven compared to the cra-

excitement of floor meetings,

Benson meals, and floor activities got old and the question of
moving off campus arose.

who were

For those students
dorm life with its lack of
privacy, living in an apartment
seemed like an enticing prospect.
Terri DePaoli, senior marketing
major, liked the idea of "not being confined to one room. I love
the space to move around in!"
However, apartment life was
not the only alternative to dorm
life. Some students chose to live
at home.
Many did not like to think of

tired of

home after the initial
move because of nagging parents
living at

or ornery brothers or sisters.

mom's cooking and easy
more quarters

for the washer!)

Tammy

McCaffery lived in
a house owned by

...»

her parents with
two of her friends.

The house was

-^^^

«<

"dl^DH
'^^^BR

nu^flHH

a

short walk from

^^^^g

campus, which

'^'Wpj'/fl

made

transportation easier.

'^H
i
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weeks."

dorm life, students
soon realized that there was
much more to it than that.
ziness of

The

tasks of cooking, cleaning

(that's right,

no more maids!),

grocery shoppaying the
started to look
had
ping (Benson
of
funding
and
the
better),
the
from
and
transportation to
bills,

University took some getting

used to.
Nonetheless, the general consensus seemed to be that living
off-campus was fun! After all,
who could ask for more than
freedom?

But

access

machine (no

to the washing

Junior

life

Karen Cimera
Senior marketing major

Lynn McGinty
Senior finance major

Matthew

The quiet

J.

Frome

of an

off-campus house
is

a perfect setting

John
McCormick stays
home to study
to study in.

calculus rather

than taking the
trip to the noisy
library.

Matthew

Ah, the luxury of living off-campus, not
J having to share a bathroom with 50

"^

^ floormates. Sophomore Kevin Mize
S enjoys his private bathroom.

Domestic chores are
activities

J.

Frome

a part of daily

off-campus as well as on, as

sophomore Chris Button

discovers.

PRIVACY AT LAST
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AT SCHOOL

The quarter was half over.
Your third English paper

was due

The stacks are a
frequent hangout
for SCU students.
Oftentimes, it is
not up to the
student to
determine where
he or she spends
his or her leisure

time.

the next day, your
professor asked you to be
discussion leader for the
week's reading and midterms were a week away.
Naturally, you picked up

your backpack and headed
for one of SCU's campus
hang-outs, namely Orradre
Library, to spend a quiet
evening with the books.
Students who went to Orradre
often spent the evening socializing rather than studying.

Whether you

Room

sat in the

or the Reference

in the Peri-

did not provide any

Everyone who went to the library was guaranteed to run into
a friend. It was impossible not
to stop and talk to someone, unless of course you hid yourself in
the microfilm room. Orradre was

Children' filled the

dents suffered the long wait for
the elevator and the ten tedious
stops to get to 11th floor for

"TV

other reasons: some sneaked up
there to study, knowing that it

their favorite soap.

would be quieter than the library, while others went up to

there

combat the "Ben-

Tad Martin, Jenny Gardner,
Liza Colby and other favorites.

When

class let out at noon,

students converged in Benson's
corner." Chairs were
dragged out, as 75 to 125 students stopped studying to see

comes down
is

"Everyone

to watch. That's all

to it" said Paul Genevro,

an 'All My Children' regular.
Benson basement was indeed
the hot spot on campus
espe-

—

son Bulge."

cially in the afternoons.

Eleventh floor was quiet at
times when groups held formal
meetings there. But there were
nights when it was hopping, as
freshmen Swig residents put together an impromptu dance.

you wanted

Whether

watch soaps, play
pool, ping-pong, a video game, or
just sit peacefully in one of the
over-sized chairs, Benson always
had plenty of entertainment for
to

students.

Whether you wanted to study,
exercise, or just sit and talk,
11th floor Swig was one campus

out setting,

hang-out where students were

brary, always packed with stu-

sure to find friends to talk to

dents, provided a place to study

without worrying about an evil
eye from one of those "studious"

or a

students.

Uth

Benson basement also always
seemed to have students hanging
around no matter what time of

for study breaks,

day.

Many

students came

down

to

Whatever the preferred hangSCU had the neces-

sary accommodations.

means

friend.

The

li-

of finding a long-lost

Dorm

lounges, especially

floor Swig,

were available
dances or just

crashing for a while before being
discovered by a friend. Benson

basement housed the big screen
which attracted hordes of

TV

What more could students ask for? Less homework?

play video games, especially the

students.

has a librarian who glares over
the rim of her glasses and con-

new "Dragon's Lair." Though
some complained that it was the
quickest way to lose fifty cents;

Well, yes. But that's student

mouths "Silence!" Stu-

dents gathered at Orradre to
study and socialize, aware that
the only glares they would get

would be from the poor student
with the discussion, paper, and
mid-term due within the next
week.

Student Life

My

screen with the twisted lives of

floor

not the stereotypical library that

stantly
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'All

nth

Swig or Benson
Basement. Many "Screw Your
Roommates" were held in the
Benson Parlors but most were
held on Uth floor Swig. Stuchose

classes held to

solitude.

Michael RIsso

to retreat to the library, others

participate in the daily aerobics

things."

Room

Benson basement employee, said,
"This is the place to be at
noon!" Why? At noon the soap

Reading

came difficult when friends who
had disappeared at the beginning of the quarter plunked
themselves down next to you
and decided to "catch up on

odical

a major
was not frequented
by everyone. While some chose
it

Room

you couldn't help but notice the
constant whispering. Students
went to the library with the intention of studying; however,
once there, cracking a book be-

Even "The Wall"

Though Orradre was

hang-out,

still played, and played,
and played. Others came to play

life.

they

Barbara Garcia
Junior history major

pool, ping-pong, or even to bowl.

The

big screen

TV

grabbed

the attention of most students

during the climaxes of daytime
soaps. Senior Heidi Le Baron, a

Practicing in a Graham lounge, a group
of students, including Rob George and
Deborah Goolkasian, combine their

musical talents for an upcoming Mission
liturgy.

AT SCHOOL
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off- campus

Margueritas at El
Torrito's are

favored by
Christine Cusack.

did students converge
in certain places rather than
others? What function did

paper or textbook to go "pound
at the hound?" And, for those

gueritas!

who needed

there was always P.J. Mulligans.

hangouts serve?

ment, Alex and the boys were
always happy to lend out the
house backgammon board.
Another neighborhood campus
hangout was Spaghetti Junction.

After

With a corner dart board,

couldn't hurt. (After

Why

All students, regardless of
race, creed, age, or major,

one

common

passion, that

shared

hobby, almost a

consumed

large

chunks of time in their lives.
What was this time-consuming
hobby? Look around, everyone
on this page is engaged in it
No, not drinking! Procrastinating! Each person had something
due the following day that was
not finished. There appeared to
be no end to the things students
could do instead of completing
homework.
.

.

Procrastination could not be
carried out just anywhere.

come

by.

One had

to

tion,

least

and
.

.

.

last,

but certainly not

food (a

common

ingre-

dient at student hangouts.)

The
R.

Lynn McGinty

Coors beer,
favorite of

Beaton's,

is

a

Ted

served

throughout the
Santa Clara area.
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students' attraction to

SCU

students walk

away from

much

of the evening

had been blown off, a couple of
more margueritas at El Torrito's
all

the test

dents began an evening

At times, people

just

had

to

escape for a while. Though there
were many hot spots in the area,

no one seemed to give Chilis a
whole lot of competition. Chilis
lots of it. And not
had food
only food, but gargantuan mar-

—

Students

R&

No

matter how, or where, stu-

—

studying or procrastinating, in
the library, or at any of the

—

one
aforementioned hot spots
place everyone seemed to finish
before the end of the night was

The

Why?

wasn't
the essentials: dice cups, yet another dart
board, popcorn, Frank Sinatra's
"New York, New York" playing
Clock.

stuffy

and

it

had

It

all

on the juke box, and a guy behind the bar named Jerry who
was never so hard up for a buck
that he wouldn't say something
if a person had had enough.
These were but a few of the
many hangouts which helped

(usually
restaurants
or bars)

little
a

since that

lit-

And

glass of lager.

where they
met for a

"the Hound" was a bit more
sublime. It was no mere coincidence that the name of the establishment rhymed with
"pound." How many times did

could resist a

after-dinner dancing?

anyway.)

escaped to
hang-outs

pool tables, provided movies,
foosball, a place for conversa-

who

all,

Chilis

Guinness Stout on tap, the little
crowd of people who sought more than just a

the hours was the library, everyone knew that it was much more
fun to spend the hours at Gra-

Central Station or the

tle

way home from

the

joint catered to a

often

Hungry Hound. Graham had

On

wasn't until day after tomorrow,

seek out such places. Although a
very practical spot to wile away

ham

ale.

The

experienced procrastinator knew
prime procrastinating spots were
difficult to

further entertain-

R.

make

procrastination a

pastime.

may
al

campus

The names and

places

change, but SCU's "nation-

pastime" will never

die.

Lucian Grathwol
Senior philosophy major

Sharing an Oregon beer, Henry
Weinhard's, native Oregonian Joe
Gonyea and his roommate Joe Macha,
enjoy nachos during an eveing jaunt
to Chilis.

Jerry is the bartender at
The Clock
where Rob Craighead and Lucian
(.rathwol, along with

I

many

other

students, can be found
sharing a
conversation and a beer.

Backgammon and

french fries are an
unhkely combination, except
at the
Hungry Hound, where these
diversions
and seniors Lynn McGintv
and Bill
McDermott, could often be found

R.L.

Off-campus

Beaton

HANG OUTS 73

Bryan Barker takes some time away
from his own computer homework to
give fellow sophomore Dana Nuzum,
some pointers. Dana quickly caught on
but had a hard time getting Bryan away
from the computer so she could finish

her work.
In the privacy of a dorm room, a
computer print out can take any form or

shape.

Sue Walters

Rushing through the basic program to
meet a morning deadline, its another late
night for Eric Christenson. As a
computer student, Eric finds doing his
homework on the computer economical,
giving him valuable time for gourmet
cooking.

Besides writing his papers and doing his
computer programs, Mike Maston uses
his computer to battle invaders from
outer space in his "Galaxia" computer
game.
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is

Apple

for

students get personal with computers
was

3 o'clock in the

morn-

Iting when the hammering
started.

down

had just settled
and relaxing

I

into a deep

and was having a marvelI got up to investigate, stepping on my roommate
on the way down from the top

sleep,

ous dream

.

bunk, to see
side

my

Hank

standing out-

door.

"200,000," he echoed.

A computer can be of tremendous advantage to a college student. Mike Maston, an electrical
engineering student, found that
he "can enter in (his) Fortran
homework from (his) room," and
he is able to "do reports in half
the time of anyone else."
Though

"A new

limited in scope, com-

puters were rapidly changing the

record."

"Huh?"

I

lives of

replied, only half

SCU

"200,000 what?"
"Points!

On

Starblazers."

"You woke me up

me

at 3 a.m. to

that?!?"

"Sure, I've been playing since

nine and

The

writing pa-

time more efficiently. "I've met
20 people who use computers for
English, while in high school I
was the only one," commented

Hank.

finally broke the re-

I

made

pers a lot easier. Students with
computers were able to use their

"I got 200,000!"

Yes, computers are useful

cord."

"Thanks, Hank, why don't you
go stuff your joystick @#*!" I
shouted and slammed the door.

Computer mania swept

Why

had so many people
brought their computers? As
Hank Mahler of 1st floor
McLaughlin put it, "to help me
with my English essays and for
the heck of

it."

Ron

Poggi, a

sophomore from Graham who
has had his computer for two
years, brought

it

companions. Owners were very
attached to their machines.
SCU operators have been known

were.

because "the

Daniel G. McBride

Freshman

word processor helps me with

electrical engineering

BLOOM COUNTY
THIS 15 yOUR
'

.

mu-V

CXimfTBR

Hm

by Berke Breathed

TPiLK-

jui T poiKH you
pmoRfif^itep me

larp'

EfWRe MORW caniVTER
NOviORK TO ffUMnennv
Five

ma-

chines; but they are also friendly

to buy modems, so that their
computers could call other computers on the phone. Mike's
computer had a serious discussion with the school's computer
over Mike's grades. Unfortunately for Mike, the school's computed liked them the way they

through S.C.U.

iHb

students.

word-processor

awake.

tell

my homework," and the "computer games are relaxing."

THm-

secMPi

t

*'

1984 Washington Post Writers Group.
Reprinted with permission.
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Danger signs and wire fences are a
sight for biology and chemistry
majors as they walk to class and lab.
The destruction of the walkways and

common

steps forced students to enter the
chemistry labs from the Alameda.

?

SANTA CLA^
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|
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Michael Risso

Trying to make life a little easier for the
off-campus commuters, one phase of
campus renovation was the addition of a
parking lot at Franklin Street and the

Alameda.
Part of the on-going campus
renovation, Benson was constantly in
stage of refurbishing. The steps
leading down to the basement were
replaced three times during fall and
winter quarters due to water damage.

some
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New Look

Santa Clara's
A new

look was slated for
the Daly Science, Sullivan
Engineering Center, and
Heafey Law Library buildings. These changes were what Ed
Leys, University of Santa Clara
Architect, described as "Phase

One"

of the

Changes

campus renovation.

for the

Daly Science

buildings included a

new

instru-

ment laboratory at the south
end facing the Walsh Administration building.

More

additions

were added on the north and
west ends of Daly Science. These
new buildings housed an office
and lab combination for students

Other features for
the renovation involved minor
remodeling within the existing
building and an upgrading of the
mechanization. Completion was

and

faculty.

forecast for July 27, 1984.

The

bid stood at $716,000.

Remodeling of the Sullivan
Engineering Center occurred in
both the Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Departments. The first floor of the Mechanical Engineering Department received a new look. In the
Electrical Engineering Department, a new telephone equin-

ment room was

installed. Remodeling also occurred in the
field house adjoining the engineering buildings. Trailers were
set up for temporary quarters.
The completion date was the
same for both the Daly Science
and Sullivan Engineering Center.

Expanded renovations for the
Department

Civil Engineering

were scheduled for the late fall.
These renovations included a
three story building.

Other campus renovations
were implemented more speedily. Students arriving on campus

September noticed a new cement walkway that had been
laid between the Alameda and

in

the

Graham complex,

covering

patches of grass that had consistently withered away during the
previous year.

The walkway was

greeted with enthuisasm.
Other plans which lay in the

programming stages featured a
new humanities building which
would contain a new communications facility. Work was also

Law

scheduled for the Heafey
Library.

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major

Matt Keowen

»

g

*

I

along with the
additions on the north and west ends of
the Daly Science complex, were built by
R. Cerruti Builder at a cost of $716,000.

The new instrument

lab,

Demolition of the breezeway
stage of the construction

is

which

the

first

will join

the Daly Science 100/200 buildings.

Santa Clara's

New Look
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Ron Poggi

The SMF Corporation breaks ground on
what was the Benson parking lot to
begin construction of the new Benson
building.

The two-story addition will sit where the
Benson parking lot resided. Included on
the lower level of the building on the
improved student publication
facilities, ASUSC and club facilities;
recreation center, coffee house, and an

right are

The upper level
management office,
lounge, and reception area. The building
on the left is a two-story campus store.
informal lounge.

includes: building
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Chuck Eichten

U

last, on October 20, the renovation of
he remainder of Benson Center began,
rhe fence built around Benson blocks off
he east entrance and Santa Clara Street.

The University's contractors, SMF,
worked diligently digging through hard
clay for weeks to

foundation.
February.

It

make ready

was not poured

for the

until

mid-

Sue Walters

Sue Walters

New

Benson's
The next stage of the ren)vation process was a $3
nillion, 18K square foot adlition to

the existing Benson

to

Benson Center. But, more im-

portantly, the elimination of the

Benson parking facility added to
what many felt was an already

Campus

Store and student

The basement level
would house new ASUSC club
lounge.

facilities,

including offices, club

impossible parking situation at

work space, conference rooms
and improved facilities for the

the University.

student media.
ter,

270 "calendar days." But
)onald Akerland, the project

Parking wasn't the only complaint people had. The noise level from the bulldozers and other

nanager, realistically warned, "If

large

^enter.

Edmund
irchitect,

Leys, the University

predicted that the two

tory addition could be completed

in

ve get

weather

like

we

got last

we may just have a big
wimming hole out there." By

'ear,

|nid-November, the pool was
here, but a wire fence prohibited
I

students coming from and going

Face

swimming.

From the

start,

the construc-

lon inconvenienced

many

stu-

and faculty. Benson parkng lot and Santa Clara Street,
''hich run adjacent to Benson
lents

'enter,

were fenced

in

and

losed to all thru traffic. This
•roved to be a major obstacle for

machinery sometimes made

A

recreation cen-

and an informal lounge also were added to
the basement level plans.
a coffee house,

The

entire renovation project

unbearable in Benson Center
offices and in Kenna Hall classrooms. Lecturing professors battled with drills, bulldozers and
electric saws for students' atten-

meant not only increased service
and facilities for SCU students
and faculty, but a building
which can be molded to fit the

tion.

in the future.

it

growing needs of the University

Despite these temporary inconveniences,

many

students

welcomed the idea of more facilities for student clubs and
lounge areas inside Benson Cen-

Karen Cimera
Senior marketing major

ter.

The

first floor

of the

new

building would contain the

new

Benson's

New

Face
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New and enhanced appearances match
the information booth's expanded and

improved services. Junior Mary Ann
Crowe, and senior Mary Jo Vranizan put
in their hours in the spacious booth.
Although the decor of the cafeteria
changed, the employee uniforms didn't.
Brad O'Brien, in his snazzy apron, offers
one of the new table decorations to
sophomore Mike KoUas.
Matthew
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J.

Frome

Despite all of the changes in Benson's looks, the food hasn't
changed much. Jay Jensen indulges in a typical Benson meal.

The Campus Store was slated to be remodeled, expanded and
moved to a new location in the Ben.son center, enabling it to
carry additional stock of sweats, school supplies, and Mrs.
Field's chocolate chip cookies for Chris Lovell to

unpack.

Michael Risso

Michael Risso

Ne w Surrounding s
Campus construction began with the Information Booth and Benson
Cafeteria. And while some criticism arose over the inconvenience,
students, staff and faculty welcomed the much needed change.
The years of planning for
the $5 million Benson renovation culminated with the remodeling of the cafeteria on August 8. The cafeteria was completed on September 15th and
opened just in time for fall quar-

Some, however, did voice a
few criticisms. The most common complaint was the disorganization in the enlarged kitchen
often causing huge lines for

ter.

were

Students and faculty alike
welcomed the more modern de-

cially

cor

— a noticeable difference for

Benson patrons. "I am very happy with the changes made," said
Angus Cunningham, a cafeteria
employee for the past three
years. "The place looks nicer, so
students seem to take better care
of

it."

—

Many

meals.

students also com-

plained that the condiments

— espe-

difficult to get to

when the

lines got in the

To

go along with the cafeteria
improvements, the Information
lifting.

trol the

it

easier to con-

flow of students and

that the larger booth

more comfortable and

also received

"My

staff

some

and

I

face-

are de-

which
have been made," said Jo Roby,
an employee in the Information
lighted with the changes

Booth. Roby

felt

made

for

practical

working conditions. Students
also approved of the changes
and many were pleased with the
efficiency of the service and the
availability of materials.

Overall, everyone

way.

Booth

windows made

welcomed

the aesthetic changes made to
the Benson Cafeteria and the Information Booth. After these im-

provements were completed,

stu-

dents eagerly awaited the remainder of the Benson renovation.

that the larger
Karen Cimera
Senior marketing major

New Surroundings
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Placing fresh flowers into festive
wreaths takes time, but senior Christi
Berger enjoys taking a few moments to
help Carol Unciano before the Hawaiian
Club's annual Luau.

The Asian-Pacific Club's dinner created
a perfect opportunity for Peter Lam and
Victor Sceng to enjoy good food and
good company in the Benson Parlors
during Asian-Pacific Heritage week.

Ellen

Namkoong

-£6mr-^^
Ellen

Namkoong

Picking up food is a little tricky with
chopsticks, but senior Carol Ono and
Tom Sui attempt to do just that during
the Asian-Pacific Student Union's
Heritage Week picnic on April 17th in

Benson Quad.

Sophomores Linda

Hollis, Eileen Ward,
Tifani Jones, Linda Phipps, and Francis
Ogbogu enjoyed the live entertainment of
Hula dancing, and Hawaiian yells.
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Diversity accepted as
campus cultures mingle
Clara took pride in
Santa
the diverse nationalities
of

its

students. Proof of

the pride was in the

numerous
campus

international clubs on

and their continuous involvement in campus life, and activi-

the musical instruments. Decorations, including

ties.

Open

to

any student interested

in different cultures,

the Inter-

national Club was not a homogenous group but had many stu-

dents of
alities.

many

different nation-

With 35 members who

met twice a quarter, the Internawere a
mixture of cultural and social
entertainment.

tional club's activities

Cinco de Mayo was the big
event every year for the MeCHA
El Frente club. Nearly 60 members planned the festivities that
began on Friday, May 4th, with
a carnival in the Mission Gardens. Speakers and dancers also
performed for entertainment,
and on Saturday, May 15th, a
mass was held in the Mission.
iLater that night, a
iband, as well as a

Mexican
DJ, continued

the celebration.

A

brought to campus at the 6th
Annual Hawaiian Club Luau in
Benson center. Entertainment
was coordinated by the Hawaiian Club members who did the
dancing, singing, and playing of

taste of the islands

some beautiful
from Ha-

flowers, were flown in

and put up on the stage. "A
of time and energy goes into

waii
lot

the Luau, with practice twice a

week, but it's always good fun,"
claimed sophomore Terry Cooper, one of the dancers.
26 black students, the Igwebuike Club, usually met every
other week to plan guest speakers

and hold forum discussions.
also organized movies and

They

dinners for Black History

Month.
Throughout the year, these

in-

ternational clubs provided enter-

tainment and cultural events for

members

Many

as well as others.

people from

all

over the

area participated in the myriad

events and

made almost every

one a success.
Tifani Jones

was

Sophomore business major

Exotic and flavorful food was a must at
the Indian dinner held third quarter. Zeb
Saigai piles his plate high with
appetizing entrees that are as good as the

Eiien

Namkoong

cooking he gets at home.

Dancing to the beat of traditional
Hawaiian music, senior Carol Ono,
Vanessa Chong, and Diane Chu show off
their long practiced talent at the annual
Luau on stage in the Benson Cafeteria
during spring quarter.

Diversity accepted as

campus

cultures mingle
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Caught with ski fever, snow bunnies Kathy
Donat and Tara McNeill anticipate a day of
moguls and breezy downhill slopes while on
the Ski Club's January trip to Squaw
Valley.

Strilting a defensive stance, Michelle
Metevia and Mike Pistoresi, practice the

ancient art of karate with the rest of the
Karate Club in Leavey Activities Center.

Michael Risso

With a grimace and a smile, Maria Girardi, junior, gives time
and blood during a blood-drive sponsored by the Mendel
Society. Up to fifty-six pints were collected during the winter
quarter campaign. Students found the ordeal quite grueling but
very satisfying to know they were contributing to a worthy
cause.
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TRANSFORMATION
From inert to involved; one student's
budding interest in campus dubs
upon
Once
male
was

a time, there

a

university

student from Mansfield,
Ohio. As a freshman he thought

he would not become as involved as he was in high school
because he had already made it
to college. Highlights of the day

were eating in the cafeteria and
opening his mailbox. This onceupon-a-time student faced week
after

week of the same

self-di-

Parlez-vous francais? If not,

one learned quickly enough during French club activities which
put to test nouns and passe' compose verbs in an appropriate and
relaxing setting.

Kathy Ferrog-

giaro, president, stated that the

purpose of the club was to promote the French culture through

and conversation.
As our student read along, he
felt left out of what seemed to
films, food,

be a massive movement sweeping across the campus. The deciclass, party.
sion to be one of the revered
By winter quarter, though, the was easy. He continued to 'shop.'
daggers of wishful thinking bePerhaps one of the more acagan to peg the consciousness of
demically involved clubs on the
[Our spotlighted student as he
Mission Campus, the Retail
read the weekly flyers and bulle- Studies Students Association
tin notices announcing club
sponsored an average of five mameetings, lectures, and social
jor functions each quarter for
functions. Involvement? But
students striving for a better unthat's kid stuff. No time. (Then
derstanding of retail careers.
again, his phone list was getting
Some students shared and
old ,..)
practiced their faith while helpHockey enthusiasts formed a
ing others follow Christ, within
Santa Clara first. Captained by
the Inter-Varsity Christian FelAnthony Galli, the Hockey Club lowship club. Throughout the
met every Wednesday evening
year, the thirty-member group,
for a couple of hours to discuss
which included four honor socistrategies and potential scrimety students, sponsored weekly
mages with other schools.
gatherings for prayer and fellowMr. Mansfield, Ohio investiship with Scriptures as the cengated further, as the idea of join- tral focus.
rected drudgery: cafeteria, dorm,
class, party,

mailroom, dorm,
.

ing a club

.

became more appeal-

ing.

"To bring joy and happiness

He now had

SCU

erated a

The eight
brand new club

members of the
met each morning of the SCU
business week (the four school
days) for companionship and
conversation.

seniors Heidi

LeBaron and
Pat

Moran

dance the night

away

to benefit

the Special

Olympics.

sued participation in several
clubs.

Breakfast Club.

their step,

Mr. Mansfield had found his
direction and he actively pur-

Santa Clara
during the breakfast hour" was
the goal of none other than the
to the students of

Sue Walters

With
determination
n their eyes
and a spring in

a reason, a

purpose, for finishing his fresh-

man

year. His

involvement gen-

wave of physical and
mental energy, and the once
dull, lowly boy from Ohio blossomed into a suave college man.
Ellen

Mimi

Faulders
Junior history major

Namkoong

As the other members of the bicycle
club ride off, junior George Fuentes is
left

behind to repair

a flat tire.

Transformation
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relatives and friends flocked to the
Mission Gardens. They flooded the lawn,
their conversations dominated by sentences
beginning with:

Parents,

"Remember when.

."
.

."

"I'm so proud.
"He's going to work for.
"Marriage?! Wellllll..."
.

."
.

As the presentation began, a
messenger plane circled the Gardens, distracting the crowd from
the speeches. Everyone knew
that Mike DiSano was receiving

133rd Class

a biology degree.

Heads

Athletic Director Patrick Mal-

for the

ley

warmed the crowd with

his

nostalgically touching delivery of

Santa Clara's family-oriented
Monsignor John Tracy
Ellis, awarded Doctor of Humane Letters for his lectures on

tradition.

Real World

Church history, nearly incited a
riot by the liberal arts majors
when he proclaimed them the
true emphasis of learning.

The

ceremony proceeded with almost
haunting fluidity and was concluded with a brief
speech about accomplishment by Valedictorian
Annette Parent.
The graduating seniors all felt the finality and
the achievement.
Janet Lum, history, commented, "Unbelievable.
That's it. That's all that can be said. I'm just surprised

rest of the

I

made

it."

have been kissed so much, my lips are raw.
kinda got the feeling that somebody thought I
"I

wasn't gonna

Ellen

Namkoong

Relaxing on the steps of Benson are
seniors George Pasha and Fred
Walker. Both men graduated as
economics majors in the Leavey
School of Business and
Administration.

make

YO FACE,"

grades," said Steve Graff, marketing.

ued, "As

life

—

as

much

retort-

He

contin-

some people complain about
I'm one of them
I'm going to miss it a
as

The time
freshmen

Tom Gough
Freshman theatre
Life

IN

"We've led four years of really sheltered lives
and don't know about the real world. The most
depressing thing we've had to deal with was

little.

Student

Well,

ed a fiesty Louis Tolbert, television production.
Steve Yarbrough, theatre arts, gave a simple,
down-to-earth analysis of the situation. "We came,
we saw, we kicked its ass," he declared.
However, many graduates saw an ominous cloud
of future doubts protruding into the 133rd commencement ceremonies at Santa Clara.
Randy White, history, reflected, "Graduation
fills me with a sense of confident insecurity."

SCU
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it.

I

—

for play
all

arts

is

gone. We're

over again."

major

all

facing

Doug DeU'Omo throws a pensive
glance while ushering at the
Baccalaureate Mass. The mass was a
chance to celebrate a liturgy as a
class for the last time, and, for many
like Doug, the realization that "this
was it," hit hard.

"^m-

Spring quarter of senior year brought
great anticipation of graduation.

Seniors "forgot" about school
responsibilities and, like Ed Lopez
and Mary Morrissey, spent more time
socializing.

Seniors all over campus became lax
about studies as the year went on. A
new found freedom before the final
plunge into the adult world was
enjoyed to the fullest. Leslie Solgaard
takes time out from studying to get in
some exercise on her bicycle.
Afternoon fun also included beach
retreats and pre-happy hour happy
hours.

Charlotte Hart

Tom McAvoy

receives the chalice of
wine from Molly Shocklee at the
Baccalaureate Mass on the day before
graduation.

133rd Class Heads for the Real World
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Seated among the other biology
students, Southern Californian Phil
Russick listens to the Valedictory
Address.

During the National Anthem,
anthropology major Lori Ruso, the
graduates, and all their guests sang
with the University Pep Band.
Ellen

Celebrating their friendship, as well
as their graduation, three of the
English Department's (and the
University's) most wild men return to
their seats. Brent Gilliland and Paul
Crosetti support a weary Chris Bruno.

Steve Foster, an accounting major
from the Santa Cruz area, lived offcampus with friends from his class.
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her Valedictory Address, Annette
Parent spoke of the value of the
"spirit of inquiry" her class had been
taught at Santa Clara. She spoke to
the assembly for about four minutes
after the conferring of the degrees.
In

Ellis sneaked back to her place among
Jenise
the other English majors. Furtively looking

nosy ushers, she lifted the champagne
left shoulder to Chris Bruno. The
plastic cork shot twenty feet into the air. It was a
day to celebrate, and everyone in the Mission Gardens knew it.
Small events made The Big Event uniquely the
for

over her

Class of

'84's.

Again, the civil engineers, electrical

and finance majors wore hard hats, conductor hats, and dollar bills, respectively. But
some new props were added to the procession. Accounting majors brought visors back, theatre arts
majors carried balloons, and political science students wore straw hats.
Paul Crosetti wore a white glove and sunglasses
(he stole the idea from Michael Jackson, but everyone laughed anyway) as he moonwalked on his
way to get his diploma from Fr. Rewak. And, valedictorian Annette Parent voiced the need for a
more heterogenous student body to
engineers,

:

!

better educate

SCU

students.

Outstanding students Steven
Kahl, (English) and Susan Byrne

were recognized
before the honorary degrees. Athletic Director Patrick Malley was
(political science)

given a Doctorate in Education;

Greg Shultz

Flying Corks
Hail '84 Grads

Father Alfred Boeddeker, O.F.M.,
received a Doctorate in Public Service for his work with St. Anthony's Dining

Room

I

San Francisco; Monsignor John Tracy Ellis was
awarded a Doctorate in Humane Letters for his
lectures on the Catholic Church's history; Francine
du Plessix Grey received a Doctorate in Literature
in

1

':

I

for her writings.

For many students, the day began at The Hut,
which opened at 6:00 a.m. for the occasion. Other
families fixed the brunch before the ceremonies.
Then, virtually everyone attended one of the

many

receptions held at various hotel

rooms and

homes.
after Kathy Donnelly drank from the
champagne bottle and passed it to other
graduates, Lynn McGinty was showing her brand
new diamond ring off to friends at the Alumni
Picnic Grounds party, and she glowed as she announced her plans for April 1985. Around her,

Hours

sticky

men and women were talking of a summer in Eurmoving home to Los Angeles, New Jersey, Se-

ope,

Cupertino
And, as the cool wind blew
through cotton shirts and jeans, plans for the future became plans for the present.
attle,

.

.

Ellen

.

Namkoong

Clear skies, bright sunshine and a cool
breeze inspired smiles, like Jeff Nale
and Louis Tolbert's throughout the
Mission Gardens.

Charlotte Hart
hinior multi-disciplinary studies major

Flying Corks Hail '84 Grads
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Searching for friends and family in a
sea of black caps and gowns can be
frustrating. But Laurie Lee had so many
things on her mind on graduation day
(receiving her diploma in theatre arts,
for example) that it is enough to know
that her family and friends are watching.

T^^^ (WAT)
YA
m^W/

vi 1. To stay in a place
or remain in readiness or in anticiw pation. 2. To be ready or at hand.
Spring quarter for seniors. The wait. There
comes a time in every senior's year when the
wait seems like an eternity. By spring quarter,
the wait became unbearable. And what did
the seniors wait for? Graduation (of course),
new jobs, summer vacation, wedding bells for
some, going home for good, the end of the
Santa Clara years
these were all things
seniors looked forward to. And yet, they still

W

—

had

to wait.

Spring was special at Santa Clara for seniors. Counting down the weeks until graduation seemed absurd, but they still marked off
the days. Thursday nights at El Toritos and
closing out The Hut on Monday nights were a
sure thing for many senior students.
They flocked to every senior happy hour
and every other happy hour
from Santa Clara to Palo
Alto. It was as if they were
trying to cram as much fun
and memories into one last

Seniors Toss

quarter as possible.
Yes, spring quarter claimed
many victims afflicted with
"Senioritis" and the dreaded
"one-foot-out-the-door." syn-

—

world." In the end, the wait seemed much too
short. But they had to admit that the wait
was fun while it lasted!
JeffNale
Senior English major

The formality

of the graduation ceremony is broken for a
few minutes as one casual senior blows a few bubbles to
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Work

Aside for Spring

drome. There was no cure. However, in the
back of every senior's mind was the nasty
truth
soon the wait would be over.
Why did they dread the thoughts of the
end? With the end of the wait also came the
end of their stay at Santa Clara. They would
soon be out there in the "real world," away
from the protective womb of Santa Clara. For
most, this was horrifying. Midterms, papers
and finals would be meaningless compared to
what they would face.
The wait seemed agonizing during spring
quarter and, yet, seniors prolonged that agony. The end of the wait was close yet so far
away during those warm spring days. Ready
or not, they soon found what the wait finally
brought as they were cast out into that "real

^

Greg Schultz

lighten the-

mood.

(

Ellen

There

Namkoong

always one clown in a
crowd. Ted Beaton played the role to
the hilt, receiving more than one
second look from the relatives of
Is

fellow graduates.

Celebrations began early for
seniors

who managed

many

smuggle
champagne, beer, and wine to the
graduation ceremony. While corks
from champagne and wine bottles
shot off consistently through the day,
a television cameraman thought it an
interesting enough event to get a
close up for posterity.
to

Charlotte Hart

The culmination of four years of community service and a
lot of hard work comes for Sue Byrne, who receives the St.
Clare medal from Fr. Rewak, and for Nobili winner, Steve
Kahl.

Seniors Toss Work Aside for Spring
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Francine de Plessix Grey received an
honorary degree as Doctor of
Literature for her writings. Monsignor
John Tracy Ellis received a Doctor of

Humane

Letters for his lectures in

church history. Pat Malley,
University athletics director, received
a degree as Doctor of Education.
Father Alfred Boeddecker, O.F.M.,
received Doctor of Public Services for
his work with St. Anthony's Dining

Room

in

San Francisco. Paul
academic vice

Locatelli, S.J.

president.
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I ssues affect SCU's

educational goals
uld it have been like to attend the facnd administration staff party at the end
e year? Imagine dissolving into a flashVarious pieces of conversation come
ting by

Sue Walters

iiNeasurine precise
ing a

chemistry lab

sut senior Chris
lif

in

amounts duris

difficult,

Doyle a resident

San Jose gives it her best effort
a Daly Science lab room during

.

.

.

You overhear a group discussing whether or
not the Academic Affairs Committee should
establish minors in the college of Arts and
Sciences. You saunter away to catch two professors discussing their involvement in the
Institute on the Family, which followed the
War and Conscience Institute. Moving towards the punch bowl, you glimpse a new, attractive application book. As one of the administrators leafs through it, you admire the
various aspects of SCU shown in the four-color viewbook preceding the application forms
in back. Pouring yourself some punch, you
can hear others praising the work of tutoring
and academic improvement groups which
have continued to aid students. You are also
impressed with the sincere commitment to

he winter quarter.

professionalism

he attempts to study in the
)asement of Benson, senior and

sors

^s

uture Arthur Anderson
liccountant

Monroe Howser

[ibserved by junior

is

Rick Daniels,
R.A. in the Alameda. Monroe
lived on the third floor of Campisi
|»n

vith

John Swenson.

who

arrive

shown by profeson campus as early

as 6 a.m. and others who stay as
late as 8 p.m. or longer. You are
diverted by an intriguing pocket of

conversation about the big dis-

count SCU is getting from IBM.
While words about "personal computers"
and "establishing minors" ring through your
ears, everything blurs over again as you fade
back into the present, impressed with the de
gree of professionalism and responsibility involved in

SCU

academics.

Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

Issues affect

SCU'S educational goals
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m
"Santa Clara is no longer just a good Catholic

were maintained."

school," said Daniel

program was developed

J.

Sar-

acino, director of under-

graduate admissions.

The

A new

In an effort to attract

potential applicant
to

provide a follow-up service
for people requesting appli-

students and boost the University's public image, the

Admissions

office contract-

ed to have a new brochure
designed. Students at high

University's traditional at-

cation materials. "In the

mosphere and commitment
to academic excellence at-

past, not enough time was
spent with students who

schools and junior colleges

ceived the full-color book

ber of higher quality stu-

an interest in the
University," explained Sar-

dents, according to Sara-

acino.

service

expressed sincere interest in

cino.

allowed admissions counsel-

applying for admission. The
brochure and application
materials stressed the Uni-

tracted an increased

num-

Despite a decline in the

number

of high school

graduates,

SOU

continued

have a better and larger
applicant pool. Admissions
standards have risen every
year, and, as a result, each
class has been slightly
stronger than the last. "The
to

number

of applicants in-

creased from 1,977 in 1968
to 2,742 in 1983," Saracino
said. "Class sizes,

however.

initiated

The follow-up

ors to invite interested stu-

dents to the campus for a
tour and an interview and
to contact students to let

them know when an

SCU

representative would be on
their

campus.

"Our goal

not to sell
Santa Clara, but to represent the University community, and, by doing it accurately, the right students
will join us," Saracino said.
is

throughout the country

and application when they

versity's

commitment

is O'Connor Hall, once an oncampus dormitory; it is now a

classroom building which also
houses several academic offices.
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to

educating the "whole person,"

and intended

to give

potential applicants a bet-

SCU before they
spoke with an admissions
ter idea of

counselor.
Kristin Bosetti

Sophomore economics major

Matthew

Directly in front of the tour group

re-

Speaking
Daniel

at Lincoln
J.

J.

Frome

High School

Saracino, director of

undergraduate admissions, leads a
discussion with prospective
students.

Campus

tours are one of the
functions of the Admissions office.
Magdalena Schardt, a sophomore
tour guide, shows a potential

and his
mother the University. One of the

applicant, David Londono,

highlights of the tour includes the
history

of,

and a

visit to,

historical Mission

the

Santa Clara.

The Admission's brochure
cover features the Mission
Garden. The 32 page brochure
produced by Ken Cool, director
of University Publications,

was

printed in Japan.
Matthew

J.

Frome

Though few freshmen

are housed

Campisi, David and his mother
enjoy their visit to the "country
club" side of campus.
in

Getting in
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Anthony

For engineering professor Daniel
Urish, Ph.D, this is his first year
teaching Civil Engineering at
Santa Clara.
For students

in Dr.

John

Pleasant's music classes,
enthusiasm is one of the traits
they admire in this new professor.
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Mooney is the acting head of the
Dance program. She is also a member of
the New Dance Company San Jose.
Elina

The Bannan Fellowship made it possible
for Mike Tueth, S.J., to come from Regis
College in Denver to teach for a year.

I

Mpn'

Michael Ritto

New

Dorlo Barbieri

professors, fresh ideas

Constantly improving the quality of education at
SCU, the University brought in skilled faculty.
reshmen were not the
new faces on campus
in September. To meet the

her family,

only

found time to work as a

English.

member

needs of greater depart-

Jose's

mental requirements and

pany.

Lubkin, on a one year
appointment to the history
department offered a seminar on King Arthur. Lub-

staff vacancies, a variety of

departments hired new pro-

Mooney

also

of the city of

San

New Dance Com-

John Pleasant, Ph.D.,

and Michael Tueth,

S.J., in

joined the Music Depart-

kin received his master's

ment

one year appointment. As an SCU faculty member, he directed
both the Christmas and
Spring concerts.
Also from the Santa
Clara area was Ann Marie
Preston of the Math De-

degree from Edinborough,

Sheldon Ossosky filled positions in the dance pro-

partment. She replaced
Dale Mugler, Ph.D. who

Dr. Urish received his ex-

gram and John Pleasant
was appointed to a one year

was away on sabbatical.
Preston remarked that the

position in the music de-

exceptional quality of stu-

partment. Mooney, married

dents,

spent 20 years in the Navy
Civil Engineering Corp. and
worked on construction
projects in Greece and the

fessors for long

and short-

term positions. Divergent
backgrounds and experience
brought fresh ideas to each
department.

Three new faculty members joined the Art depart-

ment. Elina

to

SCU

Mooney and

choreographer Cliff

for a

faculty

and the support of
and staff made this

Keuter, worked as a profes-

her best teaching year ever.

sional concert dancer in

Further additions to the
Santa Clara faculty included: Daniel Urish Ph.D. in
Civil Engineering, Michael
Solt Ph.D. in Finance,
Gregory Lubkin, in History,

New York and

has per-

formed in Australia, Europe
and across the United
States. Splitting her hours
between Santa Clara and

Scotland.
Dr. Solt has been an associate professor of finance
at three other universities

since 1974

and received a

teaching award while at the

University of Cincinnati.
perience in the field.

He

Antarctic.
Cheryl L. Kaiser
Junior English major

William

Quan

Jazz and modern dance classes
are taught by Sheldon Ossosky.
His background includes dancing
and teaching in New York City.

New

professors, fresh ideas i) I

The Leavey
School of Business
and the School of
Engineering
offered a minor in
general business
or engineering,
instead of minors

within each
department.

"^
^.Is^-^'

Minors Approved,
Majors Proposed
For

the first time in
Santa Clara history,
two students were
able to graduate with double majors and with minors.
This was the result of a
year long campaign by the
ASUSC Senate and University

Academic

Affairs

:'^*?
t^fe?

give students a chance for

departmental minor in a

admission to graduate

College of Arts and Sci-

schools in music.

ences and a school minor in

A communication major
was proposed in March by
Tom Shanks, S.J., and
John Privett, S.J., of the
Theatre Arts Department.
Previously, Santa Clara did
not have a separate communication major or program. The Theatre Arts
Department offered a television production major
and the English Department had a writing program. The proposed communications major had divisions emphasizing either

In addition to the University approving the dou-

Com-

ble majors

and minors, one

mittee.

new program was approved

After conducting a survey
of 2000 students, the Sen-

and one proposed.

drew up a resolution
which was reviewed by the
University Academic Affairs Committee, the Board
of Trustees Academic Programs and Personnel Committees, and William
Rewak, S.J., University

gree in Music was approved

President.

Theory, Composition, fields
of Concert, Opera, Orchestra, and Teaching. The difference between this and
the new degree was that
the Bachelor of Music was

The

In April, a Bachelor's De-

by the Academic Affairs
Committee. Previously, a
student could receive a
Bachelor of Arts degree in

Music with specializations
in Applied Music, Music
History and Literature,

resolution that was

presented in

May was

this:

— A student may obtain a
double major on an experimental basis for two to

The University Orchestra
performed several times a quarter

more focused and could

— A student may obtain a
business and engineering.

ate

-^^

three years.

week in the
Music Building. Music students,
with their new program can
graduate with a Bachelor in Music

•

SH

^^Hi^^^^^^^^^^Bk^^^^^^^^^^^F

'l^^^l

after practicing every

^^^^^^^^^^^^K

^^^'^K^^

fl^^tt

electronic or print media,
as well as a large

compo-

nent of communication theory and research.
Sallie Lycette

Sophomore marketing major

\

ini

'

ii

degree.

m
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Dorlo Barbleri

quarter Intro, to TV
class, Chris Babiarz delights in
one of Saralinda Subbiondo's
productions. The University
doesn't have a TV major, but
rather an emphasis under the
Theatre Arts Department. But
students under the
Communications Department plan
proposed in the spring will

During a

If

you choose a minor, what would

Humanities

it

be in?

29.2

Social Sciences

fall

supplement many of these courses
with those in mass nrjedia theory.

Natural Sciences

Early In fall quarter the ASUSC
Senate Legislative Committee
conducted a survey on the double
major and minor policies of the
University. This survey showed
over 60 percent of nearly 2,000
students surveyed would attempt a
minor and over 40 percent would
attempt a double major.

35.4

Business
Engineering

8.7

50
Total responses:

2019

percent

Minors Approved, Majors Proposed

yy

Panel discussions

in

the Mission

Church were an important part of

The

Institute on the Family. Here,
Joyce Beemus of the Graduate
Division of Counseling Psychology
and Education speaks with Bruno
Bettelheim about changing family

Classes such as Personal Finance,

Human

Sexuality, and Family
American Drama were offered

in
in

roles.

conjunction with the Institute
during winter quarter.

Bishop Ricardo Ramirez speaks
on February 23, in the de Saisset

Theodore Mackin, S.J., speaks
about marriage. Fr. Mackin also

Museum. The title of his lecture is
The Hispanic Family in American

teaches an upper division religion
class. Theology of Marriage.

Dorlo Barbierl

Society.
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INSTITUTE

ON THE

FAMILY

asses address changes
The

of diverse classes, provided

was led by a husband
and wife team, Jerry Shapiro, Ph.D., and his wife
Susan Benedict-Shapiro.
Their main emphasis was
on the intimate relationship
that occurs between part-

a wide range of studies

ners in a relationship.

about changes

idea that relationships are

brought out that changes in
the whole family structure
have affected the values

influenced greatly by the

that are placed upon sex-

second annual
University-wide In-

stitute, this

one on

the Family, took place during winter quarter. The In-

involving a

stitute,

The

of today.

number

in the family

classes gave

class

The

how

students the opportunity to

family, specifically by

expand

the parents acted in their

their

knowledge on

issues that

may

family

These

life.

also brought a

affect their

new area

interest into the

of

academic

setting.

The

Institute offered stu-

dents a chance to take a
class in an area that really
interested them; students
also took these classes for

enjoyment.

Some

of the

through the
Institute were Family and
Kinship, Psychology of Inclasses offered

timacy, Economics of the
Family, and Human Sexuality.

own

relationship,

was also

different classes offered

through the program.
A popular class was Psychology of Intimacy. The

class was primarily
based on the relationship
between Christian values

and

sexuality. It

uality.

A

was

major change has

a

church.

The once

strict

ideals of the Christian

Another area of study
the class was the change

in
in

ily

famhave been transformed

into those of equalitarian

the traditional family roles.

ideals in relation to one's

The change

sexuality.

of the

woman's

role in the intimate rela-

tionship was seen as a positive one. The change en-

abled this type of relationship to be more of an equal
partnership from which the
children, especially, could

Kathy Moser, a senpsychology major who

learn.
ior

There were sixteen

The

also taken place within the

topic of interest.

classes

This class was conducted
by James Donahue, Ph.D.

Women,

especial-

have broken down old
stereotypes. This new view
ly,

of a woman's sexuality was,
seen as a positive change.

Students enrolled in
by the Institute were required to attend three outside lectures
from the Institute lecture
classes sponsored

participated in the class,

series in addition to the

commented that the

regular course load.

class

was "Excellent!"
Another class offered
through the Family Institute was Human Sexuality.

Shari Gholson
Junior psychology major

Matt Keowen

Changes

in

the

modern family

is

Bruno Bettelheim's

5 the topic of

e lecture and following discussion.

• Bettelheim

is

a noted child

1 psychologist.

Classes addt-ess changes
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Betty Friedan speaks to a

''4 Iky^^^^^K

full

house in Mayer Theatre on
February 14. Her talk about
feminism in America caused a
mixed reaction from the crowd;
one woman presented Friedan
with a bouquet of dead roses.
In early February, a panel of five
speakers discuss gays and the fam-

\

*r
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The panel's emphasis was on
the need for support and acceptance of the homosexual individual.
ily.

Dorio Barblarl

Dorlo Barblcrl

Marvin Harris talks about The
/American Family Today. Harris
was the keynote speaker for the
Institute.
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80's trends discussed
n addition to the
classes provided in The
Institute on the Family
there was also an extensive

Case.

lecture series featuring

life

I

many renowned

The

guests.

their daughters.

They

stressed that their family

was no different than
anyone else's; "the fact

we

are gay

beside

speakers stressed the fact

that

that the family of today was

the point," Banfill stated.

no longer the standard nuclear family with a mother,
father,

and

The family
countered
chriichan

Both men were gay,
and raised

lived together,

The

of today has en-

through the Institute. Betty
Friedan, a well-known author and President of
NOW, the National Organization for Women, spoke on
Feminism and the American Family. Friedan spoke
on the importance of women defining their personhood which had been de-

many

changes,

opened

in

Marvin Harris,

Ph.D., on the subject of

The American Family Today. Dr. Harris discussed

the ending of the traditionthat included

the breadwinning husband

and the homemaker

He

was an-

other issue presented

Institute

al lifestyle

introduction of femi-

in the family

2.5 children.

early January with an ad-

dress by

The
nism

is

wife.

women

stated that because of

such changes in family
ing, divorce, fertility,

liv-

and

whole family

sexuality, the

structure would develop

problem

areas. Dr. Harris
claimed that "the family
shall continue to move to-

ward new structures rather
Another area of change
gays in the

family, was presented in
early February.
five speakers

A

panel of

assembled

the de Saisset

are

now considered

more equal

light, they
can better understand their
womanhood and the family
which they are a part of.

in a

Another area of interest
that was approached by the
Institute concerned eco-

nomics and the family. A
by economist Gary
Becker on Public Policy
and the Family focused on
the application of economic
talk

than old ones."
in the family,

nied them for so long. She
emphasized that because

Museum

in

to

analysis to marriage, divorce,

and

The

fertility.

Institute

was a suc-

who were inThe classes offered

discuss certain aspects in

cess for all

dealing with a gay family

volved.

member. The panel's main
emphasis was on the need
for support and acceptance
of the homosexual individ-

were popular, and the

ual.

Two of the speakers
Tom Banfill and Ray

many

lectures given

had

a

consistently good turn out.

The

Institute covered a
wide range of topics con-

were

cerning today's family.

Peter Huizing, S.J., speaks on
Tuesday, February 27. His topic
was Catholic Marriage Law.

brought new and interesting information to the student body. Many areas concerning the family were dis-

S Performed in conjunction with
io The Institute on the Family .4//
" Mv Sons starred Steve Henrv and
M
£ Andrea Bahmann. Henry, a guest
actor, played a father

who

cussed freely in a learning

environment.
Shari (^holson
Junior psychology major

sold

faulty aircraft parts to the

government during World War

It

II.

80's trends discussed
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Business Liaison

CD&PC

Joins
Career DevelSCU's
opment and Place-

ment Center
programs

strengthened its
this year with the addition

Maureen McNulty
March. McNulty is the

in

of

as-

sistant director of the center as well as the coordina-

Leavey School
of Business and Adminis-

tor for the

tration.

As the liaison between
Career Development and
Placement and the business
school,

McNulty met with

undergraduate as well as
graduate business students
at all class levels during
spring quarter. Over 300
students

McNulty

came

to see

after her initial

McNulty also
made an effort to get to
know faculty members of

presentations.

the School of Business. She
said that "the dean, depart-

ment chairs, and faculty
members were extremely
helpful and knowledgable."
McNulty gave general information seminars to business classes, describing Career

McNulty said the
new system would be very
helpful and accessible to all

tember,

career counselors, as

it

pro-

vided more information to
help students. For example,

anyone in the Career Development and Placement
Center could call up statistics on any major. Then
any information, from what
classes a finance major took
to what type of job he/she

As the Leavey

McNulty received her undergraduate degree in sociology/political science, with
a

minor

in biology,

from

the University of California
at Davis.

She got

a Master's

degree in policy analysis
from Stanford University.

She

is

presently working on

her Ph.D. in administrative
policy

and

analysis, also at

Previously, McNulty was
the registrar and advisor to
the women's center at

Menlo

Maureen
McNulty works

in the business school. Al-

with undergraduate and

MBA

students,
as well as with
the dean and
other faculty.

College. At Menlo,

she also did institutional
research and was a teacher

though her work with career planning at Menlo was
elective, she organized ca-

reer planning programs, ca-

reer faires,

and resume

workshops. McNulty has
also done marketing research for companies, such
as Bank of America, Wells
Fargo Bank, and Chevron.

McNulty came

to

SCU

because of its good reputation and because she liked
the attitude of the career
center. For her, SCU's job
offer

was a good way of

in-

terfacing her experience

and SCU's

and the Career Development and Placement Cen-

mentor program.
places great

would be

accessible.

School of Business haison,

Development and

McNulty

finally accepted,

Stanford University.

Placement's services which
included resume writing,
choosing a major, summer
jobs/internships,

Staff

em-

phasis on SCU's mentor

ter's needs.

program, which arranges for
Sallie Lycette

informal interviews for students with SCU alumni.

To help

Sophomore marketing major
Denise Byron
Junior English major

organize the Ca-

Development and
Placement Center, McNulty
and the other career counreer

Maureen McNulty,

assistant

director of the Career

Development and Placement
center, counseled 300 students
during Spring Quarter.

put a variety of information and statistics on
Santa Clara students into a
computer system. By Sep-

selors

Maloney is responsible for
typing up many job listings.

I

Rita
ElUn Namkoong
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Many students pour over the
Career Development and
Placement Center's job listings.
CD&PC has books organized by
on-campus, off-campus, full-time,
and part-time jobs. The books are
updated daily and students may
stop by anytime to search for a
job.

Fielding calls

from potential

student employers is one of the
many jobs that Jacque Sanchez
does in the Career Development
and Placement Center.
Ellen

Namkoong

Business Liaison Joins

CD&PC

Staff
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Board of Fellows
Visits Washington
being at the
After
White House

earlier

that morning, the

University of Santa Clara's

Board of Fellows was now
lost in the

parking

lot of

the Pentagon trying to find

The

recent trip to the Peoples'

During the tour, the
group was impressed when
they discovered a hometown person in the Out-

Republic of China. "The
United States and China
will never be allies," he
stated as he stepped from
behind the podium. "The
Chinese don't want an alliance but they do realize
that we both have the same
threat: the Soviet Union."

standing Airman display.

ent entrances. After making
a couple of stops, the four

her picture brightly dis-

bus caravan eventually
found the correct set of
doors which led to the monolithic complex. Finally,
we were inside the Penta-

played in the showcase.

Pentagon has many

differ-

After the tour was over,

the group waited patiently

DeCaspar Weinberger.

for the Secretary of

fense,

their families

The Secretary was introduced by board member
Vern Christina who had
known Weinberger since
the 1950's when they op-

attended several speaking
engagements. These includ-

election for a Republican

gon.

During their

five

day

conference in Washington,
D.C., the

Board of Fellows,

members and

ed a morning breakfast
with the Department of

Education Secretary Terence Bell and State Depart-

ment

foreign policy advisor

Phillip Copland. Before go-

ing to the Pentagon, they

had briefly met with President Reagan on the south
lawn of the White House.
As a formal group of supporters of the University,

the Board of Fellows meets
twice a year, once on cam-

pus and once off campus.
Their main function is to
represent the University in
areas outside the

106

bers

Airman Carol Santos from
San Jose was decorated as
Outstanding Airman with

the Visitors' Entrance.

campus

posed each other in a local
Party Chairmanship.
"It is important for us to
have the best minds working on the subject of defense," stressed Weinberger.
Focussing on the need for
sound education he stated,
"I

am

very grateful to the

University of Santa Clara

they
have done
and impressed with their effort to
educate the whole person."
While alluding to the Soviet military, he stated that
the Reagan Administration
does not intend to "launch
an attack" or "collect more
for the things that
.

.

.

sphere. Along the hike to

territory or subjugate

the Visitors' Center, the

people

group soon realized that the
Pentagon was actually an
indoor city which included
a large shopping mall and

our security through de-

Academics

who

long corridors as wide as
city streets.

...

more
we must keep

fense."

After his address he took

questions from board

mem-

inquired about his

He also commented that
while the recent downing of
the KAL airliner "surprised" the Chinese, the incident just reaffirmed the
Soviet threat.

The

entire trip

was

viewed as a success by the
President of the Board of
Fellows, Ed Sousa. "It's

been the largest turnout
we've ever had," stated
Sousa, "and being held here
in

Washington has made

the conference very stimulating."

Congressman Norm Minand Senator
Paul Laxalt (R-ND), who

eta (D-Ca.)

members of the
Board, helped arrange the

are both

conference.

"The conference
members the

has given the

opportunity to open their
eyes to

many problems and

Sousa said. "They
have been able to meet
with officials and discuss
concerns that they usually
just see in the newspapers
or on the 6:00 o'clock
news."
issues,"

Steve Lozano
Junior political science major

\

Before entering the south lawn of
the White House, members of the
Board ot F'ellows pose in front ot
the Treasury Department.

Over 300 Board members and family
traveled to Washington for the
meeting. This was their annual "offcampus" meeting and it attracted a
record

number

of participants.

iifiir

Wllma Cox

Wilma Cox

Wilma Cox

During their trip to Washington, the
Board of Fellows present President
Reagan with a Madonna as a gift
from sell
official

Milling about the south lawn.

William Hewak

S..I.,

University

President, and Lorna Panelli wait
for President

Reagan.

photograph, the White House

Board Of Fellows

Visits

Washington
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The challenge
of internships
forces decisions
"Working as an intern was a wonderful experience, but it's scary!
There's no room ^ ^ npw oing an interns, students were generanced the cameras, and also
for mistakes.

During the

me work

ternship was
a perfect

first

week, the station
let

I

I

live

camera. That
was nervewracking enough.

But when I lost
a man's entire
face during a

camera move,

it

got worse!

>?

—Joli Castello

way

for me to find out
whether or not I really
wanted to be a producer

or director," said Joli
Castello, a junior political science major,

worked

at

who

Channel 48

during spring quarter.

With a planned emphasis
in television, Joli wanted
to find out more about
the industry. Finding an
internship was the way
she chose to do this.
Many Santa Clara students took advantage of internship programs offered

TV

same format editing
system.
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tron, a

computer which

controls titles like those

seen on any news show.

As a television intern,
Joli had an assortment of
responsibilities which gave

over,

her a broad range of knowl-

a paid employee. She took

edge.

"Working

as an intern

After her internship was

Channel 48 offered

her a permanent position as
the job during the

summer

was a wonderful experience,
but it's scary! There was no

to further her experience

room for mistakes," Joli
commented. "During the
first week the station let
me work on live-camera.
That was nerve-wracking
enough. But when I lost a

bilities as

man's entire face during a
camera move, it got worse!

yer. Since I'm still interest-

just kept getting

I

Through the Career Development and Placement

flustered."

with accounting firms, engineering companies, banks,
and other businesses. As in-

Facility uses the

designed graphics on a chy-

work. But they were able to
take advantage of a variety
of invaluable experiences.

in a variety of fields.

Center, students found jobs

At Channel 48's editing station Joli
applies her experience with a 3/4 inch
editing system. The Santa Clara

ally not paid for their

more

Job's responsibilities not
only included working the

camera, but also preparing the cameras for use.

before taking over responsi-

Senior Class

President.
Also, after her job at the
T.V. station, Joli decided to

continue with her original
plan. "I want to be a law-

ed in the media, my focus
will be towards media law.
Then, I can combine both
areas!"

live

In studio she white bal-

Denise E. Byron
Junior English major

Ellen

Namkoong

of Joli's many
responsibilities includes the
preparation of graphics like you

One

would see on any TV news show.
At channel 48, Joli learned to use
the Chyron character generator.

One

step in preparing for a

TV

show includes being sure the
cameras register the right color.
was able to experience many

Joli

aspects of

Ellen

TV

preproduction.

Namkoong

preparation for an afternoon
broadcast Joli adjusts her camera.
Channel 48, unlike some other
In

stations, allows their interns

hands-on experience.

The challenge

of internships forces decisions

lUy
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"There are no easy
classes at Santa Clara!"

The

often be found pulling yet

dents could,

wailed sophomore history

another "all-nighter" to finish a paper or cram for a
test. These unorganized students were running around
the library the night before
an exam borrowing notes
from people in their class.
"I wrote a whole research
paper in one night, is that
bad?" asked sophomore
Walsh resident, Lisa Ara-

additional help, arrange for

Petty, Ph.D., Director of

the library, getting up on
time for that 8 o'clock

quistain.

Academic Resources, "and

and foresaking good
tanning rays on Wednesdays and weekends to put

search papers was a prob-

in that extra effort.

paper the night before it
was due and got a B+ on
it!" boasted Chad Pratt,

major, Steve Bland. "I keep

looking for them, but some-

how they always end up
hard!" Academic "survival
of the fittest" at Santa

Clara was tough. Students

were always competing for
grades and trying to raise
their GPA's. Striving for

the 4.0 led to late nights at

"I always study in the

li-

my

room,"
explained sophomore marketing major Sallie Lycette,
"I associate the library with
work and my room with relaxation; this way I always
go with the right frame of
mind."
Another sophomore marbrary, never in

keting major, Heidi

Knauf

said that this year she "re-

laxed and didn't worry as

much,

I

tried to

keep ev-

erything in balance."

"I'm spending a lot more
time on my reading-forcomprehension," said soph-

omore Dunne
Mike Pola, "and less time
dreaming about girls."
To improve the efficiency
resident,

of her study hour,

Mona

Roberto, sophomore English major,

went

to "death

row," the row of cubicles in
the periodical section of the
library. "I can't

often,"

drives

Not

do that too

Mona said,
me crazy!"

lem

for

many

students. "I

started a 10 page research

history major.

Some people had
just keeping

up on

trouble

behind in accounting," said
Rich Marosi, a junior accounting major, "but I've
gotten about four days behind in religion."
Other students had problems with religion classes
and papers. "I worked on
my research paper for Fr.
Tassone's religion class for
20 hours straight," said
Russell Delaney, "I finished

a half an hour before
was due."
it

students were
that dedicated or organized,

however. For some, just
passing a class was enough!

by appointment. Stuif they needed

or

a private tutor through

Academic Resources or they
could go to the drop-in tu-

whenever a tuwas on duty. Both services were free of charge.
"Approximately 325 students per quarter had individual tutors," said Robert

torial clinic

tor

about 275-300 students per
quarter used the drop-in
tutorial clinic."

More

stu-

dents used these programs
than ever before. Dr. Petty
suggested that this was because "it takes a while for a

program to become known
on campus."

The students who

their

reading. "I've never been

it

planned ahead were able to
take advantage of the Tests
'N Tension (TNT) groups
and the Academic Improve-

ment Groups (AIG). In

TNT,

students learned

strategies for taking tests,

including

AIG

how

to relax.

on time management, study
plans, note taking and
reading for comprehension.
By working in groups, students were able to see what
they were doing wrong, and

how

learn

taking a class seriously, not

goals of these programs

studying

it

enough."

His friend Jamie Dillon
seemed to have the same

problem: "I skipped almost
of the class sessions

all

The

sessions concentrated

Sophomore Mike Kemp's
biggest problem was "not

to correct

it.

Dr.

Petty stressed that the

were to "assist with students' academic adjustment." So, even though
there were no easy classes
at Santa Clara, survival was
possible!

"it

all

Academics

procrastinators could

Procrastinating on re-

class,
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TAKING IT

There were, of course,
productive ways to learn
the material. Teachers were
available outside of class

during regular office hours

Sua Walten

Kristi Bosetti

Sophomore business major

A quick 254; puts sophomore
Aamir Irshad in control of the
Galaxian video game.

The noises of billiard balls
knocking and people chatting are
not enough to distract junior
business major Lisa Goblirsch
from her homework. Lisa uses

Benson basement

as

an alternate

study location.

Sua Wdtart

Concentrating, junior
tries to

Tom

Stein

debug a computer

program: the computer room

in

Kenna becomes the home

many

of

business students whose grades in
classes such as

Management

QM

and Brand

are important to

them.

Sue W«lt«r<

Foosball is a common method of
procrastination for junior Gerry
Pieters.

Eying the pipette, senior T.J.
Spear finishes yet another lab. As
a

combined science major,

spends

many

T.J.
of his afternoons

preparing and working on labs.

Pressure
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Professional actor Steve Henry
tries to explain his responsibility

for his son's

actress

death to student

Andrea Bahmann during
"All

My

Sons."

Dorlo Barbiarl

n
V

Michael Risto

Stretching out is an important
beginning for any workout. Jeanne

Dodd and
Dance

the

Advanced Modern

class start with a careful

routine.

Joining art enthusiasts for a wine
and cheese reception, seniors
Jenise Ellis and Marie Noble
explore the opening exhibit in the
new art gallery located in the
remodeled Fine* Arts Building.
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Sua

Wall

THE
In class, on stage, or at
an exhibit, students experienced many styles.

The

de Saisset Museum, Sheldon Ossosky's Basic
II, vociferous Sam Hernandez speaking
about sculpture, Jim Crino's Senior Acting recital
the arts at Santa Clara included a myriad of experiences for students. Art, obvious and not-so-obvious, was
available to students on a daily basis.
Students must fulfill certain University requirements to
receive a Bachelor of Arts degree. One requirement is Fine
Arts
one course in studio art or performance. Students
transcended this miniscule involvement in the arts and realized a daily acquaintance with them. Whether it was
walking by the funny statue outside the de Saisset or going to see "All My Sons," students involved themselves in

Dance

—

—

the arts.

was an important introduction to
Art History class was a popular core class. Likewise, Drawing I and Ceramics were favorite electives. Art
in the classroom, an experience open to all students, was
especially taken advantage of by Liberal Arts majors.
Theatre Arts and Dance productions involved all members of the Santa Clara community: students and teachers
acted, directed, choreographed, and viewed performances
side by side. The winter production of "I Remember
Mama" was directed by Fr. Tollini, the chair of the Theatre Arts department, and the annual Golden Johnnies
was directed by senior theatre arts major, Paul Hoen.
Lastly, students got involved in the arts through campus art events. A new and permanent California history
In-class participation

the

arts.

exhibit was arranged in the de Saisset. In the art building,
a student/teacher art gallery was created with exhibits
that were changed throughout the year.
Melissa Merk
Junior English major

Dorio Barbleri

Fess Parker Studio was the
location for Jim Crino's senior
acting recital. He enlisted the help
of friends from all majors for his
production which was a series of
skits.

THE ARTS
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class
creativity
Education

in the arts

sophomore

ma-

art history

fered classes from begin-

found that her instructors "were helpful and
spent time guiding us in

theatre, dance,

output of a product. This
work was done with the

our assignments."

day

knowledge that it was for
an audience. The Art, Music and Theatre Arts departments offered students
in-class experience in composition and performance.
Assignments in the Art
Department ranged from

hour every day, music students prepared for the in-

to study theory or history,

the extra time needed in

miniature sculptures to
photographs colored with
crayons. In between the extremes, students sought to
find a balance of creative
output. Many classes taught
the "basics" of drawing or
painting. However, to dispel
the myth that these were
easy classes, students were
required to achieve high

courses offered studies of

class.

music from Gregorian
chants to the contemporary

classes included those in

strains of Stravinsky.

T.V. After spending hours

contained a unique
twist: the energy
that was geared toward the

jor,

Practicing at least one

evitable

midterm and

recitals.

The

final

pressure was

more to recreate the sounds
Mozart or Beethoven.
But for those who wished

of

A

very supportive faculty
and enjoyable classes were
the hallmark of music
classes, according to junior

Studio arts, such as photography, drawing and

music major Serena lanora.
Although her classes took
up a lot of time with daily
practicing, Serena said that
she was still able to enjoy
her music because of an en-

painting, were favorites of

couraging faculty.

standards.

junior fine arts major

Ed

could always go to our pro-

Duran. Although he felt
that his classes were time
consuming, he liked to put
in the effort because he

wanted

to learn as

much

"We

as

he could.
Faculty were very supportive of art and non-art
majors alike. Julie Debs, a

fessors with a

problem and

ning to advanced levels in
and T.V.
Spending two hours a

in class, dedicated students danced in a variety of

dance classes. Most people
took the classes because
they enjoyed dancing or
wanted to learn more. Junior math major Jim Sampair enjoyed taking two Ba-

Dance

sic

classes despite

Other Theatre Arts

working on productions,
theatre arts major Dan
Purner commented that
T.V. professors expected
students to "shoot for the
moon and end up on a
star." But frustration was
turned into productive energy as people worked

harder to accomplish their
projects.

Instruction in the class-

room was geared toward

in-

they would take the time to
understand and listen."

dividual expression because

The Theatre Arts Department offered a fine core

would soon be

the art in the classroom
art for oth-

ers to see.

curriculum for a small uni-

Although some
complained of a lack of variety, the department ofversity.

Denise Byron
Junior English major
Melissa Merk
Junior English major

With the steady hand necessary to
complete her Ceramics project,

Lucy Teo kneels over a slab of
clay.

Michael Rltso

While pointing out the finer touches
of drawing, instructor Sam
Hernandez convinces art student Greg
Coppola that his sketch still needs a
little work.
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Advanced Modern Dance, offered
winter quarter, ^ives dance

students Dianne James, senior,

Judy Lawrence, junior, and Sue
Haney, junior, the chance to
specialize in classes that teach

more than

just the basics.

Penciling a rough sketch of a
photo, Dan Robinson completes a
project for his art class.

Michael RImo

I

°

Staring intently at the mirror,
Wendy Yabroff concentrates on
her dancing technique.

Pausing for a moment, Jo Lynam
examines the clay that he is
cutting for his ceramics class.

In Class Creativity

LlD

I

Preparation

and
With

a professionof only
four, the student
al staff

staff

and volun-

teers of the de Saisset Museum were an integral part

major show changed; this

Museum

meant that the previous
show's works had to be taken down and packaged for

Fred Shepard, Preparator.

transport.

museum

workforce.
Students performed a variety of duties that included
tasks usually managed by
trained professionals. The
shows and displays that
were exhibited quarterly,
although not chosen or arranged by students, were
hung, catalogued, and patrolled by students.
The preparator staff, generally three or four students, framed, hung, and
secured the variety of
works that traveled to the
museum. Each quarter the
of the

publicity

The displayed work of
the preparators was
matched in importance by
the more behind-the-scenes
staff

ed

members that

regulat-

museum paperwork,

professional staff person,
the majority of the paperstu-

dents.

The

responsible for the security
of the museum premises
during the weekend hours.

The regular student staff
included Jenny Twichell,
Special Events Scheduler,
who helped organize special
events; Evan Elliot, Publicity Coordinator; Cheryl
Kaiser, Registrar;
lez.

Volunteers helped with
aspects of the museum,
including the museum shop.
Some of the volunteers
all

were: Maria Fritzsche, Andrea Bacigalupi, Jacqueline
Tremaroli, Angie Etter, Ju-

Mary Ka-

Museum Shop

Coordin-

lie Debs, Laura Berkman,
Jennifer Earls, Vicky Mer-

Marie Noble, Office
Assistant; Rene Romo and
Steve Smith, preparators;
and Bart Howard, special
ator;

membership, publicity, and
registration. Although each
work area was guided by a

work was completed by

Coordinator; and

four professional

Barton, Ph.D., Director; Georgianna Lagoria, Assistant
Director; Rebecca Schapp,

aza,

responsibilities given
the student staff were equal
to those given professionals
in most museums; and the
students were treated as

events set-up assistant.
Completing the museum
staff were the weekend attendants and the volunteers. Weekend attendants:

such.

David Price, office assistant, Evelyne Verheyden,
Mary O'Donnell, and Andrew Fong, were directly

staff included Brigid

and Laura Koda.

The

Cheryl Kaiser
Junior English major

*

i
I

'^Sf

«^

Chris Babiarz

Georgianna Lagoria, Assistant
Director of the de Saisset, was

named

Brigid Barton's Ph.D.,
successor early in spring quarter.
Ms. Lagoria took over as director

on July

1.

The museum exhibits both
classical and contemporary art.
This

is

part of the exhibit titled

—

"Michael Narciso
Photographs," this is titled
Youtopia Series #1, detail of
living canvas, a performance
painting, designer Kelli

Simmons,
1983.
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T

Ellen

Discussing one of the exhibits at
"Altar Ego" viewers talk about
their impressions of Barbara
Galluci's
Elton

Namkoong

Reason."

"Beauty Without

Namkoong

"Chapel Champagne Shrine of
Latter Day Neon Nuanced
Naivete," by Leroy Champagne
attracted a lot of attention at the

opening of "Altar Ego."

Preparation and Publicity
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"Terrific" and "unpredictable,"
were the most popular adjectives
used to describe Andrew Hale's
acting recital. Fellow theatre arts
major Andrea Bahmann helped
Andrew with his performance
one of the longest senior recitals
(complete with intermission).

—

Dorlo Barbierl

Acting is the most visible part of
being involved in theatre arts.
Kathryn Knotts and Arthur Hill
portrayed characters in Arthur
Miller's play All

was put on

My

Sons which

as part of winter

quarter's Institute on the Family.

The annual spring performance
of Images, performed by students

Mayer Theatre, incorporated
dances. Donna lusi, Lisa
Albo, Monita Cheang, and Wendy
in

many

Yabroff danced in "Doin' our
thing" choreographed by Sheldon
Ossosky.

llo
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Waltzing with
the theatre

w

my

name, some-

thing in the

me

'This

your turn.

is it! It's

said,

You've worked for this; so

up there and get

tiad

the desire to stand, but

of weird subconscious

reaction

stemming from

my

Why couldn't
my chair?

hildhood?
get out of

I

I

I

say?

I

with."

—

my

I

mumbled.

noted the simplicity of
it was nice,
and bright; they had

windows.

"We

don't have windows"

muttered.

your pardon?"
asked the nurse with a
quick glance at

my

door was a small
which read: Dept. of
Theatre Arts. I tried it and
found myself in the main
corridor.

I

— possibly a valid

question.

"Oh nothing"
was, however,

left

was

heavily peppered with pho-

I

said.

making

ence to the fact that

I

refer-

Mayer

Theatre has relatively few
windows.

for the

through the building endto-end without thinking, as
if traveling not through a
work place, but rather from

would

Dances were held in the
costume shop at 2:00 a.m.
during twenty-four hour
work days, when we had
three days work to com-

someone

else

I

my bedroom

to the kitchen

for a glass of milk.

was soon

It

that

I

after this

realized

I

was

four recitals

own,

— including

nine props/set dresser

assignments, three stage

managements and a spatodd jobs.
But it was not these events

tering of other

mad-man

from, exhausted, yes! tired,

gallop around the

room and suddenly the
haggard and spiritless crew
had danced their souls back
where
we could go on

it

seemed

— and we

that

I

found myself tired

no!

As I settled down on the
examination table and later
as I lay in my infirmary
bed I realized I wasn't tired
from what I had done, but
rather by something I had

didn't hear the silent snick-

slowly developed a reten-

never did anymore.

from the hundreds of
faces already on the wall.

tion of

where each hallway
would take me and how to
get from the basement to

was it?
Having

they whispered.

the catwalks (above the

went

found the door on
which was printed the
name which matched the
name on the scrap of paper
I held nervously in my
hand. It said "Barbara

stage) in the shortest time.

..."

I

Murray

— Costume Design-

er.

"Hi,

my name

is

Jim

did.

As

I

stumbled through

first

few months

I

wouldn't be, however,
until my junior year, while
It

managing You Never
Can Tell, that I would
learn which microphone
outlet led to back stage and
which would let the folstage

I
I

five design pro-

those

know

tired.

thought of the nine shows
had acted/danced in, the

put on an overly sweet version of a Viennese Waltz.
We would then begin our

to a state

I

was walking

realized

laugh, cry, travel (Disneyland will never be the
same), perform, shop, sing,
work and dance.

walls while

my

arts

what seemed to be
past shows. I wondered if
my face would ever be on
that wall. As I passed, I

"Little does he

chart.

She wanted to make sure
wasn't in need of mental
care

on a

er

"I beg

We

next four years.

in

quarter at school that

jects,

tos of

the infirmary,

most of the theatre
menagerie everyday

was somewhere

It

last

Someone would suddenly
push the large tables to the

yet another

my

would see her and

I

mo-

solid steel

wall to

ally

should be."

woman. Actu-

my

noticed that to

down

this pleasant

plete in twenty-three hours.

set of stairs, printed

The

"Thank you"

I

right,

I

I wondered as I left if I
would ever really deal with

missing stage hand "Steve
Bermudez if you're not
moving furniture, you

open."

tugged. After resting

mentarily

said.

clean

will

sign

The nurse shook me from
my daydream. "The doctor
will see you now, Jim" she

I

(We had done

our high school shows in
our cafeteria
I was in
technical heaven!)
I

thank?"
"Just say how you got to
where you are today and
get the whole thing over
should

Main

Level. Nothing. I then descended a flight of stairs
and discovered Fess Parker
Studio Theater.
"Boy! two theaters in one

"These doors

"What should

let

tugged hard on the

glass doors of the

lit!"

Who

—

into

— around, Mayer.

building!"

"What's keeping you
down? They called your
name! Go up there and get
'

my way

to find

alone

it." I

iomehow I just sat there.
Was it the excitement of
the moment? Was it some
lort

let

I sent you some
drawings?!"

Crino.

I

back to Mayer, with its
dark twisting and turning
levels. I suddenly flashed
back to the first day I tried

deepest part of

^0

my mind wander

hen- they called

failed to do. Or, at least,

I

tried to

I

What
it all.

my inquiry
my side and

failed at

turned onto
In

do

to sleep.

my

dreams that night
was called again.

my name

This time I stood up,
walked quickly, said my
thanks and left.
Jim Crino
Senior theatre arts major

lowing message reach a

Waltzing through the theatre
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Jed (John Brown) comforts
companion Ken Talley (Bill Peck)
a

Vietnam veteran and paraplegic,
first act of The Fifth of

during the

July.

Greg Schuttz

Fantasizing herself as iVIata Hari,
Shirley Talley (Elaine Avila)
dresses for the part in a costume
she found in the attic.

Concerned about

his future as a
high school English teacher, Ken
Talley talks over his options with
friends and prospective house
buyer John Landis (Arthur Hill).
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Tifth' looks at
family's role
The

spring theatre

arts season featured

The

Fifth of July, a

shocking look at contemporary family life. The show
dealt with homosexuality,
the Vietnam War, capitalism,
and unwed parents
all at
the same time.
As the show opened. Ken
Talley (Bill Peck), a paraplegic was listening to a tape by
a student with a speech disorder. His lover Jed (John
Brown) walked on stage
from the garden where he
had been working, approached Talley and affectionately kissed him. The
audience was shocked, but so
much happened in the opening minutes, most observers
were too overwhelmed to
complain. The incident is

the only explicit act in the

Shirley was a stereo-typical

show, but strong language
and high emotions were present throughout the perfor-

young teen as she wallowed
in dreams of the future and
had little problem screaming

mance.

at the top of her lungs. Sal-

Kathryn Knotts played

Gwen

—

Landis, a rich,

ly,

bawdy

a warm-hearted individ-

ual approaching senility,

woman, who wanted to be a
country music star. Her husband John (Arthur Hill) was

contributed a strong, yet

determined to get as much

emotional experience because
it involved many aspects of
life. The problems the group
faced were real and the solutions were difficult to find.
But the show ended on a
positive chord, although not
all difficulties were resolved,
the characters decided to
deal with reality.

out of her (sexually and

monetarily) as possible.

Meanwhile Aunt Sally (JuJune Talley (Marchelle Deranleau), and June's
lia Ball),

illegimate daughter Shirley

(Elaine Avila) struggled with

the decision to bury the
ashes of Sally's husband,

who

died a

full

year before.

June represented some
bility in

amusing character.
The Fifth of July was an

sta-

the piece, but she

Christopher Stampolis
Freshman, political science/French
major

too had emotional problems.

Greg Schultz

Oorlo Barbierl

3

up the seriousness of
the play Wes (Roy Zimmerman)
tells a strange story of an Eskimo

&

family.

To
^j

g"

^

lighten

Wes

and sings on

also plays the guitar
stage.

The fragmented

set of the Fifth of

July represents the fragmentation of
the Talley 's lives and the lives of
others around them. Ken Talley, a
homosexual, can't face the children
he's supposed to teach; Sally still
carries her cremated husband around
in a box; June is an unwed mother;
and John and Gwen believe that
money can buy anything.
'Fifth'

looks at family's role
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Greg Galati works

in Varsi Hall as

an admissions counselor. He got
the job after announcing his

unemployed

status in his 1983
Valedictorian Speech.

As

he didn't get enough pizza
as an undergraduate, Randy

if

White now works as a manager at
Round Table Pizza in Santa Clara.
One of his many duties is aiding
other employees like Laurie

McElwee check telephone

pizza

orders.
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GRADS REFLECT ON
LIFE AFTER SCU
the aftermath of re-

Insumes,

interviews, ap-

God

plications ("thank

my

made

blue suit

it

through 23 interviews"),
and the fading strains of
pomp and circumstance,
Santa Clara grads were
after

Home
some

to

and

Paving. Michael Trindle,
'83, married Suzy Dito, '83.
Michael attended UCSF
Medical School.

On

the international

scene was

who

Mike Look,

'84,

traveled in Paris and

became a computer programmer with Singer Link
in San Jose. Cathy Donovan, '81, became a computer programmer at Plexus
Computers and lived in Los
Gatos. Greg Galati, '83, a finance major, worked for

then planned to work as an
engineer at Lockheed. Lor-

the

SCU

Sue

Collins, '84, a psycholo-

began to look good

raine Perez, '83, a finance

out-of-staters after

major, taught English in

gy major, worked with the
mentally handicapped.
Chuck Eichten, a market-

faced with the reality of
life

Interstate Grading

SCU.

four years in California.

Japan. Brian Murphy,

Jim Moran,

was

'84,

Admissions Office.

who graduated in
December, 1983, and who
worked for Lockheed as an

major,

Nepal working with
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.

.^ame a sales representative

Joe Guerra, '84, a political
science/psychology major,

administrative associate in

moved

the Econometrics depart-

'83,

finance

moved home to
Portland, Oregon, and beor

Brown & Haley. Vicky

jBlaine, '84,

a psychology

major, returned

home

to

Spokane, Washington, and

in

in

to

Jamaica to work

January, 1985.
Some opted to face

more

ment,
still

school. Michael Bai-

ley, '81,

school next year. Scott

school at Creighton Univer-

ma-

went back to Phoenix,
\rizona, where he will be-

lor,

jin

graduate school next

winter.

Some
)ther

grads liked each

enough

to

"make

it

Omaha, Nebraska.

Jeff Nale, '84, an English

major, attended

'83,

UCLA Law

School. Jay Jenson,

'84,

an

English major, worked towards his law degree at

Santa Clara

Law

Silicon Valley

cgal." Bill Hewitt, '83,

Harried Jeanie Busch,
md began working at

sity in

home
ans.

to

felt

that his Santa

Clara education helped

him

learn to assess a problem

and approach problem-solv-

attended dental

lalanned to go back to
Schaefer, '84, a finance

ing major

School.

ing better.

The worst

after-shock of

the real world was having

up every day and be
awake. "You can't slide for
a day," Chuck said, "You're
expected to do your work

to get

and there are no excuses."

became

many Santa

John Amouroux,

Clar'84,

Sallie Lycette

Sophomore marketing major
Ellen

Namkoong

Former ASUSC Vice President of
Finances, class of 1982, John Kao
now works for the Bank of
America in Santa Clara, not
from the campus.

far

As a Valley Fair Macy's Men's
Store manager, Mark Kelleher is
employed not far from SCU. Like
many recent Santa Clara graduates
he remained in the South Bay
Area.

LIFE

AFTER SCU
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'82 fights Eric Parsels
John Schmidt
at
battle of years past
in a reenacted

combattants^^^^^^

Mayfa.re. Both
Creative
members of the Society of
medieval
non-profit
a
Anachronisms,
wield ra tan
recreation group, and
of the fight
broadswords. The winner
with an
other
the
"kills"
is he who
goes by
(who
Schmidt
accepted blow.
of John
the Society name
(Einar
Theophilous) and Parsels

'^e

SCU to recruit
join in the Festival

Odenshara) were at

new members and
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Vve're More

WITH-IT Than

Ever

,^j^ old college days with raccoon skin coats,
ukuleles, and secret liquor flasks were long
except perhaps for some of the ligone
quor flasks. In place of the Varsity Drag, we
had the English Beat, and locally, the Plague
But although the long earrings on women revealed a contemporary European influence,
the comeback of pleated trousers and men's
.

.

short haircuts did suggest a certain 1920's
chic. The '50's influence was evident, too.
Rock-a-billy hit the music scene.
Although outward appearances were contin
ually changing, the inner striving for perfecacademically envisioned in that altion
mighty 4.0
was as strong as ever.
School spirit experienced a rebirth. Despite
the drowsy lingering of apathy in other areas
of school support, Santa Clara did rediscover

—

Mathew
imiling happily Franci

Frome

J.

Claudon

nd Heidi LeBaron toast each
ther and a great four years at
anta Clara during a senior happy
our in

Graham Central

>n a lazy

Station.

Saturday afternoon

uring Winter quarter, Terry
)onovan, Candace Colson, and
-isa

Christensen spend time

Dgether relaxing before the miduarter crunch of exams.
Sue Walter!

.

—

school spirit through its rivalry
with Saint Mary's, inspiring
pranks and bringing huge crowds
to the stadiums.
And although there were always
those who remained on the fringes
of dorm society, the Catholic influence aimed to create an atmosphere of care

and community.
It was a time when the Beat's Ranking
Roger and F. Scott Fitzgerald merged; academic achievement flourished while school
spirit brightened, all the while supported by a
subtle Jesuit spirituality that was never too
explicit nor too far

away.

Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

We're More With

/f

Than Ever
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czz
Ahem, Carolyn
Albers, Hap
Anderson, Stephen
Anderson, Trisha
Andrejko, Lisa
Arabian, Ellen

Aranda, Maria
Arndorfer, Elizabeth
Arnold, Karl

Baker, Gregory
Baldner, Mary

Baldwinson,

Wendy

Banducci, Elise

Bannan, Teresa
Barceld, Margarita
Barcia, Amy
Barrett, Eric
Barry, Kevin

Beasley, Betsy
Bell, Julia

Benevento, Maria
Benson, Pamela
Berchtold, Brian
Bergen, Linda

Castaways Give Clues
Records were broken that
night.

The second round

of the Second Annual
Central Hall Committee Trivia

Bowl on May 2nd was fierce
with competition and provided
two record-breaking rounds.

The

first

record-breaking

round matched teams

KOAS

and

Spaceknights. After incorrectly
answering the trick question,

"How many
Tower?"

KOAS

bells in Nobili

(the answer: none)

finally

won the round

250-110. Their high score of 250

Michelle Spain

With noisemakers ready to signal their knowledge,
Scott Juretic, Doug Dell Omo, and Dorio Barbieri listen
to the trivia question.
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broke the previous record of 210.
"Tonight there was a balance
of questions," team captain
Mark Duffy said of their record
breaking victory. "Last night,
they asked too many music
questions." When asked about

preparation for the match, one

team member concluded that
"watching thousands of hours of
Gilligan's Island really paid off."

The

evening's last

match

be-

tween Cheese over Broccoli and
A Hat, A Broach, and A Pterodactyl produced an even higher
winning score of 260 for the latter team. When asked about
their loss, Cheese over Broccoli
team captain Jamie Dillon
pulled no punches. "They were
just a better team."
Contemplating their resounding defeat, Jamie suggested that
the questions "weren't there"

and that the variety of questions
did not include their specialties:

"geography and sports."
Steven Lozano
Junior political science major
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Dowling, Melissa
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Mike White,
At

first glance, Mike
White of San Jose might
have seemed like an ordinary freshman attending Santa
Clara. He was another English
major struggling to get his term

human

paper in before the 5 p.m. dead-

ing

line.

more

However, there was much
to Mike White than met

the eye.

was involved in a serious accident two and a half
years ago on July 31. He was
riding his bike on a hot summer
day about six blocks from his
Mike,

20,

courage.

Mike was able to
continue his education as a fulltime student.
At Santa Clara, Mike exercised
Ultimately,

two first loves, fiction writand running. He was one of
the top runners on Santa Clara's
his

cross-country team. "I plan to

run all through college, and it is
something I'll always do,"
stressed Mike.
Mike has recovered completely, although he gets recurring
headaches. He says he has become more aware of his mortal-

house when a car pulling into a
driveway struck him. Mike flew

ity since the accident. "I don't

fifteen feet.

dwell on the accident anymore,

What

followed for Mike was

two years of recovery. These
years involved eleven days in
the hospital, four days spent in
a coma, a partial paralysis on his
right side that lasted a couple of

a winner

but

it's

want

something that

I

don't

to forget either," said

Mike.
Ruby Pacheco
Sophomore English major

days, a lateral skull fracture, a

massive blood clot on the left
side of his brain, short-term

memory

loss,

and a

real test of

After a life-threatening accident,

freshman Mike White appreciates the
fact that he can run. Cross-country
running is one of Mike's favorite
activities.
Michael Risso

Garvin,

Pam

Giedraitis, Carol
Gil,

Vera

Giles,

Jim

Ginszauskas, Louise
Giulianetti, Luisa

Giuntoli,

Remo

Givvin, Mary
Gleason, Colleen
Gonzales, Alicia
Gonzalez, Damaso

Gosland, Joseph

dough, Thomas
Graham, William
Greiten, Michelle

Grevera, Barhara
Grinsell,

John

Guardino, Theresa
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Guerrero, David

Gunn, James
Habra, Pauline

Women
Pull Their

Hackworth, Lauren
Hakl, Elizabeth

Hamlin, Cinda

Own
4 % "T

think

Weight
it is

a challenge and

I love weight
Hannigan, Matt
Hanson, Amy
Hanz, Curtis

.L

lifting," said

I

Mag-

dalena Schardt, a sophomore.

Magdalena explained that DiDi Lum, a
Santa Clara graduate started a program
for

women

weight

lifters last year.

got Magdalena interested
and she continued to work out three
times a week for about an hour at a time.

The program

Hardeman, Donald
Harpster, Dean
Hayery, Mina

She supplemented her weight lifting with
racquetball, running and biking.
Many other women joined Magdalena
as weightroora regulars.

regularly

lift

The men who
new arrivals

greeted these

with encouragement.
Ruby Pacheco
Sophomore English major
Hedlund, Craig
Heidt, Mary
Hensel, Richard

Hensley, Cheryl

Joanne
Hinman, Dawn

Hiester,

Hirahara, Alan
Hitt,

Jim

Hodge, Randy

Hoffmann, Uwe
Horn, Darren
Honda, Cary
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Many women have begun to weight lift along with
men in the Leavey facilities. Theresa Nuxoll gets in
shape for the upcoming summer months.
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McCord, Maria
McCormick, Matthew
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McFarlane,

Kim

McHugh, John
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McPhate, Jennifer
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Meehan, Maureen
Meier, Karen
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At 15A

FRESHMEN

A Break From

Studying
Many

ideas go into the
planning of Treat
Nights. Colleen Keeley
assured me that floor meetings
"enhance our studying because
we got rid of our hunger." How-

much more went

ever,

floor meetings

into these

than just food.

After the assigned partners
readily exchanged their food

goodies, RA's Steve

Kahl and

Mary Nalty settled the group
down. The following activity was
planned to point-out how important

it

was

as well as a
floor

to be a close listener

good friend. After

members were

set

up

in

each pair exchanged questions about family, past experiences and other topics.
Floor meetings were usually
held about once a week. The
careful planning that went into
these meetings usually resulted
in better feelings about oneself
pairs,

as well as for others.

Rah DeBarros
Sophomore husiness major
and Brian Baer of
100 take a few minutes away
from studying to coordinate a study break.
R.A.'s Terry Torres

Graham

Meiners, Heidi
Mijares,

Raymone

Miltenberger, Paul
Mitchell, Matthew

Modkins, Brenda
Monnard, Richard

Moore, Kathryn
Morgan, Christine
Morones, Robert
Morris, Merrie
Morton, Brian
Mungai, Janette

Murnane, Paul
Murphy, James
Murtha, William
Nakamae, Robert
Nakamoto, Mark
Nalley, Karen
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O'Donnell, Mike
O'Flaherty, Rory
O'Leary, Mary
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Dominique

Ochoa, Lupita
Pagnini, Kurt
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Panontin, Maryanne
Parrish,

Shannon

Pehl, Christina
Perata, Jeffrey

Dawn

Perry,

Piepenbrock, Ted
Pinheiro, Denise
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Ted

Powell, Lisa

Premo, Greg
Premo, Michelle

Toni
Quong, Alex

Presta,

Ramacciotti, Albert
Raney, Daniel
Rebello, Jennifer
Reginato, Mary

Reilly;

Karen

Renner, Susan
Rhodes, Tim
Ricci, Sara
Rishwain, Cynthia
Rock, Ron

Rodas, Chrystal
Rodericks, Todd
Rodrigues, Sue
Roff, Steinnun
Roque, Rosemarie

Rosewall, Aimee

Rossini,

Ray

Ryan, Lisa
Saade, Joseph

John
Ramzi

Salberg,
Salti,

Samuelson, Mark
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Sarni, Shellyn

Saunders, Siobhan
Savage, John
Schaefer, Linda

Schekla, Wade
Schleigh, Teresa

Schmidt, Robert
Schott, Stephen
Schott, Susan
Schreiber, Richard
Schulist, Stephen
Sepulveda, Kelly

Sessions, Kelley

Shannon, Sean
Shaw, Daniel
Sheela, Nancy
Sheridan, Anita
Silva, Francisco

Slone,

James

Slowey, Tara
Snyder, Julie
Sonnen, Steve
Sorci, Sabrina
Spanfelner, Amy

BATTLING BLIPS
IN

BENSON

a palate-pleasing,
After
scrumptious Benson

cui-

to the quarter carnivours

— Sin-

ister, Pole Position, Galaga, etc

sine dinner of spinach-

mushroom

quiche, fried rice,

topped off with Benson's worldrenowned ice cream, only one
thing remained to thoroughly
unsettle one's stomach, a video
game.
Descending upon the infamous
"fun-center" in the basement of
Benson, the ear can detect tortuous cries of anguish and exclamations unbecoming to a school

Once amidst the
symphony, pocket

The

true die-hard regulars

battled the blips for well over 15

minutes, spending no more than
three dollars per week.

change immediately

fell

victim

ad-

classes.

Greg Schultz

of this caliber.
electronic

They

mitted that plenty of time was
usually spent in younger years
mastering this modern art form.
Most agreed, though, that these
games help to squander away
time after dinner or between

Tom Gough
Freshman theatre

arts

major

Jim Molenelli and Sanjay Lall take on
Frontline and Galaga, two of the most
popular games in Benson. There are as

many as five people waiting to play the
popular games in Benson every day, and
many people spend more than $3.00 in
two hours.
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Toy, Steve
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Williamson, .lull
Wilson, Kyle

Wong, ('arrie
Wong, Holly

Workman, Jose
Wright, Chris

Wyman,

Patricia

Xenos, Patty
Yee, Garrett

Young, Angle
Zarate, Lorena

Zecher, Eryth

Stretching/
head to toe
Over
Americans

sixty million adult

exercise regularly.

and aerobics
have become very popular
Jazzercise

classes

in

the last couple of years. Eager exer-

such as Mary Christine and
Angle Young provided reasons for
cisers

the success of aerobics.

"Aerobics

isn't just exercise; it also

relieves the tension of studying.

What

sets aerobics apart

activities

is

from other

that aerobics works

all

parts of your body," said Mary. In

addition afternoon sessions were voluntary.

There were quite a few
on or near

classes held conveniently

campus.
"Aerobics lessens

my

guilt of eat-

and prolongs the time for me to
start my homework," joked Angle.
"Doing aerobics makes me feel beting

about myself," she concluded.
Aerobics classes were also relatively cheap in comparison to other
forms of exercise. Health spas
ter

charged expensive membership fees
while the aerobics class on the Uth
floor Swig cost only fifty cents a session.

Best of all, the sessions gave students a chance to meet from different dorms. Often the girls found
themselves friends by the end of the
quarter.
Ellen

Namkoong

During an aerobics session on 11th floor Swig, Retsy Beasley exercises to the music.

Rob DeBnrros
Sophomore business mnjor

Freshme

nl37

Information Plus
You

have passed by the
Information Booth and
seen these two

women

every day. You might have
asked Jo and Jean everything

from "What

is

Benson serving

dinner tonight?" to "Where
is the Registrar's Office?" But
there were a few things about
these special women that you
may not know.
Jo Roby, 61, has been a fulltime employee of the Info Booth
for fifteen years and worked
year round. She was a very receptive woman who dressed nicely, wore small round glasses set
for

on a petite nose, and often had a
smile. "The best part about this
job for me is working with the
students," said Roby.
Roby worked as a homemaker,
raising two sons before she was
asked to take over the Info

Booth
fice

fifteen years ago.

As Of-

Coordinator, she not only

started the Daily Bulletin, but

continued to take care of the

money

received for tickets from

student activities, validated stu-

dent body cards, distributed

Aboitiz, Luis

Adams, Lori
Aizpuru, Henry
Albertoni, Richard
Albo, Lisa

Alexander, Michael

Alfs,

Katherine

Allansmith,

Andrew

Ambrose, Linda
Anderson, Stephen
Araquistain, Lisa

Armentano, Lisbeth

Ash, Beth
Atagi, Jolene

Badaracco, Paul
Bader, Renee
Baio, Moira
Baltz, Jennifer
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fly-

and was of great service to
students with questions.
ers,

Roby's co-worker and close
Jean James, took on half
the work at the Info Booth.
James, 53, had worked at the
friend,

Info Booth for five

and a half
Her brown-green eyes
sparkled when she talked and
she had a warm, friendly smile.
years.

"After being a

homemaker

for

twenty years, I decided to go
back to work," said the mother
of two.

Without a doubt, both Roby
and James were well-known on
campus and were respected for
their helpfulness and enthusiasm. "They are like second
moms to me and help me whenever I'm having problems," said
Mark Hunter, a senior and student employee at the Info
Booth.
Ruby Pacheco
Sophomore English major
Helping students at the Information
Booth is a full-time job for Jo Roby and g
Jean James. They provide all sorts of £
information ranging from bus schedules «
to phone numbers, o
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Barbieri, Dorio

Beauchamp, Kathleen

Becker, Allison
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Tracey

Bergen, John
Berghoff, Eric
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Bertolani, Kathleen
Bertolucci, Linda
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Billinger.

Brent

Biondi, Cornelia

Blach, Mary
Bland, Steve

Blankenship, Debbie

Blaser,

Mary

Boehner, Sally
Boggs, Leslie
Boler, Sarah
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Bosetti, Kristin

Boshek, Ernest
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Burdick, Steven
Burke, Melissa
Burman, Jennifer
Burns, James
Caldwell, Jeffrey

Campagna, Diana

Campisi, Michelle
Capra, Tony
Carter, Marguerite
Cecilio, Cielito

Chambers, Michael
Chan, Yau-gene

Chang, Jeanette
Chen, Andrea
Chong, Eugene
Christensen, Lisa
Connors, Bret
Courey, Camille

and Comfortable

Classy

quarter was a time to
Fall
create new friendships,

This year

meet the new freshmen,
socialize, and make the dorm
room livable.
Trying to improve the rooms
sometimes seemed like a waste
of time. Those concrete cells

last year."

took

all

year before they looked

inhabitable.

With green

floors in

McLaughlin, barren walls in
Dunne and the smaller rooms
Swig, the task often seemed
overwhelming.

Remember
with

all

classy,

starting the year

the hopeful ideas of

comfortable rooms?

The

dialogue went something like
this,

140
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in

"Don't forget the carpet!

The

let's

get a shag one.

astro-turf just killed

my

feet

More encouraging

words followed,

"How

about

over their entire wall. Lloyd and

John had a cool
third floor.

loft

up on the

And Leon even kept

a canary in the corner of his

some plants? Or maybe we can
hang up some nice pictures of
Pete Townsend." "Plants would
be great, but I really want to

room.

start a beer mirror collection."

and comfortable, guess what
happened? You got it - school
was over, finals done with. Time

Hopes faded as soon as they
arose. My roommate and I soon
learned about the restrictions:
"no nails or screws in the walls
please."

Oh

well, there

went

Pete and the plants.
Despite disappointments, a
few people were successful in

room decoration. Jeanette and
Lisa had an awesome caterpillar

I

soon learned to be cre-

ative (and even a bit sneaky) in

making

my room livable. But
my room was classy

by

the time

to go.
Daniel McBride
Freshman engineering major

With signs collected throughout the
year, freshmen Scot Asher and Kevin
Hein decorated their room casually and

comfortably.

Ir
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Frese,

Monique
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Friscia,

Robert
David
Furuya, Keith

Frizzell,

Fujito,

Galik,

Matthew

Gardner, Lynne
Garno, Kelli
Gaston, Leslie
Gates,

Todd

Gerwe, Mary
Ghigliazza, Linda

Giffen, William
Gilbert, Gregory

Giljum, Richard
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John

Gilroy, Lisa

Gohr, Mark

Goldstein, Heid

Gomes, Miguel
Gonzales, Ann
Goolkasian, Deborah
Gotterup, Knud
Gragnani, John
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Hack-Ademic Holidays
The

$4 to $5 Hacky-Sack

actually created a culture.

At

one noticed the
Then, one saw

first sight,

distinct circle.

the tiny leather "sack" being
kicked from one person to another. In this case,

I

caught Lisa

John Gotch, and
John McCormick getting in their
Christensen,

and join the game. "Takes a
hand-eye coordination,"
emphasized John as I got hit
in

lot of

with the ball

My

visit

was going

A real expert can play
with his bare feet." The ball has
to be broken in so it becomes ea"Once you get past

sier to kick.

around."
John appeared to be the athletic type, "I think the game sort
of limbers you up." John noted
that any stranger can just come

hits the ball once,

fix of

the rules, it's a lot of fun,"

Marc Coleman and Arnie van
Massenhausen.

urged

Lisa.

When

give of yourself

is

a "hack-rifice"

which you lunge your body
into the cement in order to keep
the ball up in the air. John assured me, "some guys even dive
into prickly bushes for a hackin

everyone in the
it's

circle

called a

"hack-asm." Traveling many
times around the circle - that's a
"multiple hack-asm."
As my conversation proceeded,
I

Starting off Hacky-Sack, Neil Smit
passes the bag to sophomore classmates

then

shoes.

Hacky-Sack.
Lisa told me, "It's a good social
game. Hacky-Sack gives you and
your friends a chance to chat
afternoon

well,

came the technicalities. John
said, "You have to get the right

Frustrations can be relieved
by giving the ball a "high hack."
In a dangerous game, one may
suffer from "hack injuries," (except on "hack-ademic" holidays).
When the ball hits any portion
of the arms, it gets "bad karma."
and must immediately be
squished into the ground to regain it's former karma.
The ultimate offer you can

realized the

game was more

than just terminology. This
game had a jargon which only
members can understand.

John looked at me with
As I stood there
wearily and thoroughly confused,
he said, "Hack is life."
rafice."

serious eyes.

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major

Grant, Lloyd
Granucci, Lisa
Green, Ken
Grijalva, Victor
Grimes, Laura
Guerra, Michael

Gurrola, Lance
Gutierrez, Lourdes
Gutierrez, Susan

Hamm,

Clare
Hare, Joseph
Hayes, Anne

Hayes, Jeanne
Hayes, Stewart
Healey, Martha
Heikes, Megan

Heilmann, Ann
Herlihy, Theresa

Hermans. Robert
Hernandez, Charles
Hessler, Chris

Hightower, Hedy
Hills,

Donald

Ho, Cheryl
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Jeffrey, Scott
Jennings, Andrew
Jensen, Chris

Johnson, Yvonne
Jones, Tifani
Kalcic, Linda

Kale,

Kathy

Karson, Dave
Kassen, Melanie
Kelly,

Kevin

Kelly, Richard

Keltgen, Eugene

Kemp, Michael
Kenealey, Michelle
Kenilvort, Steve
Kido, Lesley
King, Melinda
Knauf, Heidi

Tenure Gains Support
When

Brian Murphy,
Ph.D., was denied

tenure, a

number

of

student reactions began. Since
the instructors denied tenure

had

little

power against the ad-

The media
hand

offered a helping

to the tenure cause. Cover-

ministration, students such as

age ranged from the San Jose

Mark Duffy and Joe Guerra,

Mercury News

both political science majors,
took a stand.
Mark and Joe helped arrange
and also spoke at the Tenure
Rally which was held in front of
the Mission Church. The speak-

news.

and crowd identified themConcerned
About Tenure (SCAT). The
group, upon completion of the
ers

selves as Students

Joe Guerra gets the crowd involved in front of the
Mission Church.

"Father Rewak
was very non-commital. He never agreed or disagreed to anything," complained Joe.
sity president.

to

Channel

7

In order to get the issue on

the campus ballot,

12%

of the

student population needed to
sign petitions. This task

done

was

matter of days. Student support and awareness was
quickly increasing. When the
votes were tallied, the tenure isin a

sue had overwhelming support.

speeches, proceeded over to the

Walsh Administration building.
Their purpose was to speak with
William Rewak, S.J., the Univer-

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major
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Machado, Edward
Magnani, Bernadette
Maile, Earlynne
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McCarthy, Elizabeth

McElwee, James

McGuire, Eugene
McNeill, Tara
Meckenstock, Suzy
Meraza, Virginia
Merk, Jennifer
Mertes, Richard
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Murphy, Mary
Nagashima, Edie
Nageotte, Kathy
Namkoong, Ellen

Nash, Maria
Needles, David

Nelson, Clarke
Colleen

Newman,

Nguyen, Hoang
Nielsen, Paul

Nyhan, John
Nyland, John

O'Brien, John
O'Donnell, Mary

Oddo, Steve
Ogbogu, Francis

Pahlow, Tami
Papapietro, Steve

Pell,

Leanne
Gina

Perrella,
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Piazza, Joseph

Pinto,

Moneesha

Poag, Jeanette
Poggi, Ronald
Pola, Michael
Pratt, Chad

Prinster, David
Pugh, Penny
Que, Rose
Raimondi, Tina
Ramirez, John
Rau, Jeffrey

Redmond, Margaret
Redmond, Patty
Regina
Reimche, Sheryl
Reschke, Klaus
Reynoso, Liz

Reilly,

Ristau, Liz

Roberto,

Mona

Ronev, Kay
"

Rose,' Bill

Ruckwardt, Debbie
Ruder, Joseph

Comparing Her Worlds
from a Jordanian/
Coming
Palestinian background,

Samar Dudin was very
excited to attend Santa Clara.

theatre arts major,

A

Samar

planned to expand her knowledge of acting in the United
States. While in Jordan, Samar
had the opportunity to act in

and national

changes. During this time, Sa-

mar gained

a dance instructor, helped

Samar

through two distinct phases
while deciding her life's ambitions. In her earlier years, Samar

develop her dancing abilities.
"Elina reconciled me to the rela-

practiced the Islamic religion.

feeling."

Much

Perhaps one of the more important teachers who helped Samar learn and adjust to this
country was Brian Murphy, a

time was spent reading
the Koran, the holy book, practicing prayers,

During

and chanting.

this religious stage, she

gained an appreciation for poetic
imagery.

During her second stage, she
gained knowledge of political
tt

1

a greater affinity for

her country and other cultures.

At Santa Clara, Elina Mooney,

Samar noted that she went

i
=
I

Samar saw an
it meant to

what

be a Palestinian.
In high school, her geography
teacher taught her about social
conflicts and the value of

children's theaters.

ifii

roles.

overall view of

tionship between

movement and

With
Murphy's help Samar began

political science teacher.

Dr.
to

understand the U.S. position
She then saw

where she stood
her

own

formed
Samar.

in relation to

country.

my

Lastly,

"He

trans-

consciousness," said

Samar explained some

and disadvancoming to the United
States. "People here are sometimes shallow. They have little
of the advantages

tages of

emotional feeling for poverty,"
said Samar. She also noted that
she found a general lack of emotional

involvement

in the

United

States.

Despite some heartaches, Sadid feel that her time here

mar

had been valuable.
learned

much

"I

have

academically.

I

have also had the chance to experiment in dance. Luckily, most
people I have met have been exceptional," concluded Samar.

in the world.

Robert DeBnrros

From Jordan, Samar Dudin

expanding
her world view while studying at Santa
is

Sophomore business major

Clara.
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Schaller, Kelly
Schneider, Paul
Schuler, John

Seo, Deborah
Serrao, Ilona

Sewell,

Warren

Shattuck, Jane
Sheela, Susan
Sherburne, Kevin

Sidebottom,
Silva,

Jill

Mike

Silva, Carol
Silva, Aileen

Simien, Yolanda
Simonian, Seta

Sircar, Srila

Smith, Tiffany
Spain, Michelle
Stone,

Matthew

Strieker, Lisa

Sueki, Gail

Sullivan,

Dana

Szeker, Karen
Szoboszlay, Gabor

Tan, Serene
Tefank, Kara
Terry,
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He Winds Up
What

else is there to do
on a rainy day besides study? Of
course, play with Tony Sy's col-

lection of wind-up toys. Tony
began his collection of these little critters about two years ago.
He was somewhat amused by the
wind-up toys. Although Tony's
friend had a few of these toys,

three or four of

them weren't

little

objects turned out to be a

two hun-

big investment (about

dred dollars).
"People say I'm nutty buying
all these toys, but they get interested and play for hours!" said

Tony. Girls have a particular
traction for these toys

-

at-

bunny

rabbits that hop, frogs that flip,

and even a woodpecker that
sticks to the wall.

Tony. He went all
out, along with some help from
his sister, and has purchased
over one hundred tiny, wind-up

When asked whether or not he
planned to stop his zany fetish
with his toy collection, Tony

toys. Ironically, this collection of

when the companies
up new ones."

enough

for

Tony Sy has

a never-ending fetish for
His collection of over 100 has
sparked many conversations and he is
always eager to show off the most

smiled,

"I'll

stop collecting

them

stop making

toys.

peculiar of the

MIchMl

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore Business major

lot.

muo

Thomas, John
Thompson, Laura
Tjon, Cathleen

Toomey,

.Steve

Trapnell, Adrienne

Trapp, Linda

Tucker, Matt
Vanzanten, Kelly
Vierra,

Anthony

Walker, Eileen

Ward, Eileen
Waterman, Genene

Weaver, John
Wible, John
Willett,

Greg

Williams,

Amy

Wing, Pat

Wong, Sophy

H^O

Yabut, Geminiano
Yim, Shirin

Young, Mary
Zanger, Pamela
Zecher, Albert

Ziemann, William
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Anderson, David
Andrade, Virginia
Anzalone, Joseph
Arsenault, Janet

Augustine, Paige
Babiarz, Christopher

Bach, Marian
Bacho, Barbara

Baer, Brian
Bagnani, Dave
Bagwell, Rose
Bahr, Thomas

Barnes, Michael
Barsotti, Daniel
Batayeh, Hend
Bay, Jul-e

Beck,
Beering,

Ken
Jim

Belotti, Julie

Beltran, Maria

Benoit, Lisa

Bensen, Constance
Berk, Marimo
Bernal, Matthew

Bewley, Andrew
Beyer, Nardia

Blaker, Stacy
Boltz,

Laura

Bradley, Stephen
Bresniker, Jill
Bride, Sue
Brion, Gordon
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Teamed Up
What?

There was a
women's rugby
team?" was a typical
reaction. "Most people are surprised at first when you tell
them," said Shannon Nally, a
sophomore member of the women's rugby team. The team was
formed during the 1982-1983
year when a few male rugby
players decided to

make

Brown, Julie
Brown, Mark

Byrne, Andrew
Byron, Denise

players

out of their women's fan club.
Doug Tribble was the coach
during the 1983-1984 season.

Other leaders of the women's
squad included president Peggy

Cadalbert, Janne
Caltagirone, Giovanni

Kollas and captain Kate Alfs.
The $60 dues for the sport went

towards jerseys, socks, equipment, and a few team parties to

promote morale. Shannon explained the support which was
offered from other teams. "We
have fun with other schools
since there are no big rivalries."
As far as competition goes, the

Cammarano, Mathew
Candau, Mike

physical contact wasn't "too rig-

Shannon urged that
rugby was a team sport which
allowed the participants to be
friends not only on the field but

orous."

Cardoza, Mike
Carrion,

off the field as well.

Manuel

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major
Taking her opponent down, sophomore
Heidi Zahn causes the ball to drop, and
Anthony Sy

the

SCWRTS

take the offensive.

Casalnuovo, Joe
Castello, Joli

Castillo, Lisa

Cavagnaro, Louise
Cayetano, Bernie
Cazares, Craig

Chapman, Holly

n

Chen, Susan

Cheng, Susie
Chiappari, Chris
Choi, Esther
Christensen, Ken

Chu, Grace
Churn, Adrian
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Costa, Darla
Costello, Patrick

Cotter,

Tom

Cranston, Jim
Cravalho, James
Crocker, Dan

Crowe, Mary
Cruz, Gabriel
Curulla, Patricia
Cyr, Mary
D'Alessandro, Angela
Dalle-Molle, Kathy

Dal Porto, Todd
Dandan, Daisy
Dandridge, Jeff
Daniel, Pamela
Daniels, Rick

Debacker, Paul

Deeny, Jon
Deering, Allison

Deggelman, Nora
Delaney, Kevin
Delaveaga, Robert
Devlin,

John

Diepenbrock, Louise
Dixon, Kathleen
Dodd, Jeannie
Donlon, Molleen
Dotzler, Michael

Drummond, David

Duran, Eduardo
Eichten, Katie
Elbeck, Chris
Elder, Amy

Endaya, Melinda
England, Amy
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Four Fun-Loving Females
^ ^

X amn. To

D
~1

get dates

at this school

you

unlucky

referral service for those

few. "Yeah,

we ought

to call

ment, the young

McAdams, Karen McDonald,

dates for the Junior Ball.

and Fran Vanderhorst. Kate said
came up as a joke.
But then this wild group serious-

the idea first

ly

considered the opportunity.
a stroke of luck, they were

By

able to mix their ingenuity with
their sense of

humor

to

form a

workable plan.

The group made

paper fliers and disbursed them
around the school. As the advertisement assured, the women
took in applicants who really

wanted

to get wild.

"When we

using their

own

women

selected

The

group did not want to go to the
prom separately, so they selected
their dates together. The lucky
four selected to escort the girls

were Chet Chappell, Steve Oddo,
Kenny, and Dennis Fraher.
Although they acted mysteriously, the four women accom-

Tom

They did go

fantastic time

and had a
on top of it all.

Let their bold

move be

to the Junior Ball

to others

Wc

Ore four fumlovma

ob+a.ning

^oiir

Prom on

may

TcmaJes mfc/esfed

funlov./^9

b*^
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^^^^^'^

in
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C05h
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aHend
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of

ihcdarce
l'^Clude

us W.fh your csSav please
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^^^
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would prehra ^ro^p o[ four
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OJI

a^ppl,cah•c.n3 wn.' be

rons.dcred

a lesson

who had hard times
The best way to

find the date of your

MEN

ATTENTION ALL

advertise-

finding dates.

made the guys apply for the
date, we were sure that we
would get guys with the right
titude," said Karen.
Since finding dates on the

By

plished their task.

a series of

it

Kate's Dates," joked Kelly.

have got to advertise!" Such was the mutual
brainstorm of Kate Lepow, Kelly

hixsf

I3e

dreams

ujillir>g +0

Parisj

H-eavily

be to advertise!
MojI

at-

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major

^m+n'ea

To

KP. boi 5i5

oi\

K.A

ms

Bo^

SCU campus seemed

to be a
problem, Kate Lepow also suggested that the paper set up a
section in the advertisements, a

"The fun-loving females" do not wait
passively for men to ask them to the
ball.

Their advertisement,

(Mo, voe arc ncA bw.« u^ly nor
,

right, calls for

Myo^ u^/y

)

a specific type of date.

Erbst, Scott

Ewins, John
Fardos, Jeanette
Faulders,

Mimi

Deborah
Foley, Margaret
Fietta,

Mike

Forst,

Forteza, Rebeca
Freitas,

Yvonne

Laura
Fuentes, George
Froio,

Fuller,

Ann

F'ung, .Stephen

Gallegos, Fred
Galli,

Anthony

Gamarra, Isabelle
Gans, Alicia
Garcia, Barbara
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Garofalo, Brian
Gattuso, Chris
Gaul, Claire
Gennaro, Virginia

Geneva, Mike
George, Joe

George, Robert
Ghormley, Heidi

Gleason, Trish
Goblirsch, Lisa

Goodwin,
Goolkasian,

Tom
Todd

Gospe, Michael
Greeley, Robert

Gripenstraw,

Jill

Gronemeyer, Paul
Grumney, Laura
Guardino, Jodie

Guerra, Jesus
Guest, Charles
Gustafson, Judith
Haase, Xavier

James
Rhonda

Hail,
Hall,

Hall, Therese

Hallenbeck, Kalyn
Hamilton, Martin

Haney, Suzanne

Harney, Kevin
Hart, Charlotte

Harvey, Kathleen
Hegarty, Mary

Herbert,

Kim

Maribet
Hodges, Joyce
Holtman, Beni

Hilario,

Hoppe, Gregory
Howe, Holly
Hufana, Anna
Hui, Calvin
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Javier,

George

Jeffries,

Timothy

Jim, Frances
Jimenez, Jacquelyn
Johnston, Jennifer
Jurado, Kris

Kaiser, Cheryl

Karl,

Ed

Kawahara, Susan
Keating, Suzy
Keller, Christian

Keowen, Matthew

What's the scoop?
once
Everyscream
all

When

in a

while we

for ice cream.

Kim, Suzin

Santa Clara stu-

dents clamored for a late-night
snack or weekend study break,
the frozen treat most often

found "melting in their mouths"
was Lydon 's ice cream.
Founded in December 1976
(just in time for Fall quarter finals), Lydon's has been popular
with the Santa Clara crowd ever

The restaurant served
nothing but ice cream, and
boasted a wide variety of flavors
ranging from the most popular
Oreo Cookie to the more exotic
Fudgy-Nutty Banana and Brandied Peach. Lydon's catered
mostly to an adult crowd which
can afford 90$ per scoop. And,
its 11:30 P.M. closing time
^ makes it a popular spot with
I late night moviegoers and stu-

Kinney, Susan

since.

FACT

Kipper, Kathryn

Kitagawa, Lynne

s diers alike.
«

Karla Swatek
Sophomore English major
Lydon's is not close to the campus; but
students drove in carpools down
Winchester Blvd. to savor the homemade
flavors.

Kneis,

Ken
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Lauth, Mary Kay
Lavaroni, Julia
Leer,

Knut

Lepow, Kathleen
Leayna, David
Leupp, Jay

Link, Fred
Link, Teresa
Linscott, Cynthia
Little,

Malia

Loewel,

Don

Loftus,

John

Lopez, Adoralida
Lozano, Kathie
Lozano, Steven

Lung, Aaron
Lyons, Chris
Lyons, Michael

Lyte, Angela
Macaluso, Kevin
Madsen, Stuart
Mahaney, Kathleen

Maher, Tim
Malone, Paul

Maloney, Cynthia
Maloney, John
Maloney, Joseph
Malvino, Cinda
Marcel, Tom
Mardesich, Connie
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Music Inspires
Serena

lanora, 20, a junior

music major from Eugene,
Oregon became interested
in music while in the 5th grade
due to strong support from her
parents. She played the cello in
an orchestra, took piano lessons,
and wanted to learn to play the
guitar.

When

Serena came to Santa
Clara, she had no intention of
becoming a music major, but
after taking one music class, she
was inspired. Serena admitted
that she had chosen a tough major and said she was not a "performance person." "I'm not a

I

Martinez, Jose

love music," stressed Serena.

Serena was not worried about
her career and making money
because she knew that she would

always work somewhere. She
planned to join the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, after graduation.
After that, she strongly considered going to graduate school to
study music therapy, a technique
which uses music to help the

Martinez,

Ron

learning disabled.

Whatever she eventually

will

decide to do, Serena was positive
that her future plans would in-

think everyone should

?

\

music major so that I can enter
competitions, but rather because

clude music. "I love music, and

With her various musical talents, Serena
has plenty of career opportunities. One
of her interests is music therapy for the

Jfl-^-cf

little

know

Martinez, Dvaldo
I

a

about music."

disabled.

Matteoni, Paul

Maxwell, Renee
Mazzaferro, Debra

McAdams, Kelly
McClenahan, Mark
McCormick, Maureen
McCoy, Suzette

McCracken, Harold
McCurdy, Mary

McDonagh, Paul
McDonald, Karen
McDowell, Suzanne
McElwee, Laurie

McGuire, Sue

McKenna, Patricia
McLennan, Miles

McMahon, Joseph
McNulty, Eileen

McRay,

Leslie

McSweeney, Robert
McWilliams, Karen
Meagher, Ed
Meagher, Sue
Medina, Frederick
Mele, Janet
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Monahan, Maureen
Monjauze, Denise
Monreal, Jim
Montgomery, Susan
Morin, Mark
Morrissey, Cathy

Moutoux, Kim
Muzii, Jonae
Myers, Valy
Naftzger, Ken
Nalty, Mary
Navarrete, Eduardo

Ngo, Anton
Nunes, Cindy
O'Brien, Kenneth
O'Flaherty, Brendan
Obot, Mike
Odquist, Kristin

Oltranti, Steven
Orlando, Maureen
Oswald, Daryl

Pagaduan, Felicia
Page, Robert
Palermo, Damien

Parden, Nancy
Parker, Ari
Patane, Marie
Patterson, Leanne
Paukovich, Jon
Paul, Carole

Paulazzo, Linda
Pedrazzi, Gayle
Peoples, James
Perry, Lars
Peterson, Mary
Phipps, Paul

Plasse,

Suzanne

Posada, Alice
Poundstone, Richard
Pragastis, Panagiotis
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Price,

David

Proffitt,

Norm
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Reynolds, Shannon
Richter, Marie

Ringen, lone
Risso,

Mike

Rizzo, Danetta

Rogers,

VANOS HOPES FOR

W

Mary

'84

hen Carroll Williams
received two basketball applications for

the U.S. Olympic team, he gave
to Harold Keeling and
Nick Vanos. After going through

them

a rigid selection system, the applications were processed

nior Nick

Vanos was

and

ju-

invited,

along with 71 other players
across the United States, to try
out.

Traveling to Indiana from the
17th to the 22nd of April, Nick
practiced three times daily with
the other applicants. After those
four days of strict training, 40
athletes were cut, including

Nick. But he was not in any

way

depressed about the outcome. "It
was a great honor to even be invited, and quite an experience
practicing with the other applicants."
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major
As a large crowd watches, junior Nick
Vanos dunks another basketball during
game against Loyola-Marymount

a

University.
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Roll,

Mary

Roosenboom, Jackie
Rose, Robert
Ross, Patti
Rossini,

Karen

Roxstrom, Susie

Rudieel, Stephen
Rulapaugh, Allison
Ryan, Mary

Andrew
Bobby
Sampair, James
Sale,

Salyard,

Sanford, Lynn
Sauer, Julie

Schmitz, Rick
Schnetz, Greg
Schreiber, Lisa
Schreiber, Teri

Seevers, Heidi
Senna, Manuel
Sereda, Stephanie
Serres,

Mike

Shenefiel, Kurt

Sheridan, Dave

Silva,

Mark

Simenc, Martin
Sisneros, Pat
Slama, Gregory
Smith, Alfred
Smith, Anna

Smith, Rene
Soares, Catherine

Soutar, Lori
Stanton, Susan
Stein,

Thomas

Steiner,

Susan

Stewart, Lindsi

Michael
Subbiondo, Saralinda
Stivers,

Sy,

Anthony

Tanaka, Stephen
Theis,

Thomas

Toh, Boon
Torres, Teresa
Torres, Tim
Toste, Colleen

Tremaroli, Jacquelyn
Valdivia,
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TURN IT LOOSE"

not a good word
to describe the first annual Silver Bullet car race on May 9.
Each of the 32 participants had
to choose between two cars. But
"Fair"

was

One racer lucky enough to
choose the working car, sophomore Knud Gotterup, finished
with the record time
the only
time under two minutes.

—

Even though the

one car always moved much faster than the other in the race
hosted by Coors Light in Kenne-

that

dy Mall.

cian Grathwol

The other

car took a little bit

longer to get going

—

it

had a

habit of stalling at the starting

needing the help of an anxious foot for a push.
line,

All participants received
prizes:

the winner of a race

a shirt

and the

loser a hat.

won

^^M
^mH

racers

i

knew

if they chose the wrong car
they would lose, announcer Lu-

and

made them laugh

his

it

I

humor

off

and have

a good time.
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

As they get ready to start the race,

Emmanuel Horca and Rob Craighead
make last minute adjustments. The first

A-^

'^^r^sa^

miniature motorized car race was held in
Kennedy Mall on May 9.
Michael Risso

Valle, Jorge

Vandenberghe, Alexis
Vanderhorst, Fran
Vanruiten, Theresa
Vantuyle, Edith
Varacalli, Paula

Vaughn, Sherry
Ventry, Kathryn
Volk, David
Vossen, Yvonne

Wade, Phil
Walsh, Brian

Walters, Kristin

Ward, Mike
Wehr, Mike
Welsh, Joseph
Whetstone, Sheila
White, Frank

White, Idella
White, Keith
Wilfong, Luan
Willette, Cynthia
Wilson, Greg
Wizard, Jimi

Wong, Garrett
Wood, Patty
Wood, Sarah
Yamda, Natalie
Zarnegar, Shahriar
Zimmermann, Al
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Allen,

James

Allen, Jeffrey

Amouroux, John
Anagnoston, Nicholla
Anderson, Laura

Anderson, Stephen
Antonides, Dave
Aquino, Jerry
Arce, Carlos
Ariza, Shellie

Misplaced Psych Major
As

a self-proclaimed "mis-

placed psychology ma-

jor" senior

found

many ways

Ted Beaton

to

expand

his

experience at Santa Clara.

Though he claimed the academic
life was a
humbling experience, Ted sin-

part of Santa Clara

cerely enjoyed his years as a

Bronco because of

all the people
he met. "I enjoy people
I love
to meet and talk to them."

—

Through his interest in people,
Ted came up with the idea of a
women's calendar in 1983. After
the relatively limited success of
the calendar, Ted was tentative
to produce a sequel.

But switch-

ing to male models, restructuring

the model selection process and
including advertisements made

People

Ted destroyed

several yearbooks,

freshmen records and programs
while finding photos of the
nominees to circulate on 3x5
cards for polling purposes until
he came up with the winners.
Apparently, this was a more
efficient method; Ted's calendar
seemed popular and with all of
his advertising sales,

profit

Ted made

a

on the venture. After

Ted plans to continue marketing more of his ideas.

graduation,

the calendar project more profitable.

Junior English major

photographed and put together the Men
and Women of Santa Clara calenders.

162

men, however, were nominated
by women on campus. Then,

Tom Gough
Freshman theatre
Denise E. Byron

A misplaced psychology major and
student entrepreneur, Ted Beaton

Greg Schultz

For the women's calendar Ted
picked out women he considered
photogenic and "tapped them on
the shoulder and asked." The

arts

major
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Arneson, Robert
Ash, Bruce
Ash, Susan
Asson, David
Aucutt, Janet

Avona, Barbara
Ayala, Margie

Ayoub, Imad
Bachtold, Beth
Bacigalupi, Richard

Backers, Steven
Baird, Scott
Baldocchi, Nancy
Baricevic,

Lawrence

Barnes, Susan

Barnum,

Amy

Barone, Richard
Barrera, Greg
Barres, Spyros
Barreto, Miros

Barsanti, Michael
Bashaw, Catharine

Bauer, Mary
Beaton, Ted
Becker, Scott

Beezer, Allison
Belghaus, Sylvia
Benson, Chris
Bentley, Lynne
Berger, Christi

Berger, Peter
Berlin, Bruce

Bernard!, Cynthia
Bertolani, Elizabeth
Bertone, Rachael
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Bordessa, Millie
Boschetti, Peter
Botta, Denise
Brackett, Karen
Bracy, Marc

Braun, David
Brencic, Robert
Brkich, Jack
Brock, Richard

Brooke,

Thomas

Brooks,

Kim

Brown, Amy
Brown, Marilyn
Brown, Timothy
Browne, Heather

Brozdounoff, Lydia

Bryggman, Tim
Buckley, Thomas
Bueno, Francisco
Bulloch, Susan

Burdan, Sara
Butterfield,

Ann

Cabral, Shelley
Cadiente, Kelly
Caldwell, Karen
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SOAKIN'
As

THE RAYS

the weather warmed
up and the season
turned to Spring, Santa
Clara sun gods and goddesses
made time to spend soaking up
the rays by the pool or in the

of the year. "I spent most of my
afternoons just tossing around a

Mission Gardens.
When students returned from
spring break with their base tans

weekends and weekday

from their vacations in Mexico,
L.A., or Santa Cruz, the rage for
rays began.
seph's

was

The top

of St. Jo-

a choice spot until

Public Safety locked the doors
leading to the rooftop.

When the bubble came off
Leavey and the sunbathers invaded the pool area, a new job
was created to make sure no one
dove in with their tanning oil

football at

great

way

Graham.

was a

It

to relax," said junior

The Graham
mobbed with people on

Stuart Madsen.
pool was

after-

noons.

Lounging in the sun not only
gave procrastinators a chance to
put off homework, but also
spread a bronze, healthy look
across campus.
During spring quarter a tan
contest was held in Kennedy
Mall. Prizes were given for the
best male and female tan and all

that work finally paid

off.

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

on.

Although "Spring Fever" gave
way to the tanning fetish, it was
the most energetic, carefree time

underneath a tree in the Mission
Gardens, two Santa Clara women enjoy
the sunshine and warm weather during

Sitting

spring quarter.
Greg Schultz

|

Callaway, Maryliz

Camack, Suzanne
Cameron, Patrick
Campbell, Heather
Canova, Tony

Cara, Jean
Carey, Joseph

Carey, Katie
Carmassi, Stephen
Carnazzo, Lisa

Carnesecca, Allen
Carney, Dennis
Cartan, Heidi
Castillo, Victor

Catambay,

Bill
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Chun, George
Chun, Jennifer
Churchill, Sandra
Cimera, Karen

Claudon, Franci
Clock, Gregory
Coletti,

Suzanne

Collier, Cornelia

Collins,

Susan

Colonna, Mary Rose
Concklin, Carol
Coniglio, Michele
Connolly, Margaret
Copriviza, Peter

Corchero, Charles
Cornette, Carol
Cortez,

Manuel

Costella, Christopher

Cotter, William
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Frats pledge

SCU

service to

The

University of Santa
Clara was not previously

known

for its fraternities

Greek system
began to develop on campus in
1984. Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Sigma Pi began electing officers
and setting up financial systems to
ready themselves for a full year of
or sororities, but the

activities in 1985.

The two

fraternities

hoped

to de-

velop a better image of the Greek
system on campus by pursuing

community and campus

service ac-

For example, SAE members helped organize the Agnews
mass in May.

tivities.

Julia

Lavawni,

Junior history major

SIGMA PI: Steve Cavalier, .Jack Murphy,
Carter Wicks, Dave Dalzell, Mike
Lourdeaux, Richard Mach, Jay Holmes,
Mike Trudeau, Steven Hamilton, Bruce
Cech, Minoru Taoyama, Tony Siress, Claus
Stoeppel, Rob Mazzetti, John Zacher, Rich
Bodine, Mark Samuelson, Dave LeKander,
Matt Britton, Steve Duprey, Jeff Rianda.
Ellen

Namkoong

\1 A^M^
Covey, Maureen
Cox, Kristina
Craighead, Robert
Craven, James
Crawley, Maureen

Crino,

James

Crosetti, Paul

Crowley, Colleen

Cummins, Mark
Curran, Patrick

Curry, Mary
Curry, Steven
Curulla, Stephen
Cusack, Christine
Dailey, Michael
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Dicecco, Celeste
Dicoio, Joan

Diemer, William
Diepenbrock, Michae
Dieringer,

Tom

Dillon, Denis

Disano, Michael

Anna Marie
Dodsworth, Justine
Dolorfo, Cynthia

Divittorio,

Dombrowski, Cathy
Donnelly, Catherine
Dour, Daniel
Douthwaite, Alice
Dowling, Kevin
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Head shaved and body tinted green, Tim
team on to

Jeffries spurred the basl<etl)all

win at home against St. Mary's. The
Man and the rest of his group
performed to "Alligator Woman," and
"Y. M.C.A." during half-time.
their

Lizard

Dowling, Lynn
Doyle, Christine

^
g^

Doyle, James
Duffy, Mark

He

says his good
friends call him

LIZARD
iC^T
Y •
X
High up

M.C.A.

.

.

.

it's

Kathy
Dunne, Mike
Dull,

fun to stay at

the Y.M. ..."Spirit at
S.C.U.? Spirit? Yup, spirit!
Santa Clara basketball

in the stands

Bronco

pride. This resurrection
was largely spurred on
by our very own Lizard Man. His energy and
antics got fans on their feet and provided
motivation for the Bronco team.
Tim Jeffries, a junior and resident of
Sanfilippo Hall, was nicknamed Lizard
Man during his freshman year of football. Mark Carrol tagged the name on
Tim because Tim's younger brother gave

fans kept the

of Santa Clara spirit

Dykes, Denise
Egan, Bill

Tim a plastic iguana.
The emergence of the "Green Ma-

Eichten, Charles
Eiseman, Teresa

came at the Louisville basgame in 1982. Said Tim, "A lot of
my friends are basketball players and I

chine"

first

ketball

wanted
them a boost.
really

to do something to give
I really love this school."

Daniel G. McBride
Freshman engineering major

^1^

'^^

^

^^^

Ellingsen, Kellie
Elliot,

Evan
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Fitzgerald, Christine

Fitzgerald, Leroy

Flaherty,

Mark

Flynn, Eyvette
Foerster, Francine

Fong, Gloria
Fontes, Nancy
Fordin, Michele
Forteza, Racquel
Foster, Steven

Fox, Catherine
Fraher, Joseph

Freeman, Ronald
Freitas, Christopher

Fritzsche,

Maria

Fronsdahl, Dwight
Fujioka, Lee Ann
Furstner, Eric
Gabriele, Anthony
Gaines, Margaret
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Rockers catch the beat
At

10 o'clock Saturday
night, Graham Central

Station was getting wild.

those tongue-tied couples who
met on the dance floor. People

were lured onto the dance floor

The Santa Clara campus was hit

when they saw

with the video craze. Graham
Central Station dances were
popular with the students be-

singing artist playing a hit song

cause they were a perfect opportunity to let loose. After a long

hard week of studying, this release was more than welcome.

The rock videos were played
on the wide screen as students
boogied, spun, and showed-off.
Of course, a video wasn't complete without the top hit
"Thriller" by Michael Jackson
minute version.
As the video began the audience
in full fourteen

joined in perfect synchronicity to

the lyrics and music.
The videos added a flare and a
contrast to the usual record and
disc jockey dances.

Videos were

also a source of conversation for

their favorite

on the screen.
In the meantime, dances were
going on all over the campus.
Places such as Club 66 in
McLaughlin and Benson Center
could always be found hoping
and bopping. Screw-Your-Roommates, Happy Hours, and dance
marathons were found weekly.
Each dance had a particular
theme, be it Hawaiian party or
pajama party. Everyone could be
seen having fun.
Lisa Bullen
Junior business major

Dancing is a favorite activity among
most Santa Clara students. In the
Benson basement, Sue Fuchslin dances
in a 16-hour marathon for Special
Olympics.
Anthony Sy

I

Maria
Mike
Gazaway, Alan
Gemmingen, Renee
Geraci, Frank

Gallegos,

Garcia,

Giambruno, Lisa
Giampedraglia,

Jil

Gidre, Jeff
Gilbert,

Beth
Brent

Gilliland,

Girardi,

Maria

Girolami, Catherine
Gitschel, Denise

Gladden, -Joann
Goforth,

Nancy
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Gomes, Stephen
Gomes, Veronica
Gong, Elizabeth
Gonyea, Joseph
Goode, Chris

Gottwals, David
Grace, Mary
Graff, Steven

Granzella, Steven

Grathwol, Lucian

Grau, Galo
Graziani, Terese

Grevera, Linda
Griffith,

Susan

Grigsby, Dave

Deck Remembers SCG
Joseph Deck was the
second Ph.D at Santa
Clara when he began
teaching chemistry here in September, 1936. The student body
consisted of only about 450 students. There were 74 faculty
members, 36% of which were Je-

Dr.

suits.

Since then,

many

building lo-

cations have been rearranged.

The

current theatre was the site
of engineering building, Varsi
Hall was the library, and the

Alumni
the

first

office

was the infirmary,

drug store in California

that actually

compounded

pre-

Among

The

biggest change, according

to Dr. Deck,

of

women

was the admittance

to the Santa Clara

campus in April 1961. He considered himself a liberal and
welcomed the change. "Women
are entitled to an education just
like anyone else," stressed Dr.
Deck.

A
and

person

who knew

the

many

changes that

Deck had seen was the num-

you keep going?" Dr. Deck's reply: "I'll keep on going as long
as the good Lord lets me! ... I

me young and

helps

172
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it

me

keeps
forget

about the pains that come with
age."

There were only seven
majors available in 1936. Degrees
existed in chemistry, political

Ruby Pacheco

dents.

Michael Risso

Deck

room asked him, "How long can

ber of majors available to stu-

Originally from St. Louis, Joseph Deck
was the thirteenth Ph.D out of the
University of Kansas in 1932.

Dr.

his lifestyle out of the class-

love teaching because

scriptions.

Dr.

science, English, theatre arts,

law and engineering.

Sophomore English major

Hare, Marie
Harper, Julia
Harrison, Juan
Hatch, Braddon
Hayes, Barbara

Heede, Monica
Heffernan, Ann Marie
Heger, Shirley

Hemmen, Benjamin
Hilde, Erik

Arthur
Ho, Doreen
Ho, Judy
Hoen, Paul
Hogendijk, Thomas
Hill,

Holicky,

Thomas

Hoppe, Anne
Howard, Bart
Howe, Jean

Howser

III,

H.

Monroe
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Kaeser, Greg
Kaharudin, Lina
Kahl, Steven

Kahle, John
Kais, Debbie

Kalez,
Kalisz,

Mary

Deborah

Kalney, Anne
Kambe, James

Kantack, Christy

Karleskind, William
Kawasaki, Stuart
Kelleher, Steve
Kelsey, Matthew

Kennedy, Kathleen
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Soap appeal
ii\'\T^y
%/%/
V

Kirby shoot Alexdoes Dotty keep
going back to that creep
did-n't

is?"

"Why

Tad?"

When

the conversation involved impossible

situations

Kho-young, Rosanne
Khong, Cheong

and exotic names, students usually

weren't talking about their

roommate

or last

weekend; more likely it was a daytime soap
opera, such as All My Children, or Ryan 's
Hope, or the night time melodrama Dynasty.
For some reason these elaborate T.V. dramas attracted students. Was it because they
longed to live in the world of twisted relationships, power plays, and mysterious

Kieser, Charles

Kim, Helen

strangers?

Junior business major Connie Bensen
watched soap operas because "they're a release, and I don't have to do any thinking
while I watch them." Harrold McCracken, junior English major explained, "they're enjoyable and they take away from my own problems." Joe Ruder, combined science major
said, "I watch Dynasty because it's funny,
comical, and an escape from studying."

Kimball, Patrick
King, Judy

Missy Merk
Junior English major

My Children, Ryan's Hope, General Hospital, and
Dynasty. These are some of the soap operas that
mesmerized students in the basement of Benson. And
during these sometimes steamy one hour sessions, fans
found a break from their normal routines.
All

King, Molly
King, Susan

Kirkwood, Shawna
Klebofski, Peter

Koblos, Kathleen
Komes, Michelle

Kong, Brenda
Kop, Arnold

A
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Leonardo, Victor
Leung, David
Liccardo,

Kathy

Lima, Mark
Limcolioc, Catherine

Lipanovich, Jackie
Lochner, Colin
Locke, Jeff
Lococo, Joseph
Long, Darryl

Longwell, David
Look, Michael
Look, Wendy
Lopes, Teresa
Lopez, Eddie
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They really know how
such as baseball,
Sports
football, and basketball
are highly team-centered.

Every play requires the contribution of more than one team
member. Golf, though scored as
a "team" sport, does not have
the

same amount of team

inter-

pleased with his team's year despite a lace of victories or
licity.

The squad

pub-

will return six

freshmen and two juniors.
"One benefit of Santa Clara's
golf team," said Biddick, "is that
it

allows students to play the

sport for the sake of the sport.

action during matches.

That's what college athletics

Freshman Paul Baggini said
"If you have a bad day, there is
no one to blame but yourself.
Golf is a game of total concen-

all

Other sports have breaks
at halftime or between innings,
but in golf, you have to contintration.

ually be in control."

Coach Chris Biddick was

to swing

is

about."

Christopher Stampolis
political science/French major

Freshman

These three members of the golf team,
Jon Paukovich, Brian Morton, and

"Hap" Albers, like the rest of the team,
spent their spring practicing and playing
in matches against, for example, the
University of San Diego and the
University of Portland.

Lopez,

Thomas

Lovell,

Tina

Lucarelli, Lisa

Luke,

Adam

Lum, Janet

Lyons, Laurie
Maas, David
Macha, Joseph

Madden, Laurence
Madigan, Kevin

Magnani, Mary
Magnano, Julie
Mahaney, Susan
Malone, Anthony
Malvino, Antonia

SVm^^sS^^i
4»\
Mangan, Patrick
Mann, Christopher
Marchionda, Susan
Margozzi, Michael
Marincich, Scott
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Marinovich, Lisa
Mark IV, George
Marte, Lorenzo
Martig, Rich

Martin, Clare
Martin, Jeff
Martin, Tracy
Martz, Carey

Mascali, John
Maruyama, Linda
Mathews, Mary
Mau, Lee Anne

Mazzetti, Bill

Mc

Kenna, John
McAvoy, Thomas
McCann, Douglas

McCormic, Frances
McDermott, Eileen
McDermott, William
McDonald, Joanne
McGill, Kathleen

McGinty, Lynn
McGonigle, Theresa

McKinney, Deanna
McPherson, Lori
Meisenbach, Michele

Melrose, Jeff

Menteur, Monique
Metevia, Michelle
Michels, Mike
Miller,
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Anne

was just about to settle into
bed with my edition of Emily
Post's ETIQUETTE when,
suddenly, people were everywhere.
They were screaming, yelling, hopping in contorted positions, and my
peaceful evening of brushing up on
Chapter 7, "Tea With a Dignitary,"
was shattered.

I

Another dance in Kennedy Mall
had transformed the square into a
gigantic outdoor ballroom and people were pouring into the Mall to
wriggle and writhe. The commotion
at the far end of the mall was from
the band, an exhibition of somewhat sloppy, men who, nonetheless, were driving the crowd crazy.
Sometimes I wondered what it
would be like to be ... hip
Nah.
.

.

.

Julia Lavaroni

Junior History major

During spring quarter, Kennedy Mai
the site for some ASUSC dances.
Ellen

Namkoong

kl'ji^
Miller,
Miller,
Mills,

Casey
Cynthia

John

Mion, Bryan
Mizota, David

Modeste, Nanette
Molitor, Susan

Moore, Anne
Moran, Kelly
Moran, Patrick
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Morrissey,

Mary

Moser, Kathleen
Mraz, David
Mudie, Michael
Mukai, Robert

Mulcahy, Susanne
Mullaney, Mark

Murphy, Brian
Murphy, James
Musante, Annette

Nagakura, Clyde
Nale, Jeff
Nasseri, Caroline

Naughton, Michael
Nelson, Nels

Nelson, Susan
Nethercutt, Steve
Nguyen, Lien

Nguyen, Thuy
Nguyen, Tuan

Nibley, Carleton
Noble, Marie
Nobriga, Glenn

Norman, Theresa
Norris, Shirley

Noya, Shannon
Nulk, Carol
Nulk, Christopher
O'Brien, Brad
O'Hanlon, Timothy

O'Hara, Mike
O'Neil, Elizabeth
O'Neill,

Mary

O'Rourke, Timothy
O'Campo, David
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Color for

SCU's May

Okrie, Lucinda
Oliver, Tracy

Wandering through the Mission Gardens on Friday,
noticed

May

4th, students

M.E.Ch.A-EL FRENTE'S

Cinco de Mayo carnival. Small tables covered
with food, arts and crafts; dancers in colorful
costumes; and a stage set up next to St. Joseph's transformed the Gardens into a celebration of

Olshausen, Kirsten
Ono, Carol

Mexican-American heritage.

Entertainment included the Mariachis de
Tepatitlan, Mexican Fashion Show, Los
Lupe's Folkloric Dance Group, and the SCU
Ballet Folkloric Dance Group.
The celebration continued on Saturday
May 5th. There was a bilingual mass in the
Mission Church in the afternoon; and, that
evening there was a dance in Benson featuring Los Beyzis.

A ^^ii3

***^'SiBi

Ontiveros,

Luke

Orban, Oscar

:^'^^

Missy Merk
Junior English major

Music entertained the largely Hispanic crowd at the
de Mayo celebration over

MEChA-EL FRENTE Cinco
the weekend of May 4th.

Orsi,

Mario

Osorio, Michael

Otani,

Donna

Otto, Keith

Oven, Helen
Ozburn, Elizabeth

Pahl, Penelope
Pangilinan, John
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Pasquinelli, Kevin

Pender, Loretta
Pereira,

Cynthia

Perko, Jeffrey
Pettite,

Joe

Pham, Helen
Phipps, Charles
Picker Jr., Norman
Piert,

Pistoresi,

Renee

Michael

Cornelia's Corner of the World
Among
and

all

of the creative

active people

on

help, carried

campus, one could not
overlook Cornelia Collier. Cornelia's schedule during the day was
literally on an hour by hour basis. Besides being an R.A., Cornelia was also involved in IGWEBUIKE. The purpose of this
organization was to provide information and represent black
interests in all areas.

When

Cornelia became a sophomore, the group was called the

Black Students' Union, but
changes were already taking
place. The group changed its

name

to

IGWEBUIKE

a Nigerian

which
word meaning "in

multitude there

JlOZ People

is

WEBUIKE,

is

strength." IG-

fund

with Cornelia's

on a number of

raisers.

One

most cherished experiences was her trip to
Jamaica. This trip was organized
by Brian Murphy, Ph.D, a political science teacher. During
the six week trip, Cornelia said
she was fascinated by the Afriof Cornelia's

can people that populated Jamaica. She noted that although
the people were very poor, they
never allowed that barrier to
prevent them from gaining
knowledge of the world around
them. "The Jamaican people are
politically aware, perhaps even
more so than Americans." Cornelia went on to say, "The peo-

ple have an appreciation for
their culture.

They can

identify

closely with their ancestors

and

where they came from."

Rob DeBarros
Sophomore business major

Seated in her room in Campisi, Cornelia Collier
displays traditional Jamaican clothing. She got her outfit
in

Jamaica

last

summer.

Anthony Sy

'««M4«t.s^5g^

Riley,

Dennis
Laura

Ritchie,

Robson, Mark
Rodriggs, Steven

Rodriguez, Dolores
Roensch, John
Rogers, Laura
Rogers, Peter

Rokovich, Joelie
Roney, John Jr.
Ropel, Mark
Rose, Patricia
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Rubens, Paul
Ruder, Megan
Rudiger, Carl
Ruiz, Manuel
Russick, Philip

Ruso, Lori
Ryan, Jennifer
Ryan, Steven
Ryder, Timothy
Saigal,

Aurangzeb

Sakoda, Gail
Sakoda, Kyle
Salady,

Anthony

Sambor, Spencer
Sanches, Victoria

Santos, Roger
Sargent, Amy
Sarmento, Jerry

John

Sarsfeld,

Sautter, Bill

Scamagas, Maria
Scanlon, David
Schaefer, Scott

Schimpeler,

Amy

Schlotterbeck,

John

Schmuck, Paul
Schoolman, Vicki
Schrader,

Nancy

Schuck, Eric
Schulz,

Rudy

Scolari,

James

Scolari,

Rob

Scurich, Elizabeth
Sebastian, John
Seidler, Carol
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Wise Minds Hard At Work
Albo, sophomore
Lisa
presentative, had been

re
in-

volved in the Senate's increased productivity over the
past year. "Basically everyone
contributed something towards a
function. It

was a much more

consolidated effort over last
year," she said.

Lisa saw the birth of the

ma-

jor/minor program as the Senate's most prominant achieve-

ment.

Many

painstaking hours

work were demanded to get
the major/minor program propoof

sition to pass.

After two terms, Lisa stepped

down from her

position, since

she would be attending school in

Rome

the following year. She
would recommend the job of

Senator to anyone.

Tom Gough
Freshman theatre

arts

major

During a Sunday night Senate meeting,
Lisa Albo watches as Phil Russick takes
notes. Lisa worked on many committees
including the Finance committee.
Greg Schultz

Selden, Bill
Selva, Evette

Semans, John
Sentous, Marge
Sereno, Greg

Serrano, Theresa
Shea, Joseph

Sheehan, Karen
Shimiza, Sandra
Shocklee, Molly

Shuck, Marie
Siegfried, Christian
Silva,

Carolyn

Silva,

Mark

Simes, Alan
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Spataro, Elisa
Spear, Thomas
Spiekerman, Charles
Stansbury, Kathy
Stapleton, James

Steinbronen, Beth
Stewart, Kim
Stoeppel, Bernd
Sullivan, Catherine
Szeker,

Kim

Tachibana, Kris
Tanner, Christopher
Taylor, Jennifer
Theis, Susan
Thom, Elizabeth
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CUT!!!
Ci
-

lake 73." "Fade to
black. Stand by to cue

-M. talent; stand by to
fade up one, stand by music up
full
fade up one, music up
where's the
full
audio
audio?!" And on it went until
finally there was a crazily ecstatic voice over the intercom,
"That's a wrap!" Sometimes
miracles happened for the students studying television production; the talent was on cue,
and everything in the control
room went smoothly. For these
shows, the Golden Johnnies was
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

created.

The award was given on

April

7 for a variety of categories, in-

cluding best show and best documentary. The winners weren't
spoiled over their achievements,
however, and later they were
back in the T.V. Facility
scrounging for talent. "Take 74
Singing and dancing their hearts out for
the audience, Karen-Maria Reuter, Lisa
Richards, Jeff Brazil, Shawna Kirkwood,
Lori Ruso, and Charlie McPhee provide the
entertainment for the Golden Johnnies.
Ellen

Namkoong

Thomas, Adam
Thomas, Robert
Thompson, Alexandra
Thornley, David
Thornton, Christina

Todd, Lisa
Tolbert, Jr., Louis
Tomlinson, Jay
Treske, Renee
Trily,

Tony

Tucker, Joan
Vaculin, Bill

Van, Ngoc-Anh
Van, Ngoc-Dai
Vance, Joy
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Wanger, Guy
Washington, Mary
Wasielewski, Jeff
Weaver, Scott

Webb, James

Weber, Marie
Welsh, Julie
Werking, Doug
Werner, Julie
Wesely, Andrew

Whalen, Thad
Wheatley, William
Wheeler, Gary
Whitaker, Stacey
White, Randall

Whyte, Robert
Willhoft,

Mark

Wilson, Diana
Wilson, Ginette
Wilson, Kathleen
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Not just a
2'Unit class

To

many

students, R.O.T.C. was only a

Winchell, Eileen
Winter, Ralph

cheap two-unit class that helped
boost their G.P.A. But, R.O.T.C. was
more than First Aid, Map Reading, and Military History.

many reasons.
Army scholar-

Students joined R.O.T.C. for

Some students were on

full

ships which paid all educational expenses and
provided spending money. Others wanted job
experience in the Army or hoped to do a lot
of traveling because they were in the

Wong, Samuel
Wood, Rhonda

Army.

Students in R.O.T.C. were expected to
maintain acceptable standards of academic
achievement and personal conduct.

Some

of the activities in the

program

in-

cluded: physical training tests, excursion

weekends

which students simulated warand an end
of the year awards ceremony.
in

fare situations, the Military Ball,

Woodman, Helen
Wysard, Jay

Missy Merk
Junior English major

Mountain climbing

sicills

are important for Capt.

Thomas McLoud's ROTC class. One and two unit classes
are popular at SCU. Students can take classes in such
diverse things as

map

reading, weaponry,

and

first aid.

Yarbrough, Stephen
Yoklavich, Robert

r
!

J

Young, Betty
Yun, Gerard

Ft
It

5^5^^

Zecher, Vanessa
Zink, Tamara
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Alkhatib, Hasan
Billings,

Simone

II

{|

Breidenbach, Heribert
Caren, Linda

Cook, Martin
Dorner, Rita

Fallon,

Timothy
James

Felt,

f

^

^ <^n
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Germann, Dan
Izadian, Jamal

ty.'^i^ii

After surviving World
War II Witold Krassowski, Ph.D.,
to

America

came

to get a

college education.
Eventually, he started
the Sociology Depart-

ment

Jiminez, Francisco

Kumar, Rajendra

Leach, Donald
Lococo, Veronica
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Santa Clara.

FACULTY

He's Satisfied
Krassowski
Witold between
torn

sat

eager-

ness and fear. Ever

Germans had overrun
Poland, he had waited for the
day when Poland would once
again be free. He was the deputy
since the

commander

of his brigade, leader

and merely 22 years
Soon he would be given

of 220 men,
of age.

his life as a Polish citizen.

American citizen, professor
and founder of the sociology
program at Santa Clara, Dr.
Krassowski remembered that "it
was amazing that I ever arrived
here. I had no money, spoke no
English, and knew no one in the

The man at the U.S.
Embassy had to break the law

country.

me

to

the signal to start the uprising.

grant

The plan was perfect. With
Russian troops only a few miles
from Warsaw, the uprising
would destroy the Germans and
give the Russians access to the

Once in the United States, Dr.
Krassowski received his Bachelors degree from Purdue University. He went on to achieve his

city.

From

r:i^'-

The

signal

was given and the
The plan worked

uprising began.
to perfection,

ing the

completely surpris-

Germans.

But the Russians didn't arrive.
Outside Warsaw, Russian troops
had been ordered to cease advancement on the city. For
Krassowski, this decision meant
defeat, capture, and the end of

a Visa."

doctorate in sociology at
there, he

came

UCLA.

to Univer-

Santa Clara as the first
and became the founder of the current
sociology program.
He has a deep love for Santa
Clara. When he arrived it was a
relatively obscure Jesuit University, now he calls it "a first rate,
sity of

professional sociologist

nationally recognized, small university."

His life seemed to be one of
absolute satisfaction. Says Dr.
Krassowski, "I have a fine wife,

two great boys, and

r

An extensive

library

has kept Withold
Krassowski, Ph.D.,
updated in the field
of sociology. His
office houses

I

love to do.

I

doing what

How many

others

can say that?"
Daniel G. McBride
Freshmen engineering major

hundreds of books.

L
Mackin, Theodore

Mongoven, Anne
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Shanks, Tom
Sheehan, William

Smith, Frances
Sweeney, Michael

Tassone, Salvatore
Urish, Daniel
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Van Den Berghe, Christian
Velasquez, Manuel

Yang, Gary
Yarborough,

Raymond

Father Coz has
many friends
It

was early

in the evening,

so early that the residents

Clara for twenty-one years, most
had spent in the
dorms. He was a professor of
of which he

on third floor McLaughlin
had yet to begin their Friday
economics and the head of the
festivites. As usual Richard Coz,
Studies Abroad program. More
S.J., stopped by Waligora's room
than anything else, he was an
to chat. Fr. Coz often made a
important source of wisdom and
habit of stopping by students
understanding for the residents
rooms to talk about any upcom- of McLaughlin Hall during their
ing activities such as parties, inhectic quarters at Santa Clara.
tramural games or exams.
In my own experience, I have
As a Jesuit in Residence, Fr.
found Fr. Coz to be an advisor
Coz not only provided a clerical who showed a willingness to
influence in the residence hall,

but added an academic advisory
role as well. An economics professor, Fr. Coz helped students

help students in trouble. He
looked beyond the rules and

any incident into
As Tim Schlueter,
pick
classes suitable to their
first
floor
McLaughlin
R.A., exI
< needs. Many students considered pressed it, "He provided an esFr. Coz a friend, counselor, and
sential link between the tradiacademic advisor.
tions of Jesuit education and life
Fr. Coz had been at Santa
as it is experienced in the dorms.
Fr. Coz added an important dimension to the on-campus life
A great fan of the men's rugby
and growing process of every
team, Richard Coz, S.J., displays
his "SCUTS '84" cup.
resident."

^

Either

in

the office or at

home

in

McLaughlin, Fr. Coz has a smile to offer
to students from his classes and his co-

tried to put

perspective.

Daniel G. McBride
Freshman engineering major

residents.

FACULTY
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e
Taking a break was the rarity, not
the rule for the crew teams. The
squads practiced intensely six days a
week at Lexington Reservoir in
preparation for

women's

"The Race." The

varsity finished 8-14-1 in

their regattas; the Varsity

men

racked

up a 6-28 mark.

jDalancing a

trifold

COMBINATION ^
ommitment,

recreation, entertainment
combination of these made SCU sports

— the
what

they were.

Greg Schultz

he second squad rugby team
tiases the loose ball on a
(r'ednesday in February. This
latch finished well for
le
n

team knocked

ie ball (or

SCU

as

(stripes go thin

thick) are: junior

)

SCU

Chico State
the intramural field. Rushing
off

Jim Bearing,

Rob Rlebholtz, senior Rob
iemer, senior Jeff Abercrombie,

>nior

id junior

Tom

Cotter.

porting a Notre Dame shirt,
ennis Fraher brings his arm back
•r a long pass during an
itramural football game Fall Quarter.

Commitment. New coaches were hired for
the secondary sports of la crosse, men and
women's rugby and men's crew; Coach Pat
Malley celebrated his 25th anniversary as
SCU Athletic Director, alongside with the
25th anniversary of the reinstatement of football at the University; and despite such setbacks as the women's volleyball team's bus
overturning and injuring some of the players,
the teams worked as co-operative units to
heighten their experiences of SCU.
Recreation. Thousands of students participated in the intramural program, thus adding to its
high priority level in the Athletic
Department.
Entertainment. There was the

—*"*•

Man who

slithered out at numerous
games to excite the spirit of SCU crowds with
his wonderfully zany antics and cheers.
Santa Clara has always kept a balance be-

Lizard

m

.

tween mind and body. Just as the school
aimed at bettering its academics, so too was
its

goal with sports.

Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

Balancing a Trifold
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PREPARING FOR THE

PERFORMANCE
When

a spectator
watches a game or a
race, many times he or
she does not reaUze what
the athletes go through
to prepare for a season.
Instead, the spectator
sees the finished product:

athletes

who

are ready to

ready

stick out a season,

to accomplish both per-

sonal and team goals,

and most of

all,

ready to

perform.

—

A

good performance
that is the key to a successful athlete.
lete

An

must prepare

athhis or

Ellen

Namkoong

Running every day helps
women's rugby players
maintain a competitive team.

The team

practiced Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays

during the fall quarter when
they held preseason games.

Smashing the

ball back to her
opponent, sophomore Kelly
Tebo competes in the October
player-ranking round-robin.

196

Sports

her body and

mind

as to reach excellence

for

the performance. Condi-

during the next "show

the key to this
preparation.

time."

tioning

is

Preseason conditioning
deals with the obvious
getting ready for the
games ahead. During the
season, though, conditioning is also a very important part of the performance. From their
performances, a team,
and an individual, can

—

Each sport, depending
upon the object and rules
of the game, demands
different types of conditioning. This condition-

aimed at improving both the individing process,

ual

and the team as a

whole, sets the stage for
the season's perfor-

mances.

realize their mistakes.

Season practices help
those athletes drive to

overcome those errors so

Michelle Spain

Sophomore history major
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Matthew

J.

Trome

Straining his legs to thie
ground Chris Freitas psyches
up for the day's scrimmage.
Besides being on the Scuts #1
team, Chris also coached

Women's Rugby.
Failing to block a jump
Anne Von Tiesenhausen

watches

in

shot,

dismay, as Carolyn

Murphy's shot begins to sail
over her head and into the
hoop during a pre-season
practice.

Anthony Sy

Grappling with each other, offensive players Art Tiedemann and Rich Dunne
work on blocking techniques during one of their daily mid-season practices.
Practice during fall quarter usually lasted from two to three hours.

PREPARING FOR THE PERFORMANCE
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THE
CONDITIONING

PROCESS
Conditioning

is

the

most important part
of every sport. Without

it,

there would be no

athlete,

no game, no

team.

Men's tennis,

for in-

key, coach of the men's
crew team. When the
crew team practiced in

the

the athletes

fall,

worked more on land
running bleachers and
doing pushups.
ter

son in the spring, but
the players could be seen
on the court as early as

active rowing

late

September. Through

and

The win-

and spring condition-

stance, began their sea-

early season drills

—

ing exercises dealt with

man

and

oars-

technique.

In lacrosse, the interested players could get

practices, the tennis

involved in scrimmages.

players not only excelled

They

as individual players, but

dling techniques

as a team.

how

"Preseason training
builds mental and funda-

mental strength," said
Carol Knight,

SCU wom-

practiced ball-han-

to

and
work more com-

fortably with each other.

Coaches and players

knew that mental and
physical preseason condi-

en's Softball coach.

tioning was crucial to the

Knight began her

performance of the team.

'83-'84

season conditioning in

During the off
season, the softball team
weight trained three days
a week and practiced on
the field the remaining
two days.
early

fall.

Preseason conditioning
was also used as a type
of advertisement, as in
the case of the men's
and women's crew teams.
"One purpose of holding
practices when our season doesn't start until
February is to introduce
the incoming freshmen

and newcomers to the
sport and techniques of
crew," said Steve Mar-

Sophomore Lacrosse
player Jason Ford

summed

it up best:
"With practices before

the actual season, you're

always learning and improving.

The more you

practice, the better

you

become."
Michelle Spain

Sophomore history major
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major
Mini-scrimmages play an
important part in the soccer
team's daily workouts. The
Broncos hosted the
championships, unfortunately,
their practicing didn't pay off
enough for them to grab the
title from the three-time
champs, the USF Dons.

WCAC

Matthew

J.

Frorm

«

Early in

November, Doug

Davidovich, a freshman from
Servite High School in

Anaheim, practices his field
goal technique.

THE CONDITIONING PROCESS

A jump ball started off the
afternoon scrimmage, pitting
women's Varsity players against
each other during their practice
in

Toso Pavilion.

Ellen

Namkoong

Leaping for an interception,
Chris Hessler unsuccessfully
attempts to intercept the ball

from receiver Kevin Collins
during

fall practice.

Swimming unchallenged,
Mike Shore gains the
advantage in a practice game at
Leavey pool. Water polo
players expect to be in the
water 5 to 7 days a week
during their fall season.
junior
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FANS IGNORE

TRAINING
Looking back at the
sports events of the
year, there will always be
a few incidents that stick

dates.

Those

football

and

out in every one's minds:

basketball games took

example, the time a
freshman playing a wom-

the

for

en's intramural football

game intercepted
and ran

a pass

to the other

monotony out of a
weekend when nothing
was going on, but on the
other hand they took
much dedication from

line. Or the
time an opposing rugby

the athletes: dedication

player ripped the shorts

practice, meetings,

team's goal

off

one of our players

—

literally!

They

"had

that

it

said ath-

made."

got athletic schol-

arships, received a lot of

personal attention, and
Scrimmaging on the court,

demanded hours

actual
tion

Some people
letes

Anthony Sy

they always seemed to
have a multitude of

game

of

and

time; dedica-

which some specta-

tors took for granted.

anonymous

An

athlete said,

sit through a
two hour basketball
game, and do not realize
the hundreds of hours

"Spectators

spent putting that

game

Nick Vanos, Michael Norman
and Scott Lamson condition

together."

daily in order to prepare for
the season's games.

Michelle Spain

Throwing with determination
sophomore Varsity pitcher Ted

Sophomore history major
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Rossi continues daily practice
to perfect his

form and

accuracy.

Michael Risso

Without shirts, to keep cool,
the men's cross country team
builds stamina by running
Ellen

Namkoong

sprints during their

fall

season.

FANS IGNORE TRAINING
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Businesses strike a bargain
to entertain spectators
Pizza and Pepsi, besides being two favorites of students,
had a big part in the
sponsorship of several
sports teams. With a
push to increase University revenue through athletic events,

Frank Colar-

game

itself.

Companies

were provided with

in-

any large

tisement and identification with Santa Clara.

From

Most importantly,

games, over 1200
ticket stubs were
redeemed.
Along with placing advertisements in programs
and providing entrance
prizes and promotional
gifts, Pepsi-Cola also
donated more than
$150,000. Colarusso used
it to purchase new score
boards in Toso pavillion
and Buck Shaw Stadium.
Specific teams were
also sponsored. The
men's basketball team
was sponsored by New
Balance, and Converse
gave the football team a
substantial discount on
its merchandise.
Intramural teams also
became involved in the
sponsorship bargaining
deals. Getting a business.

stu-

dent spectators were enthralled with these ad-

ded

extras.

And

as Colar-

usso said, "Although en-

Director, strived to pro-

tertainment did not overcome losses, it helped to
keep the spectators in

businesses as well as to

the students. "Total

Packages" meant using
an advertisement technique which benefited
both the sponsoring retailer

and the Bronco

spectators.

The sponsorship

of

good spirit."
Santa Clara's biggest
sponsor and the most
persistent advertiser on
campus was Round Table
pizza. Owner Jim Loney,
an SCU alumnus, aimed
his advertising packages

teams was not only advantageous for the athletic department, but for

at students

the spectators as well.

the printing expense of

Sponsors provided students with a discount on
a meal or door prizes

ball season tickets,

and drawings-additional

printed on the back.

entertainment to the

bringing their ticket

and gradu-

ates of the University.

Round Table payed

for

the football and basket-

and
was

in return, their logo

Avid sponsors for the Bronco
team, New Balance supplied
the men's basketball team with
shoes and socks for use during

game

time.

bakmc.:
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students received $2 off

creased revenue, adver-

usso, Assistant Athletic

vide total packages to

stubs to the pizza parlor,

Sports
i
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By

size pizza.

the tickets sold at

5 football and 4 basketball

coupon

such as Miller beer,
Ryan's Sport Shop or
Armadillo pizza to sponsor a team not only provided advertisement but
also gave a team unique
uniforms. "Having a nice
team uniform made us
feel more organized and

confident at

game time,"

sophomore Ellen
Namkoong, a member of
a intramural team sponsored by The Clock.
Whether involved with

said

intercollegiate or intra-

mural sponsorship, the
and
players worked together

spectator, businesses

to provide those total

packages which benefitted

a/jflf

entertained.

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

TOtDCJ HJ^VILILJnJ
Posting the score of the men's

^

GUEST

basketball

game

against

Gonzaga, the score board in
Toso, donated by the PepsiCola Company, lights up to

show

a

Bronco

victory.

Anthony Sy

By donating money to the
University, 7-UP has become
one of Santa Clara's top
sponsors.

By printing up hats and shirts
with the "Budman" logo,
Budweiser also sponsored
poster contests, parties in the
beer gardens.

Businesses strike a bargain to entertain spectators
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JL^ years

of

Pat Malley and

SCU
The

1983 season

marked the 25th
anniversary of

Bronco football since
Santa Clara became a
Division

II

school in

and the 25th anniversary for head football
coach and Athletic Direc1959,

Pat Malley. In those
25 years, Malley and his
football squad have
reached the NCAA semifinals on three occasions,
and have compiled a re-

tor

cord of 128-9-3, the fifth
best record

NCAA

among

active

division coaches.

Malley attended St. Ignatius High School in
San Francisco before
studying at Santa Clara.
He earned a B.A. in history in 1953, and then

Sports

team and ended

with a winning record of
20-2. In 1956, he returned to St. Ignatius to
teach mathematics and
coach the football team.
After three years at the
high school level, Malley
accepted the job of reviving the Santa Clara football program and the po-

ball.

He was

forced to

start with the very basics. Malley began, "The

small

number on your

jersey goes in front ..."

In 1959, only three
sports existed
baseball,

— football,

and basketball.

men and women,

not in-

and was released
from his student activi-

velopment of the sports
program, Malley has
stressed the need for the
construction of adequate

Malley returned
Santa Clara in 1959,
he expected to meet a

150-member team of 6
foot, 5 inch, 250 pound
men eager and ready to

93%

of

Santa Clara athletes gra-

much

higher than the national
average of 70%.

program.

When

a source of pride.
duate, a figure

dent activities. In 1964,
he became athletic direc-

to

here were

draw on the past
accomplishments of
Bronco athletic teams as
able to

fered twenty sports to

cluding the intramural

ties duties.

who competed

In 1984, Santa Clara of-

sition of director of stu-

tor

lieves in the heritage of

the University. Those

In the process of

achieving a winning re-

In addition to the de-

Buck
Shaw Stadium was built
athletic facilities.

cord for the past 25

Coach Pat Malley
and his football program
have made quite an impression on S.C.U. Malyears.

ley's

long-time dedication

to his

alma mater and

the students involved in

joined the U.S. Army. As

play. Instead, Malley
found men with slightly

Leavey Activities Center was completed in 1975, and a new intramural field was finally
all due
in use in 1984

a lieutenant stationed at

smaller builds and prac-

in part to Malley's ef-

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Fort Hood, Texas, Mal-

tically

forts.

Joe Welsh
Junior business major

ley

Jj*^

ball

celebrates

coached his

first foot-

no experience

playing organized foot-

in 1962,

—

Malley strongly be-

his athletic program have
helped to make him a
santa Clara tradition.

Dorio Barbieri

Northern California's Coach of
the Year, four times during his
25 years at SCU, Pat Malley
stands with Gary Hoffman on
the sidelines, both
contemplating the strategy for
the next plays of the game.

Mired

in

the

mud

of Bucl(

Shaw Stadium, Santa Clara's
Isaac Vaughn trudges to a 10-3
victory over Sonoma State.
This, the only muddy game of
the season, did not stop
in its

push

WCAC

for a

SCU

winning

season.

of Pat Malley

and football
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Quite a change since '59
many proud moments

limited basis without

team and playing conditions were quite different. The entire program
had to start almost completely from scratch.
SCU was faced with a
new coach, hoping to
have the right ingredi-

scholarships. Patrick

ents to create a football

play professional football

Donohoe, S.J., President
of SCU from 1958-68,
gave Pat Malley the position of head football

team made up of walkons. There was only a 5game schedule, no playing field on campus, and

and achieve great suc-

coach.

a travel restriction of 50

ini

Clara
Santa
dropped major
college football
after the fall 1952 sea-

son, but in 1959, the

Un-

versity decided to rein-

program on a

state the

When

the football pro-

gram was

reinstated, the

miles.

The program has had

Ellen

Namkoong

Explaining the game strategy used by the opponents, junior
Willie Selden confers with coach Malley. Willie has played
football for the Bronco's throughout his college career.

Although the ball slipped through the hands of Kevin Collins
during practice, his effort during workouts have made him one of
the best Bronco receivers.

Sports

in

quarter-century histo-

its

ry. The Bronco football
team reached the NCAA
semi-finals on three oc-

under the direction of
Pat Malley, the program
accumulated a strong
student following and a
lighted playing facility.

casions: 1974, 76, '80. In

The Bronco squad com-

addition, several of

piled a record of 6-4 dur-

its

graduates have gone to

cess.

Doug Cosbie of the
Cowboys and

Dallas

quarterback Dan Pastorof the Houston Oilers
are prime examples.
In the following years,

ing the 1983 season.

In the future, the
will continue to

Broncos

succeed with the support
of the student body be-

hind them.

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Signifying his

100th game
with the
Broncos, this

Sophomore
Ogbogu,
elude a

halfback, Fran

gets into position to

Sonoma

tackier.

Quite a change since '59
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Football after 25
The

anniversary. This double

been Malley's high personal standards and his
devoted belief in the
"Santa Clara way." Malley defined the "Santa

anniversary did mark

Clara way" as a set of

two very important

principles

1983 football

season will long

be remembered
as the year of the silver

ditions here at the

tra-

home

of the Broncos.

and class" who

The

success on the playing

following of the Univer-

field is the

sity.

The major

factor in

is

football program's

same

as

in the classroom.

it is

"You

the success of developing

can learn more from

the student athlete has

winning than from

Clara

football

is

excellence," said

Malley.
positive as-

pect of coaching

is

my

association with the

"socially conscious."

program together
gained the support and
football

where nearly 1200 peop
came from all over the

"The most

which develop

a student-athlete with
"style

Pat Malley and the

You can learn to
handle adversity without
losing. The aim of Santa

ing.

los-

young people," Malley
continued. "They became
my best friends and closcompanions."
Perhaps the greatest
thrill for Malley came in
September, 1983 at the
25th anniversary banquet
est

nation to celebrate

SCU

and Malley's ca,
reer. Both have slowly
grown together over the
years, and both have be
come traditions at Santi
Clara.
Joe Welsh
Junior business major
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major
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Ellen

Namkoong

John Giagiari
eyes a receiver during one of the season's practices.

Drilling the offensive play patterns, quarterback

Contemplating the opponents next move, sophomore Robert
Rebholtz watches the Bronco defensive lines crunch the offense.
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Pat Malley, athletic director, spoke about the
Santa Clara family tradition at the June 9
graduation. He received an honorary degree in
education.

Matthew

Matthew

J.

J.

Frome

Frome

Bellowing commands to the players on the field
coach Eddie Titus focuses mainly on the training
of the defensive backs.

Football

Program Honored Z\Ju

The^
Search
For

New

Athletes
inspection, coaches

with a letter of interest and ended with
the last spring signing date. The process?

their moves. Letters of

.

.

.

Athletic recruiting.

But

it

was not

one

just a

from

assistance.

While all intercolleteams began their

giate

the University to specific
players, and the heart of

the high school junior or

the process began.

senior year of a prospec

More

letters, visits to

home by

step, cut-and-dry process.

Santa Clara recruiting

the coaches, and the ath-

involved a great deal of

lete's visits to

the cam-

recruiting process during

teams

tive athlete, club

did not begin until
school was in session.

pus helped to keep the

Rugby and lacrosse depended upon flyers, bul-;

personal touch.

prospective recruits in

letin

Sophomore Larry
Luke, a transfer student

close contact with

and

Recruits look to Santa
Clara for competitive
athletics as well as
beneficial education.
from Northern Arizona

Santa

invited to visit Santa

and play," said Peggy
KoUas, women's rugby

Clara to see the school
and to be introduced to

The

swayed me towards San-

in choosing

ta Clara as far as choos-

When Gary Hoffman

ing a school."

asked

Freshman basketball
Darrin Under-

"The

was the final deciding
factor, but it was the

NAU, Luke decided that
"education was more

close personal counseling
by athletic representatives that caught my eye

for the

'83

summer

train-

visit

here

initially.'

were

recruited to play for

ing.

the University, twenty-

After the high school
athlete passed the G.P.A.

one of which received
some type of scholarship

I

Santa Clara.
was

he was satisfied
with Santa Clara since
his recruitment to the
if

team before his
freshman year, he refootball

plied, "Regrets?

ta Clara has

No. San

much more

than an athletic
program. Receiving an
education here was the
to offer

best decision I've ever

made."

Overall, a total of

eighty-three athletes

'

captain.

campus and the students
was the deciding factor

visit definitely

process.

joined the football squad

to

come out

mages with the team.

competitive football program. After one year at

He

get others to

relied

Ultimately, the influence of the coaches, the

ta Clara as well as a

SCU

players.

the program. "I practiced
and played some scrim-

wood, was also influenced by the recruiting

ics," and contacted
Coach Pat Malley.

"We

new

on our current team

recruit,

beneficial than athlet-

announcements and
word-of-mouth to recruit

Jenny Fechner, sophomore soccer player, was

a great academic proat San-

|

Clara.

University, realized that

gram was offered

Sports

interest were sent

the athlete's

time, consideration,

210

made

The process began

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Anthony Sy

Described by one Bay Area
Writer as

"among the

nation's

leaders in floor burns," junior

Scott Lamson attempts a free
throw. Lamson was recruited to
Santa Clara his freshman year.

Joining the Broncos for their
Spring season, freshman
recruit Matt McCormick begins
his pre-season conditioning.

Ellen

Namkoong

Women

I'
«
c

rugby players are recruited strictly by
word-of-mouth. Junior engineering major Heidi
Seevers began her first year as a Rugger
because of the coaxing done by team captain
Peggy Kollas.

The Search For New Athletes

ZW

ADVICE

Newest Coaches

THE

Proved Valuable

New coaches and
Excellence and victory are two qualities

which Santa
athletic

Clara's

programs have

always strived for. But
without the important
guidance of a coach, ath-

improvement would

letic

be virtually impossible.
coaches formed an
organization within a

SCU

up playconfidence which

team and
ers'

built

motivated each athlete to
perform well. Four teams
recruited new, experienced coaches for that

women's rugby teams
learned from their new
coaches. Warren Chapman, a former New Zealand rugby player,
worked with the Santa
Clara Touring Side.
Chapman helped to iron
out the finer points of
the game and pull the

team together as a
whole. As a result, the
SCUTS swept past Humbolt 23-0 and 18-3 in
January. The men also
marked high scoring wins
against San Diego and
Mary's.

St.

and cross country.
The men's crew team
purchased two new row-

ward on the men's team,
advised and coached the

ing boats at $12,000 each,

due mainly to the efforts
of the newly hired coach,
Steve Markey, a 1983
Santa Clara graduate and

With
he was

lightweight rower.

the

new

boats,

able to boost the crew

program

Sports

united, yielding successful seasons.

teams

guidance: crew, rugby, lacrosse

aLZ

their

to a competitive

Chris Freitas, a for-

women rugby players.
"We scored more tries
per

first

we did
said

few games than

all last

Kate

jured

Alfs,

SCWRT

season,"

an induring

most of the season.

A

native

New

Yorker,

physical therapist Gary

level equal to the best

Podesta, M.D., originally

teams on the West coast.
Both the men's and

committed simply

to

help out the lacrosse

team on a part-time basis. But, as time and
practices went on, he

This training helped
them to clinch second

took over as coach. Podesta, coaching voluntarily,

league behind Portland.

organized the practice

better under Cruz this

time and sideline strategy during games. Accord-

season

ing to Jason Ford, sopho-

Clara," said junior Bren

more, Podesta's organization provided the key
element in bringing the
team together. "Instead

dan O'Flaherty.

of being a group of guys
just having fun like last
year,

we became

a real

team this year," said
Mike Alexander, also a
sophomore.
To add to the list of

place in the

WCAC

"The team did much

— the best since

I've raced

The

with Santa

fact that

new

coaches were sought

for

these less popular sports
reflected the University'

commitment to sports
programs. Even though
the smaller sports don't
draw fame to the school

new coaches. Cross

they are valuable for th^
lessons they give playeri
Competent coaches are

Country also roped one.
A former West Valley

part of that educational
value. With the coaches

coach,

Dan

Cruz, intro-

;

advice and support,

botl

duced new training programs to prepare his run-

team performance and
team confidence im-

ners better for their

proved.

Two

days a week,
the athletes would run
very fast, short intervals.
The other four days
found them running
races.

paced, long distances.

Anthony Sy
Junior engineering major
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major
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Anthony Sy

Holding her stance
line-out,

in

the

Mary Ann Crowe

waits for the ball to be
thrown against Stanford.

Going

all

out

In

the final

yards, Madeline Rasche
sprints to the finish line,

out-running her opponents.

Advice From The Newest Coaches Proved Valuable

ZlO

Providing benefits for both
spectators and businesses

through promotional ideas,
Assistant Athletic Director,

Frank Colarusso, works to gain
revenue through athletic
events.

An

athletic

employee under

the intramural office, senior
Giulio Battaglini takes time

from his studies and his
position as R.A. to referee a

women's soccer game.

MIchMl RItM

Handling ticket sales and

management has become a
daily job for Ed Kelly. His
volunteer services in the
athletic office are invaluable.

Coordinating programs and
publicity for all intercollegiate
sports, Mike McNulty feels

|

that students not only gained 2
experience working in the -a
athletic office, but they also
helped make the office work
more efficiently and smoothly.
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order to configure

Inan

organized, well-

developed athletic
program, the work of
many people was needed.

The Leavey

Athletic of-

fice carried a staff of

ad-

ministrators, coaches,

many

students and

vol-

unteers in order to put
out quality programs.

The key

to starting a

program was tremendous
publicity. This depart-

ment was headed by
Mike McNulty, Sports
Information Director.
With the help of four
students, who were each
assigned specific sports,

McNulty and

his staff

handled the production
of brochures, schedules,
feature stories

and press

relations.

After being acknow-

ledged and publicized,
Santa Clara athletic
events then needed to

had been

teers, learned to take

ticket sales

care of injuries, help

ment at the California
Rodeo in Salinas. He de-

with the rehabilitation of

and give

injured athletes,

ology major,

"As a

bi-

volun-

I

teered just for the experience.

thing

I

didn't

when

I

know any-

I

new injury," said sophomore volunteer Laurie
Stees. Joe Cauchi,

arusso, Assistant Athletic Director,

the

dealt with

money made

at

sporting events from

sponsorships and donations.

Just as students were
in the main ofthey also became involved with the trainers

and equipment manager.
Under the guidance of
Mike Cembellin and Carol Rogers, the men's and
women's trainers, eight

way

to

spend his time and he
felt that he "had something to offer the Uni-

Jim Jennings, also an
alumnus, has been volunteering his time and efpartment

for over ten

years. Before joining the

with three under-graduates in the delegation of
uniforms and supplies.

staff,

Jennings had followed the basketball pro-

gram intently and,

like

Perhaps the two most

Kelly, felt that after re-

significant athletic

employees, though, are two

tiring,

men

that were not pub-

the lowest possible prices

licly

acknowledged

for hotels

their services.

he needed to keep
working. Jennings found

for

Jim Jen-

nings, Administrative As-

Manager

tional

ed a constructive

ment Manager, worked

fice,

ticket

cided to volunteer his

forts to the athletic de-

Equip-

employed

Through
sales and promoideas, Frank Col-

charge of

and manage-

versity."

first start-

was taught
something new with each
ed, but

in

services because he want-

ultra-sound and stimulative treatments.

men's basketball team, and Ed
Kelly, Ticket Manager,
both were seen daily, including weekends, in the
athletic office. But they
were different from the
other employees. These
two men worked strictly
on a volunteer basis.
Graduating from Santa
Clara in '39, Ed Kelly
came to work as Ticket

gain revenue.

Ted Beaton

students, mainly volun-

sistant for the

in

December of
him volun-

1981. Prior to

teering, a student held

the position, but

staff.

travel.

By

for the '84- '85 basketball

season early in the '83'84 season,

he managed

to save $8,000.00

from

the next year's budget.

was through these

It

effi-

cient decisions of the

past decade and his vol-

unteer status that Jennings became a tradition
at

SCU.
Through

all the athleemployees, paid and
non-paid alike, the pro-

tic

gram was a success.
Ranging from the initial
publicity to the training

left

advisers, the athletes re-

right before Kelly decid-

ed to join the

and

booking rooms and making traveling schedules

ceived quality treatment.

Be-

fore his retirement, Kelly

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Athletic Employees
Working Together
Athletic

Employees Working Together
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A NEW ROOM
WHERE.YOU CAN
Renovation and
to satisfy the

M

needs

of

Leavey

any laps were

Sophomore Kathy Na-

swum, count-

geotte started lifting her

less hoops
were shot, and multitudes of miles were run

that 1982's problem had

under Toso's covering. In
these areas, the Leavey
facilities more than ade-

weight room was a popu-

quately accommodated
the student population.

March, when Leavey weightlifters were

But

in

asked to voice their opinions, their replies were
not positive.

cramped
room, weightlifters had
trouble finding machines
to work with. During
In a small,

"rush-hour-lifting" (6-8

one out of four

p.m.),

had
up.

and wait
machine to open

to stand

for a

Not only did

teams use the

athletic

facilities,

but so did other

SCU

students.

was packed every
Kevin Lyons, a freshman business
"It

night," said

major.

"Most people who

did so regularly,
and, consequently, there
lifted,

were always too

many

people in there at one
time."
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freshman year and said
only become worse,
"Working out in the
lar

way

for

in shape,

women

and

as

to get

more

became involved, the
room seemed even smaller."

in

The overall consensus
March was that the

equipment was too old;
there was no real order
in the floor

plan of the
machines; and it was
definitely too small and
crowded.
In April, though, the
athletic and intramural
office renovated the
weight room. "The
weight room worked out
much better with the expansion and new equipment," said sophomore
Jim Tanner.
According to Pay Malley, "Leavey's weight
room is one of the best
collegiate facilities in the
area."
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

weiglitiifters.

Fighting for possession of the bench press,
Chris Hessler and Stew Madsen find it easier
deal with
to work-out by arm wrestling than to
the crowds.
Pulling 40 pounds to strengthen her pectoral
muscle, this woman gets in shape for the
summer months ahead.

Michael RIsto

Using the weight room to
shape up for football season,
senior Darryl Long spends at
least one hour each day at
Leavey.

Ellen

Namkoong

sophomore
Pushing for that last lift of the set,
his upper
Pablo Manzo works out to strengthen
room at least
body. Pablo visited the weight
in shape.
five times a week to keep

A

NEW ROOM WHERE YOU CAN PUMP 217

With determination and drive,
junior guard Harold Keeling
punches forward showing true

Posing

talent in the Japanese

young

tournament.

foot

1

a Japanese garden,
stand dwarfed to 7
inch junior Nick Vanos.
in

girls

Mike Cembellin

hoop
Japan

hootin'
in
After learning to sign
their

names

in

Japa-

nese and mastering the
pronunciation of key
words like "hello" and

"thank you," 11 members of the Santa Clara
men's basketball team
were ready for their 15day tour with the Japanese Olympic team.
The SCU team was accompanied by Head
Coach Carroll Williams,
Assistant Coach Larry
Hauser, Athletic Trainer
Mike Cembellin, and
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Bronco supporters.

"The highlight

of the

was the great response from the Japanese. Players were constantly being asked for
autographs, and when
they realized the players
could sign their names in
Japanese they were even
trip

more responsive,"

said

Williams.

The Broncos defeated
the Japanese National
Team 90-63 in their first

game

um

in

in

Olympic Stadi-

Tokyo. Before

picking up another victory in Ohtso, the

team

spent the day sightseeing
in the city of Kyoto. The
next two consecutive
Santa Clara wins were

played in Matsumoto
and Yamagata. Their

four-game streak was
broken in Akita, when
the Japanese hosts upset
the Broncos 72-66. SCU
finished the tour back at
Olympic stadium where
they notched their fifth
victory in six games.
Although finishing up

the two-week trip with a
5-1 record was quite an

accomplishment for the
Santa Clara team, it was
not the victories that
were most remembered.
Warren "Sugar" Cain
said

it

best:

"The

hospi-

Japanese
showed was tremendous.
tality that the

They made us feel as
we really belonged.

if

Without their kindness
and warmth, we would
have felt isolated."
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

I.

£

V
rtXiii*
iAa,

A
I
Mike Cembellin

Junior forward Scott Lamson displays
gracefulness to an awed crowd of Japanese
fans.

Between games with the Japanese players, the
Broncos toured many sights. During one of
these trips coach Carroll Williams takes a cool
drink from a fountain.

Shootin' hoop

in

Japa
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Battle for the Title
A major highlight

for

61.4'^'(:

from

leading at the

the Santa Clara Broncos
in the early part of the
basketball season was the

the

Cable Car Classic. Origi-

the second half of play,

nating in San Francisco,

but was soon stolen by
the powerful Buckeyes
who won the contest in

the tournament brought
four diversified teams to
Toso Pavilion in December, for an exciting
two days of competition.
Bronco fans were not
disappointed, as Santa

Clara

won the tourna-

field,

half 30-23.

The Hawks'

lead continued well into

its final

seconds, 64-61.

The Big Ten power,

na-

tionally ranked in the

pre-season struggled in
the first half with a weak

from the

35'(

field

but

ment for the sixth year

finished with a respect-

in a row.

able 42.6^..

Opening on December
round of

29, the first

play paired defending
champion Santa Clara

with the Alaska-Anchorage Sea Wolves. Al-

though Alaska's Jeff
Martin led all scorers
with 22 points, the Sea
Wolves simply could not
match up to the Broncos'
superior size and power.
Santa Clara's clear
height advantage did not

The Buck-

eyes tough second-half
performance forced 15
St.

Joseph's turnovers,

and four last-second free
throws by guard Ron
Stokes decided the game.

Games

of the second
with the
opened
night

third place playoff of the

Alaska-Anchorage Sea

Wolves and St. Joseph's
Hawks. The Hawks,
clearly angered by the

escape the notice of Alas-

previous day's collapse,
stormed past the Sea

ka-Anchorage coach Harry Larabee, who noted
that it was "well uti-

Wolves, 106-54. In a
game once tied at 29, St.
Joseph's left nothing to

to substantiate his state-

question as center Tony
Losther scored 47 points,

ment, as the Broncos
out-rebounded the Sea

breaking his record of 44
and coming within a

Wolves 56-36 and outshot them from the field

point of the five-year-old

lized." Statistics

54.4^'p to

38.%.

seemed

The

final

score favored the Broncos as well, as they easily

won the

and Sean Wolves matchup, the night's second

game

pitted St. Joseph's

of Philadelphia against
tournament favorite Ohio
State.

Led by senior

Maunze Martin

(with 20

points), St. Joseph's shot

Sports

tournament record.
Alex Quong

Freshman business major
Karla Swatek
Sophomore English major

contest, 85-66.

Following the Bronco
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a blistering

Giving his final advice before
sending Warren Cain into the
game, Coach Carroll Williams
discusses the strategy Cain
must use, while the other team

members watch

in anticipation.

After the victorious final game
against Ohio, the Bronco team

huddles together, estatic with
achievement of capturing

their

the

title.

Fred

Fred Matthes

Mitthn

The Bronco defense was

Santa Clara

unable to prevent this basket
but throughout the game, it
was very strong, beating Alaska
by a margin of 19 points.

Santa Clara
(85-66)

Alaska

Alaska
St.

Joseph's

(106-54)
St.

Joseph's

Santa Clara
(71-69)

Santa Clara claimed the Cable
Car Classic title over
opponents Ohio, St. Joseph's
and Alaska.

1-.
T
Joseph
s

Ohio State
Ohio State

(64-61)

Battle For

The

Title
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Yet Another Bronco Victory
The championship
match between the

the Broncos watched
their 55-36 lead dwindle

Santa Clara Broncos
and the Ohio State
Buckeyes proved to
be a contest of nothing

to 67-59 with

but sportsmanship. Already having lost early
season matchups with

North Carolina State,
Oklahoma, and California, the Broncos were especially eager to beat the

one minute
showing on the clock. At
six seconds, with Santa
Clara only up by two,
center Nick Vanos
missed a one-on-one, and
suddenly it looked as if
Ohio State might pull it
off in the last second.

But

a 15-foot

jumper by

Stokes bounced off the
rim
and Santa Clara

Buckeyes. With Ohio
State forward Tony
Campbell averaging 20
points per game and star
guards Troy Taylor and

early season, the Broncos

Ron Stokes

came out on

to

with, the task

contend
was not

going to be easy.

The

Bronco Coach
Williams, "was to take
away their inside games
... we had to stop
Campbell."
Well up for the game,
the Broncos got off to a
key, said

roaring start as they

opened up a 23-6 lead
after the first 15 minutes. However, with Santa Clara's poor

field

28*^7'

goal average the Buck-

eyes closed out the first
half within striking distance, 31-20. In the sec-

ond

Ohio State
slowly narrowed the
half,

dif-

ference. According to

Bronco guard Steve Kenilvort, "We let up a little
in the second half and
near the end; their

guards got really good."
Though the Broncos'
tough defense held

Campbell

to a

mere 12
came

points, the guards
alive,

with Taylor sinkand Stokes adding
the second half.

.

.

.

fans holding their

breaths began to cheer.
In the biggest win of the
top, with
Harold Keeling scoring
20 points and Vanos add-

ing 15 for a final score of
85-66.

By
sic's

the Cable Car Clasend, Santa Clara

had proved that it takes
more than just a home
court advantage to win a
tournament. Center
Vanos was chosen Most
Valuable Player for the
tournament, and was
joined on the all-tournament team by teammates
Michael Norman and
Harold Keeling. The
1983 Classic also carried
the distinction of setting

many new

records.

ous distinction of largest

margin of defeat for a
game, 52 points,
and the highest combined margin for the
tournament, 71. Overall,
the host Bronco team
played two impressive
games, and were certainsingle

deserving of the pres-

ing 16

ly

12 in

tigious Cable

With 12

late turnovers.

„ Switching to a lay-up from the
£ originally intended play (a
" slam dunk), sophomore Warren
o Cain scores 2 during the Cable
1^
Car Classic.

The

Alaska-Anchorage Sea
Wolves earned the dubi-

Car Classic

title.

Alex Quong

Freshman business major
Karla Swatek
Sophomore English major

Yet Another Bronco Victory
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NIT
Broncos finish with
The

Broncos

re-

ceived a bid to

the National Invitational

Tournament,

after a 12 year absence

from post-season play.
Despite a disappointing 7-5 conference record,

SCU won

its final

three regular season

games

to

woo the NIT

selection committee and
extend the Bronco schedule. Santa Clara had the
unenviable task of playing the entire tournament on the road. But
not wanting to leave the
post-season party for
which they had waited
more than a decade, SCU
picked up two upset victories.

The

Broncos surprised

the University of Oregon
Ducks 66-53 before 8700

stunned U. of 0. fans in
Eugene. SCU never
trailed in the match. Junior guard Harold Keeling scored 22 points to

and juVanos

lead the Broncos,
nior center Nick

grabbed nine rebounds
and netted 18 scores of
his own. Oregon pulled
within one point at the
seven minute mark, but
Santa Clara utilized excellent late shooting

a flock of

and

Duck mistakes

to leave the

Oregonians

green with envy.

Despite their success at

Eugene, the Broncos
were 11 point underdogs
going into their secondround match with the

Lamar Uni(Beaumont, Tex-

Cardinals of
versity

pult the Broncos to Lafayette, Louisiana for the

tournament quarterfinals.

as).

Yet Santa Clara paid
little

style

attention either to

pre-game predictions or
to the large Lamar crowd
as SCU notched their
second NIT upset, 76-74.
SCU led for most of
the first half, but Lamar
outscored the Broncos
15-3 at the end of the
period to take a 47-37
lead to the locker room.

Santa Clara fought back
to tie the

game

throw

76.

Controlling the

game

from start to finish, USL
left no doubt which team
was more qualified to advance to New York.
However, SCU's two
post-season wins were

re-

maining, senior forward
Michael Norman stepped
to the free

Madison Square Garden
proved too long and
Southwestern Louisiana
whipped the Broncos 97-

gladly accepted.

at 74,

and with one second

Unfortunately for the
Broncos, the road to

Christopher Stampolis

Freshman

political science/

French major.

line.

Norman connected on
both shots to extinguish
Lamar's hopes and cata-

Scott Lamson aims to shoot
the Oregon Ducks with a
pass in post-season play.

down
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Two Ducks defend, but

junior

guard Harold Keeling is intent
on taking it to the hoop at the
NIT playoffs in Oregon.

Struggling to meet the next
set of

team

relayers,

sophomores Liz Sobrero and
her partner try their hands at
human wheel barreling.
Creating their own
Supersports relay position,

sophomores Boomer King and
Liz Ristau
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lift

junior

Bob Page.

*The well-organized
events

made

day of fun"

for a great

— Brian Walsh

600 SCU students turned
About
the Intramural
out
field to

to

participate in the Budweiser

Super Sports on May 26. The event
was sponsored by Budweiser and
OCSA. Students made teams of six
people each to compete in a myriad
of events.

There were several relay
one, students rolled an

races. In

empty keg

through pylons. There was also a
three-legged relay race, a wheelbarrow
race, and a race in which students
carried each other. Ultimate frisbee
football, a water balloon toss, and a
tug-of-war were other highlights of
the day.

Budweiser paid about $2500 to
sponsor the event. They provided free
soft drinks and T-shirts for all participants. According to Mary Beth
Fox, Budweiser's SCU college representative, the event was intended not
only to promote helpful activities but
to allow students to "have fun without drinking."

At the end of the day. Saga provided dinner for everyone at the IM
field. Students were then entertained
by three bands and beer provided by
Budweiser.
Sallie Lycette

Sophomore marketing major

Chosen

as the third and last pa»r for their
team's relay race, Adrian Churn and Maureen
Monahan dart towards the finish line.
Greg Schultz

A DAY OF TOSSES,
TOGS, & TUMBLES
A DAY OF TOSSES, TUGS & TUMBLES
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Ellen

Watching the effects of the
special team on the field,
guard Rich Dunne, center Alex
Vlahos, and tackle Terry
O'Hara are covered with mud
during the

Ready

Sonoma

one out of the
sophomore Mike

to belt

park,

MacFarlane swings
at a

State game.

game held
against a

in

for the ball

Buck Shaw

team of selected
alumni.

___,
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Namkoi

Eyeing the goalie's weak spot, Walt Frey
dodges his UC Davis opponent while handling
the ball.

sophomore guardforward Suzy Meckenstock looks for an open
player to take the ball to the hoop.
Looi(ing into the post,

PLAYING WITHOUT THE

HOME COURT
"I

ADVANTAGE
—
game

thought of the

Sharon

instead of the crowd."

Silveri
~i

Cheering and applaud-

ing — both are enjoyable
sounds at any athletic

Devoted fans give
teams the support
need and deserve.
I'lthey
IWhen the crowd roars,
event.

jtheir

|the

But

excitement.

imagine what

it is

like to

hear that loud cheering
for

the other team.

large crowd; the feeling

"During the Gonzaga
game, it was hard to
block out thousands of
fans when none of them
seemed to be on our side.

of support

In football, the

momen-

tum can

player feels that

Ijsurge of

pressure was rough.

A

big

shift with one
dropped pass, interception, or touchdown which
made it hard to keep
gaining yardage without

the cheers of the fans be-

any sport are the
games played "away"
away from campus and
away from supportive

tum was

fans.

games did not end

part of

Isaac

—

Vaughn, junior

football quarterback, ex-

plained that football

games relied on the participation of the crowd.
When those people were
interested in the other

team, Isaac felt that the

hind us."

When

players'
lost,

momen-

very often
victo-

riously for Santa Clara.

Once a bad play was
made, they seemed to

tant, especially

away

frem home. To overcome
nervous feelings, Sharon
Silveri, sophomore, tried
to concentrate on the
team and the game.

ference in the attitude of

very much
a team sport and the ac-

did on a strange one."

"Volleyball

is

happens quickly, so
we had to work together.
There was no time to
think about the crowd
we all concentrated on
what we were doing and

tion

—

how we

did

it."

A lot has been said
about the psychology of
"The
same

Kenilvort.

are ten feet high, but

Volleyball games
didn't generally

draw a

the players. As Isaac
said, "I

had a

lot

more

confidence walking out

on

my own

field

than

I

That lack of confidence
often hurt the player or

the entire team. Athletes
agreed, that, overall,

took a

lot

it

more concen-

tration to score.
Linda HoUis

Sophomore engineering major
Denise E. Byron
Junior English major

playing away from home.

basketball player Steve

continue, according to

miliar court," Steve said.

Whether court or field,
there was a distinct dif-

was impor-

there

courts are all the
size; all

is

the hoops

a different feel-

ing playing on an unfa-

PLAYING WITHOUT THE

HOME COURT ADVANTAGE
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Making the
reception,

Todd

DalPorto is
brought down by
his

Sonoma

defender,
bringing a

down

first

for the

Broncos.
Ellen

Namkooi

HURDLED

DIFFICULTIES

ON THE ROAD
Traveling to an

game

away

also caused its

own

set of problems. Athletes

and
upset stomachs from
plane trips. These ailments contributed to an
overall "down" feeling
when it came to playing
the games. A lot more effort was needed to concentrate and play well.
"I think bus-lag had its
bad effects," said fresh-

suffered jet-lag

man
er

football player Rog-

Graham.

get

pumped

"It's

for a

after sitting in a
six hours."

A

hard to

game
bus for

lot of ener-

gy was lost and volleyball player Laura HoUis
felt that this caused her

team
away

to

do poorly on

trips.

On one

particular trip

to Eugene, Oregon,

October

on

29, the volleyball team experienced
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difficulties:
•

The plane

ride itself

was bumpy and nervewracking for the players.
•

The plane

couldn't

the road.

They

seatbelts.

This greatly

all

wore
af-

nation, they were alread>l

fected their attitude

about traveling. They
cancelled their

first

game

tination because of fog

away from Santa Clara
because they would have

and when

had to drive over Pa-

land at the original desit

finally did

land in another

city,

the

checo Pass.

None

of the

team took a bus directly
to the game, grabbing
dinner at a Burger King.
Laura Hollis remembered
feeling sick throughout
the entire game. And,

team members were

needless to say, the San-

Sharon Silveri said, "We
had to keep the accident

ta

Clarans did not win.

Another traveling

inci-

much

By the time
they reached their destiin the van.

interested in tak-

tired and, consequently,

they didn't play as well
as they could have.

Despite all the problems that were involved
with traveling and playing games away from
Santa Clara, there were

ing another chance in

some

bad weather.

The trips gave team
members time to be with

Road

trips especially

affected the team, but as

in perspective. It

hap-

positive aspects.

each other and form
more of the necessary
maraderie. When the

ca-

team played on the road,
they had to put out an

team was the accident
that happened on the
way home from UOP on
September 29. The van
slid on an oil slick and

pened once and chances
were that it wouldn't
happen again." Playing
the games after a long
trip was difficult because
the team lacked energy.
Most team members

rolled over. After the ac-

agreed that they spent a

Linda

cident, the players were

good deal of time watch-

Sophomore engineering major
Denise E. Byron

much more

ing the road while riding

Junior English major

dent that traumatically
affected the volleyball

conscious of

extra effort.
less of

And

regard-

the outcome,

teams generally enjoyed
themselves away from
home.

Ho 11is

I

*

Making an easy play,
sophomore Mary Brkich makes
the out before her Fresno State
opponent can slide into third
base.

Soaring past Stanford
defenders, the ball is spiked
over the net by sophomore
Laura Mollis.

Lone senior and co-captain of
the women's basketball team,
Caren Choppelas shoots for the
hoop during a game against
San Jose State.

Difficulties

Hurdled

OnThe Road

Rivalry
Santa Clara's traditional
contest with St. Mary's
reaches a new high.
you asked a college
sports fan to name a
few of the big-time rivalries in college football
or basketball (you know,
those games that half of
America watches on Saturday or Sunday afterIf

noons), there are

some

who might answer

with:

Oklahoma,
Auburn vs. Alabama,
Army vs. Navy, LouisNebraska

vs.

Kentucky.
But when Santa Clara
alumnus Jim Jennings
(1930) was asked to
name a few big-time rivalries, one in particular
ville vs.

rolled off his lips before

you could say, "Hello,
Mr. Jennings." That was
the rivalry between Santa Clara and St. Mary's
College. And, although
the schools' names are
not quite as big as the
others mentioned, their
rivalry

began with football in
the early 1920s when, according to Mr. Jennings,
"both student bodies
went out to support the
teams, win or lose." "It
was the social event of
the year for the San

Francisco
said

spilled over into basketball

and baseball as well.
rivalry was evi-

The

dent in all sporting
events at Santa Clara.
The close proximity of
the two Catholic schools
and the experience and
quality of both teams
contributed to the growing intensity of the SCUSMC rivalry. Not only
did the rivalry bring

more people, and consequently more game revit also gave
Santa Clara fans and
students an opportunity
to unleash their school

enue, but

spirit.

The Bronco football
squad beat their Gael opponents by a score of 189. The Basketball team,
after losing the previous

rivalry was.

The SCU-SMC

thousand people came
out to watch the game,
the rivalry between Santa Clara and St. Mary's

Bay Area,"

Head Football

game by 20

points, ral-

home, overtaking
the Gaels by one basket.

lied at

Overall, a bigger spectator turn out

was

re-

ported for most sports.
And not only did the

Santa Clara athletes enjoy defeating their Gael

opponents, but the spectators added a spark of

Coach Pat Malley. In

constructive enthusiasm

1925, the annual "tur-

to

key-day affair" moved to
Keezar Stadium. In the
late '50s, when over 55

an on-going

rivalry.

Jeff Brazil

Senior English major

..icnvi

ZoZ
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Waiting for the big

arading through the crowd,
im Sampair displays his
nthusiasm for the Bronco's

football

ffensive drive.

Collins read

game, Kate

SCU-SMC
Alfs,

Carey

Bradford, Billy Fines, and Pete
"The Collegian."
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The rivalry
was also
honored in
Rome.
The
students

abroad
Italy

in

hang

banners
from the
Colliseum
to

show

the folks

back

home

that they,
too,

hope

for the

defeat of
the Gaels.
Paul DeBacker

1 Adrian Churn, Alice Moulder,
^ Greg Wilson, and Tom Theis
1 get ready for the St. Mary's
* game held on October 29th.

M'cHeiio
Standing to cheer on the Bronco
basitetbalt team, Santa Clara fans
experience victory during the contest on
February 25th.

Spain

Ml

Rivalry
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ANS FILL
STANDS
From
word

the

"spirit", several

interesting

meanings can

You can be
haunted by a spirit. You
be derived.

can have high spirits.
lYou can have too

and

spirits

many

high

feel

(imly to turn white as a
iihost later).
spirit is
jsd

college,

usually associat-

with school

The
ling

At

spirit.

school mascot, wav-

pennants, and cheer(from freshmen

ing fans
to old

alums) proved

that school spirit

was

Dressed in red and
white with pompoms and
Budweiser caps they
shouted their support to
the teams. "We loved going to

games

— basket-

ball, football, volleyball

—

it

did not matter. As

we could cheer
them on we were happy," said sophomore
long as

Vicky Meraza.

Most

the favor, members of
the women's basketball

team attended lacrosse
games.
Athletes and students
all enjoyed the elated
feeling they got from
winning, but winning

wasn't everything. It was
easy to love a winner,
but it v;as difficult to
love a loser.

spirited fans at-

tended the men's sports

women's
athletics became more
publicized. Bronco fans
events. But, as

wom-

They

felt

underdog or
those who got through
the agony of defeat.
Whether the teams won
or lost,

took

it

all

kinds

could be found at

young and old alike.
However, the die-hard

en's volleyball

ketball games. Basketball

game

support his
team. They were a differ-

games were

were fans to cheer the

fan lived to

ent breed.

They were

{found at every

game.

fairly well

for the

about

practice."

the men's lacrosse team

came

to

watch

And

the stands.
a

to watch, there

team

when

fill

As long as there was

sophomore Heidi Goldstein. "There was a lot of
cheering, especially

it all.

of fans to

attended, according to

They knew every play,
every statistic, and after
the game you heard

to the least
publicized

for the

equally important to the

and bas-

Every team
from the
most popular

on.

A

had its
devoted fans
to cheer
it on.

victory cheer

winner and a few

words of consolation for
the losers
that was
the name of the game.

—

after

Dan Punier

to return

Junior theatre arts major

Making

their debut at the Pepperdine

basketball game, Jeff Williams, Brent
Gilliland, Paul Crosetti and Tim Jeffries
perform to the music of the Village

People, bringing the shouting spectators
to their feet.

Fans

Fill

Stands
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Matt Ben

The pep band provides upbeat
entertainment for students
during the games. Junior Bob
Greeley and senior Dennis
Carney toot their horns for the
crowd.
Getting a head start on their
Halloween costumes at the
October 29th football game,
Maureen Monahan and Vally

Myers show

their

Bronco

support at the battle between
Santa Clara and St. Mary's.

MimI Fauldert

Shouts of triumph and the vibrations from feet stomping are
caused by the newly formed Bronco Cheering Section. Holly
Chandler raises her arms for victory.
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ANS—
A UNIQUE
ASSEMBLAGE
For every sport there
was a different breed
of fan. In the
stands at
filled

up

season.

fall,

the

Buck Shaw
fans

watched the game while
opposing fans dodged
any water balloons which
might have headed their
way. During the soccer
season, a few hundred
courageous fans huddled
close to stay

warm and

cheer the

SCU team

those cold

weekday

They led the
students to new heights
Broncos.

of spirit in Toso. Accord-

for the football

SCU

of enthusiasm for the

on

nights.

Once basketball season
found the
Lizard Man (Tim
Jeffries) and his
started, fans

incomparable sidekick,
Willy Wad (Jeff
Williams), leading chants

ing to basketball player,

Nick Vanos, "They could
have done the same routine every time and still
have gotten a standing
ovation."

The rugby

fans were

with books in hand, prepared to use them as a
shield

team in a relaxed atmosphere was my motiball

know what was

The

athletes of

SCU

appreciated their fans
and, as students, they realized that no extra cred-

that did not hinder their

it

enthusiasm and support
for the team.
And last, the boys of
spring took to the diapiond at Buck Shaw Stadium. The sunny afternoons brought out a couple of

to win for
the crowd,
and with

games," said sophomore
Mary Gerwe.

day afternoon games, but

going on at those Satur-

"We wanted

vation for going to the

very faithful. Most fans
did not

when Mike Mac-

Farlane pulled one into
the stands. "Supporting
my friends on the base-

was given to those who
attended games. No matter how small the crowd,

SCU

their spirit,

they gave us
an edge."
Nick Vanos

pride and spirit al-

ways shone through!
Dan Purner
Junior theatre arts major

hundred students.
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Ellen

Generating and maintaining
spirit in the stands,

Jeffries

man

Tim

performs his macho

imitation.

J

Namkoong

Despite the rain, avid football fans,
Scott Lamson, Terry Davis, and Jeff
Williams become enthusiastic after
defensive lineman Kevin Tanner sacks
the opponent's quarterback.

FANS

—A UNIQUE ASSEMBLAGE
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ye-bye
love handles
They were

agog

all

Situp time for Percy.
"Eight,

mmph,

mmph

..."

nine,

Percy decided on Monday that he was going to
get in shape. Having to
face another week with
pimples and inflated
"love handles" had proven too much for the college sophomore. This
flabby body was beneath
his dignity

— a guy

still

prime who had

in his

been in his prime. To
quote his mother, "a
stunning physical presence on the soccer field
we were all agog at
his Grecian build."
"Ten, mmph, eleven,

—

mmph

..."

Saturday, Percy began
a grueling regimen of
stretching, then 100 sit-

ups, pushups,

jump

rope,

swimming,

jogging,

batting practice, bowling

— one quick frame; then
he'd hit the sauna and,

vigorous walk

after, a

Sue Walters

good impression is what the Sunday
exerciser thrives on. Here he shows his stuff

Making

a

while the others look on in admiration.

eighteen,

mmph,

mmph

teen,

nine-

..."

was in shape. Man, that
guy was an Adonis.

me

a break,

he was Atlas. He was
Rocky for God's sake.
And he was seventeen.
"Twenty, mmph, twenty-one, mmph, twentytwo,

mmph

Bud

poster and the ham
burger-with-everything
poster.

Percy remembers his
junior year in high
school, the last year he
participated in organized
sports, the last year he

Adonis, give

hangs up on the
mug-of

It

wall, next to the

He

make

through the

it

workout.

"Twenny
mmph, twenny
.

mmph

Percy doesn't remem-

.

eight,

.

.

.

nine,

.

..."

He can
crawling

feel

the sweat

down

his tem-

ples. It'll take quite somi

time to build up the

flab

that the muscle of yore

has become.

He was

..."

stares at the

plaque to keep his concentration so he can

the Hulk, boy.

All the ladies, all the

la-

ber that league

dies.

Up and down

the

against

field,

wings on his

feet,

game
Alemany when

he suddenly, amazingly,
found himself with the
ball, began tramping

down

muddy

the

field

the

FTD

man.

"Thirty

mmph,
mmph,

.

.

.

thirty

thirty
..."

three,
.

.

.

.

.

.

four,
five,

looking for someone to

mmph

pass to

The slow climb to 100
He used to be able to do

— the goal

made him

line

nervous; he

200 situps at a single

was challenged by a defender, panicked, and

stretch.

passed the ball to their

ured

And

fast.

He

fig-

be knocking

fullback.

Saturday.

ly doesn't

quick with Saturdays

the time

and Christmas break
coming up. Then he'll b(
flying through six miles

mmph, thirmmph, fourteen,

"Twelve,
teen,

mmph

..."

used to be able to
do 200 situps at a single
stretch, when he was a
god. Well, maybe only
116, in his finest hour.

"Fifteen,
teen,

mmph.

mmph

Six-

..."

He wonders if he'll
make it through the program

he's prescribed for

himself.

Sports

plaque he won in his soccer days for inspiration.
"Seventeen, mmph,

back to the dorm to guzzle orange juice. Today is

He

Zoo

Grecian build

at his

He

looks to the

And he

certain-

remember
when standing
own untied shoe-

on his
lace, he prevented himself from getting off a
shot in front of

Verbum

Dei's goal.

"Mmph

..."

A fine substitute. Best
damn kid on the bench.
"Twenty

.

.

.

mmph, twenty

mmph
Most
jayvee.

four,
.

.

.

he'll

at six in the morning,

clapping to wake the
birds.

Like Rocky,

cally.

What

'till

his

complexion

clear

up.

"Thirty

.

.

.

six,

..."
inspirational as a

basi-

a stud. Wait

five,

Got a plaque.

a1

two hundred pretty

Rene Romo
Junior English major

mmph

=1.

•
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Sue Walters

How

those
biceps grow!

Of

course,

after the 30

minutes of
worship the
upheld
weight gets
heavy. This

Sunday
exerciser
steels

himself for

one more

moment

of

worship,
before he
moves over
to the
mirrors.

Lifting a heavy bottle of
Budweiser from the floor

the

mouth

is

Hefting prodigious
to

a

o building

J
5
g
i

is

lifters.

Those who go to the weights
assume that 500 pounds is no

essential in

forearms and better
coordination. Mr. Sportsman
getting ready to start his set,
staunchly ignoring the side
ache which comes with
strenuous workouts.

amounts

trademark of Sunday

is

sweat.

Sunday Exerciser
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TAKING THE TIME TO GET INVOLVED

IN

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
APTAIN:

Just finish

stretching out while

I

go

over a few things with
you. For those of you

who

can't

what

this

ball.

Now,

remember
is, it's
I

a soccer

know

it's

been a while since any of
you have seen one of
these, but it's still the
same. Just put this ball

first

game

at 10 a.m.

Wednesday
(Vehement

is

uproar of disapproval

from the team.)

PLAYER

1:

I'll still

intoxicating beverages.

CAPTAIN: Take an
rin.

10:

(With kind

.

hot death,

sir.

.

.

(Team

CAPTAIN:
right,

I still

All right, all

need a buck

from some of you. You
know who you are so I
won't say anything Kevin, Steve, Jim, and Gerry. Now, I called about
shirts and they want $15
a piece for them.
PLAYER 4: Shine that,
man.
CAPTAIN: Yah, I know.
So just wear orange or
something. Now,

some

ideas on a

gimme
team

name. (Long pause.)
PLAYER 14: (With a
true San Fernando metalhead accent) I know.
Ozzy Van Def Crue.
That's a killer name.
(Player 9 decks Player

name
ourselves the Nads so we
can yell go-Nads. (Team

(Pointing to

an obviously unconscious
player 14) Save one for
Dunphey. He'll need it.
CAPTAIN: Okay, drag

Dunphey
let's

to the sideline

have a scrim-

mage. (Play commences
offstage.) Let's go
(Pause) Ray, keep your

hands

off the ball.

it's okay for
you to pick it up Jim.
(Long pause) Ah, Larry

(Pause) No,

this isn't football

—

don't tackle. (Long

pause) Chris, you okay?
Geez, I hope you can
still have children. Wear
a cup next time. (Long
pause) Kevin there's no
pantsing while the ball's
in play. (Pause) Oh, forget it. You guys are sorry. See you bozos on

Wednesday. (Walks off
disgustedly leaving a

blank stage.)
^^^^0^

16: Let's

bursts into fits of laughter.)

3:

aspi-

CURTAIN

14.)

PLAYER

PLAYER

and

snickers.)

be

recovering from imbibing

there.

sarcasm) Mr. Captain,
sir, I think I represent
the entire assemblage
Eat
here when I say

Sports

Okay, animals! Back in
your cages. Now, our

into that large net over

PLAYER

240

CAPTAIN: (In honest
Ken Reeves fashion)

Tom Gough
Freshman theatre

arts

major

Throwing in the ball from the sidelines, junior Sarah Wood set
up for the goal shot during the winter quarter intramural soccei

Wr

vfev,.

J
Matthew

After being pulled

down by

his

J.

Frome

opponent,

Mike Geneva, a Swig R.A., sits out the second
half of the game because of a foot injury.
Returning with her sophomore year I.M.
Anne Hayes, captain and official
kicker, punts the ball on the fourth down
during a fall game on Ryan field.

football team,

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
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ABUSE

ON

THE FIELD DURING

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
hank God that's over
There are some
days that I wonder why
with!

I

Mom;

never listened to

me

she wanted

to be-

come a

doctor, but in-

stead

wound up

SCU
Life

I

intramural
not

is

as an

ball.

don't

fair! I

know how many more
years of ruthless, unjust

abuse

can take.

I

I

am

constantly dizzy and
bruised

all

over.

You! You!

YOU DID

THIS TO ME!!

from this excursion when
a bunch of guys came up
to me and flicked me
around with their feet.
They were all too scared
to pick me up. There was
one guy, however, who
was bold enough to
clutch me, but he always
chickened out as soon as
he picked me up.
My next venture was
in the form of a satellite.
However, the launching
methods were most unconventional.

You Santa Clara

stu-

would

strike

A person
me with a

long metal stick trying to
dents took out all your
send me into orbit.
pent up frustrations on
Then came the topper.
me. What did I ever do
to you? I, the all-purpose I was out-right spanked
in public for

no apparent

ting on a shelf at Osh-

reason by an

Amazon

man's when a 210 pound
yak violently transported
me through his legs to a
tall, skinny guy who was
running for his life. They

with the strength of ten
Grinches. If that wasn't
bad enough, they pun-

ball,

was peacefully

aimlessly flung

sit-

me

through the air for a
touchdown. Team members grabbed for me like
I was a Cabbage Patch

Kid on

sale.

Then my

savior in stripes

came

me while I floated
harmlessly through the
humid air with a geometished

ric

spider

web

in their

path.

After every battle,

I

needed reconstructive
surgery. Needles were
serted into

me

in-

as the in-

along and resurrected me flation process began.
Well, I suppose I'll be
and laid me in the middle of a tranquil meadow back at it again next
year. I wonder if Lloyd's
until
.

A

.

of guys with
nervous twitches in their

bunch

of

London

to sporting

sells

insurance

equipment?

hands had a strange preoccupation with throwing
things
into — of
— a net suspended ten

me

all

feet off the ground.
I

barely got a break

Tom Gough
Freshman theatre

arts

major

Running towards the goal line,
sophomore Catherine Long
dodges past her opponent,
Allison Becker, in hopes that
her flag is not pulled.
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Starting off the

jump
towards the
goal, senior Mary )<> Vranizan
Booting the

ball

passes to another

the set-up.

teammate

for

game

Mark

shot,

with a

lAier,

Hon

Jackson and Frank Burns all
jump for the rebound during a
winter quarter intramural
game.

Ron Poggi

Michael Ritto

Having played on the same

MS

team since her freshman

year,

junior Lisa Filkowski lunges

towards the ball to stop her
opponents from making a goal.

ir

Lisa's

team clinched the LM.

recreational soccer league

championship.

1|

^tU,

^
w

M
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COMPETING
WITHOUT PRESSURE

IN

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
0,

Andy

Locatelli didn't

invent intramurals.
Princeton had an intra-

mural league as early as
1840. There was no football, basketball or even
Softball back then; they
played soccer. Well, sort

They kicked cow
bladders filled with air
(did they spray paint
"Princeton IM dept." on
the bladders?) played
of.

with anywhere from two
to fifty men on a side,
and, it seems, it was not
only legal but encouraged to maim the oppo-

Where can a student go
to enjoy competition

and

get exercise without feeling the pressure to win?

The answer

is in the
paragraph. At Santa

first

Clara we had an IM program which let students
enjoy competition in a

team atmosphere without
the pressure to win. This
was the original purpose
of college athletics.

1983-84 will always be

remembered as the first
year of the new IM
fields.

Upperclassmen

missed the Green

Mon-

nent.

ster in right field of the

Since soccer was one of
only a very few team
sports played in America

tennis court field, the

in those days, its
larity

popu-

Ever-increasing media

and fan attention put

now known

college football,

as

up there

with baseball as this
country's favorite sport

by the

1920's.

"pit" which was the

right-hand batter's box

on the JV diamond, and
the inviting fieldhouse

grew quickly.

soccer,

Some

col-

on the
er,

the

far field.

new

Howev-

fields

prom-

ised to acquire personalities

of their

own

in the

next few years.
Highlights: the Aleague football cham-

November

leges forgot the original

pionship in

purpose of their intercollegiate teams and broke

which was played under
two inches of water; and

NCAA

trying to play the infield

rules in the

name

of winning.

five

This brings us up to
the present. In too

many

cases the needs of the in-

dividual athlete have
been forgotten in the
battle to be

-JHwwaiHWwaKMw*!

number

one.

months

later

with

the Softball taking bizarre hops off fossilized

cleatmarks.
Dave Sorem
Senior computer science major

GrwSc*
In

an amazing intramural occurrence, sophomore Pablo Mai

runs an infield grounder. In intramurals, running

is

rarely

if e

utiliz
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1

Before three enthralled
spectators, this basketball
player skies for two over a
flatfooted defender.

COMPETING WITHOUT PRESSURE

IN

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
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A

RESCUE FROM ACADEMICS

IN
Leaping up

in

the

air,

ball over the net while

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
he pressures of the day
were building up in their
tender skulls. They were
behind in their schoolwork, they had spread
their social life too thin,

they had let their checking accounts run low.
Oh, how they felt it.
Their hands shook, their

open and muscles made
sore by hard, physical
conditioning. Intramurals

rejuvenated. Intramurals

woke one up.
Hundreds of Santa
Clara students wandered
from the confines of
Swig and

their cells in

other dorms to get their

voices crunched like

exercise in football, soft-

gravel as they coughed

ball, volleyball, basket-

and cracked their bored,
tired jokes. It was gross.

ball,

and

soccer.

mal routes. Gorging in
Benson soothed for a

Bleary-eyed and limp
of limb, these students
welcomed the opportunity to use their otherwise

time, but in the long

dormant muscles. In

only brought
shame and heart burn.

and eventually it
only weighed them down
more. Smoking was cool,

they actually enjoyed the
sensation of sweat running down their faces, of
shoulders and arms aching from throwing, of
bruises, the results of unplanned spills, throbbing

but time-consuming.
There was only one

pains were the signs of a

thing

sound mind and body.

•

They

run,

tried all the nor-

it

Coffee's ability to

them

make

was short-

alert

lived

left

.

.

Intramurals.

unmercifully. These

And the "battle scars"
made it clear that Santa

Oh, to get the old
blood flowing in their
young but wizened veins,

Clara's proverbial

to feel the cool air gently

oped.

flowing over their arms

and

legs, to feel their

fact,

"whole

person" was being devel-

Rene Romo
Junior English major

long locks bouncing

on their backs as
they frolicked upon the
lightly

intramural fields like
young rabbits, to once
again feel lungs pried
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Booting the ball right by his
opponent, this intramural
soccer player gets the ball out
of goal territory, and sets up
his

team

for the offensive

the block.

freshman Kurt Pagnini sets up to spike th
sophomore opponent Steve Blake attempt

1

t
I
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Greg Schultz

Aiming for
the piece of
carpet used
as

home

plate, junior

Burns

Kristi

pitches

during her
team's first

game

of the

season.

Hoping for
a

homer

this Softball

player
carefully

places the
ball over the
left fielder's

head.

Michael Rluo
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THE THRILL OF VICTORY IN

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
igns went up the second
week of fall quarter. Intramural teams were or-

The other team, headed by freshman Debbie

ganized on almost

just as

dorm

floors.

all

Almost half

the student population
joined in intramural activities.

Freshmen

floors usual-

ly split in half,

teams

forming

for football, soccer,

Softball, basketball,

volleyball.

A

great

and

way

Whalen, wanted to win
much. This was

—

they
could start a winning
tradition. Cheers eminattheir first year

ed from their huddle as
they proceeded onto the
field in bright red shirts

adorned with soccer
balls.

Crowds surrounded the

game

to get acquainted with

playoff field as the

floormates, intramural

went into three overtimes and ended with a
sudden death playoff.
Carolyn's team won, with

sports provided a healthy

atmosphere for sportmanship. Some floors got
so organized they had
team shirts, coaches, and
even mascots.
Other teams, some
composed of old freshman teammates, were casual about returning.
They were out to win
again. When any two
teams met on a basket.

.

.

ball or volleyball court,

enthusiasm was high.
Especially exciting to

watch was a game
matching a freshman
team against an "exper-

tears streaming

down

the

faces of the surviving

team members. They
picked up three injured
members and cheered
loudly.

This kind of enthusi-

asm was

typical of all in-

tramural games at Santa
Clara.

Intramural sports provided a time for friends
and floormates to get together and enjoy each
other's

company. Also,

physical activity cleared

them

ienced" team, during the

their minds, giving

intramural soccer play-

a break from the hectic

Carolyn Silva's
team, composed of a

the most popular activi-

hours of study. One of

offs.

mish-mash of sophomores, juniors, and mostly seniors,

entered for

their last year.

Most

of

the team was ready to

Santa Clara, intramural sports will often bring people together
ties at

— some in tears, of defeat

and of

victory.

graduate. All through the
season, they pushed each

other

— they wanted to

Denise E. Byron
Junior English major

win. In previous years,

they had always been
thwarted during the
playoffs. Said senior

Tina Lovell, "we have to
this is our last
win
.

.

.

chance."
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Taking a penalty kick from the
corner, fifth floor Swig
resident Jo-Jo Krebs boots the
range against
her opponents.

ball into scoring

j}

f
5
<

eaping, a Landsharks
ler

team

from
Sandwich King sponsored

nember snags the
pponent.

ball

Running to beat the ball,
junior Bob Page races towards
the base as Vines Breen awaits
the throw.

Scouting the court to find an

open player to pass to,
sophomore Kathy Donat
contemplates the next offensive
drive. Kathy's team ended their
season with a 1-5 record.

Ron PoggI

Pitching the ball to the plate
for her senior intramural team,
the Airheads, Sue Theis waits
for the referees call
.

.

.

STRIKE!

THE THRILL OF VICTORY

IN

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
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s it
For

centuries

man

has subjected himself to pain in-

through athletic
combat. Why? Does the
flicted

feeling of victory

outweigh the consequence of broken bones?
Or better yet, what about
being injured and

still

losing a contest?

Apparently, at Santa

broke his leg. This injury
could have been quite a
disadvantage for the
team. To compensate for

Kevin Colbecame a starting receiver. "Kevin greatly
improved and came
through more than we

this set-back,
lins

expected, thus closing

empty gap,"

said

that

was insignificant to the

juries.

head coach Pat Malley.
Perhaps the most
talked about accident
was when the women's
volleyball team's van
overturned after hitting
an oil slick. Ann Skelley,

A

the starting setter for the

competition. All

and club
sports carried many team
intercollegiate

members who

did not

play because of those in-

major upset for the

Bronco football team
happened during the Cal

Ellen

Football injuries

Namkoong

commonly

occur during both training and
game time. Junior David

Drummond, hurt during the
Hayward game, and Steve
Sovik, injured during summer
on the sidelines
discussing the previous play.

training, stand

Playing almost the entire
season with an injured knee,
junior transfer student Vic
Couch was forced to undergo
surgery in April for torn
ligaments.

«

Sports

Hayward game
when David Drummond
State

Clara, the risk of injuries
thrill of

250

worth

team, was seriously hurt,
putting her out for the

it?

season.

The back-up setSharon Silveri, was
then brought in, and although this substitution
broke up the team continuity on the floor, the

April, Jack almost com-

ter,

pletely collapsed.

women

soon adjusted.
"Ann's injury greatly affected us. Sharon didn't
have much playing experience, but we all
worked together and finished the season on a
good note," said junior

utes," said Jack.

starter Lisa Filkowski.

And

The freshmen

eight

were very successful as
rowers, but from the
looks of Jack Murphy
after the race, one would
not think so. After two
consecutive races at Lexington Reservoir in

ing

"Row-

and winning

outweighed how I felt at
the end of a race. I was
only sick for a few min-

The bottom

line

was

competition. "It was a
great feeling. Going out

and competing and winning

made

it

even bet-

ter," said junior football

redshirt Alex Vlahos.
if

perhaps an injury

or obstacle stood in the

performance pathway, it
was overcome with deter
mination and hard work.
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

Taking a hard

Sonoma

hit

from a

state linebacker, junior

Tom Havens

catches his breath
before he continues in the

game.
Trying to recuperate after
winning the race against San
Diego, Jack Murphy of the
freshman boat regains his
composure.

Elian

Rugby
a
J

is

Namkoong

a brutal sport.

Nevertheless, Senior

Rob

Kilmer and freshman Steve

^ Schott wait for the
? thrown in for play.

ball to

be

Is it

worth

it?
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THE MENTAL
EDGE FOR

Shooting over the hand of his
opponent, sophomore Steve
Kenilvort goes up for the
basket at the February 7th

game

against Stanford.

The Last
Minutes
Tension builds as the
clock runs down, innings change and matches are

won

or lost. Be-

cause they were mentally
prepared, players were
able to cope with the
pressures of the

game
during those final moments.

Pre-game preparation
was different for every
athlete.

Some

players

psyched themselves up
physically so that they
could not sit still. Other
athletes "zoned-out" by
getting prepared in their
minds. Sophomore Linda
Hollis tried to get into a
rhythm of doing volleyball plays in her mind
before each game. "There

had

to be a set pattern

of actions before a
to help

me

feel

game

prepared

mental preparation prowas accomplished by

cess

the athletes themselves,
coaches gave great moral

and mental support to
their teams. "Be tough
go out there and play
hard; play smart" is the
type of pep talk SCU

—

basketball players heard
from Head Coach Carroll
Williams. And from this

support, athletes gained
confidence to play a bet-

game.
Although the hours
spent physically training
ter

for a

game were impor-

mental preparawas equally significant, and athletes needed
the extra mental edge.
tant, the

tion

Tiffany Jones

Sophomore undeclared
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

and more confident."
While most of the
Reflecting on past plays and
contemplating next moves,
players gain that mental edge.

Receiver Kevin Collins sits out
and concentrates on all that he
has learned through practicing
and conditioning.

ZuZ
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Taking a swing at the plate,
sophomore Dave Bearden is a
speedy outfielder who was
moved to the varsity team his
freshman year.
Spiking the ball over the net,

sophomore Linda Mollis
solid offensive player

is

who

a
also

possesses great defensive
blocking skills.

ElUn Namkoonf

Running on to the

field with a
important
to a player's performance.
Waiting for the referee's signal,

positive attitude

is

the varsity football team lines
start the game.

up to

The

Last 3 Minutes

253

Setting up for her swing
sophomore Martha Healey
prepares to bunt to send her
teammate on third base to
home.

Diving towards the floor, Anne
Hansen keeps the ball in play.
Plays like this one helped to
earn the Broncos a victory over
Berkeley.
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)ne crucial play can

change the outcome

of

he game. As Tom Havens leaps over the goal
ine, the referees hands go up, signaling the
ead for the Broncos.

Planning the strategy for the
last three minutes, Coaches
Titus and Bordenave
demonstrate plays to Willie
Seldon, Michael Rosselli, and

TURNING

John Faylor.

THE GAME IN

The Last
Minutes
As players ran onto

cause volleyball was nev-

the field or court, they

er over until the last

experienced different

point was scored. There

but one thought
was always present in every athlete's mind: the
thought of victory. "I always thought there was a
chance to win, and if we
wanted to, we had to run
on the field knowing we
would," exclaimed junior

was no time

feelings,

red shirt Darryl Long.

The key to start off a
good performance was a
positive attitude. And,
although there might
have been a glimmer of a
doubt as to whether a
team would win, athletes
concentrated on their
plays and learned

through the conditioning

"We

practices.

play our

tried to

no

play."

Some

athletes took a

loss as their

own

person-

but when a
game was won, it was
not only the fans who
al fault;

went

crazy.

The

players

took personal pride in
success, and they had a
right to.

The

difference

between a win and a loss
had much to do with
team attitude. As Darryl
said, "You always
thought there was a way
to win, and you did it!"

game plan and

not the other team's, try-

them out of
game plan," said

ing to get
their

limit, so

time pressure, but we
had to concentrate because the game could
easily turn around in one

Tiffany Jones

Sophomore undeclared
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

sophomore volleyball
player Margie Roemer.
The last few minutes
of a game were the most
crucial. As junior Ann
Skelley explained,

had
Ellen

Bringing her opponent to the
ground, Pam Steel makes a
crucial defensive play. Because
rugby is a club sport, women
other than students at Santa
Clara, like Pam, can play.

'fmi^'

Watching

to stay

"We

tough be-

Namkoong

in anticipation

from

the bench, the men's basketball
team waits for the outcome of
the shot made by senior Terry
Davis.

Turning The

Game

In

The Last 3 Minutes

ZOu

The Santa Clara f Hat

Jumping

for a crucial shot,

Joyce Hodges concentrates on
the basket despite aggressive
defense from two opposing

team members.
Dribbling at half court, Santa
Clara team member Jeanette

Chang

faces

an opposing team

member

one-on-one.

Mummmmm
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Broncos play
tough, set record
SCU
The
women's basteam fin-

mark

tied

ished with a

the lead on a bankshot

of 10-17, but

Broncos had only one
showed promise when they won their
own tournament in December.
The Holiday Classic
(held over Christmas
break) brought UC-Santa
Barbara, United States
senior and

International University

and Weber State University to Toso Pavilion.
Senior Caren Choppelas gave the Broncos early incentive to win when
she broke Karen Ulmer's
all-time scoring

mark

of

1111 points. Caren need-

ed only five points to
break the record, and
midway through the first

game with

half of the

U.S. International, she
converted a mid-court
steal into a three-point
play and took over first

However, SCU's

tension before the record
fell

game,

the score, and then took

played exciting ball in
one of the West Coast's
tougher leagues. The

place.

in the

ketball

and the ensuing ex-

citement helped USIU
more than the Broncos,
and the Gulls led 42-31

by Beth McCarthy.
almost came back,
but Santa Clara won 7370 and advanced to the
championship round.

USIU

Against Weber State,
the Broncos again had a

than adequate first
and they fell behind
46-34. With their backs
less

half

to the wall, the

team

closed the gap to 55-51

minute mark,
and a ten-foot jumper by
Caren Choppelas made
at the 13

the score 71-70 with 4:41
to go.

Caren then

hit

three of four free throws

and Santa Clara took the
lead 75-73 as 1:51 re-

mained in the game.
However, with only
eight seconds on the
clock, the game went to
overtime tied at 77.
The SCU media guide

James

said junior Sheila

possessed a "pure" shot.
5'7" guard put

The

on a
overtime as she
connected on three per-

show

in

fect all-net shots

the

from

left corner. Sheila's

basket with 1:45 to go
gave Santa Clara an 8785 lead and the tourna-

at halftime.

ment championship. We-

The Broncos played
much better team ball

ber had several shots
in

the second half and
slowly narrowed the
lead.

With

Members

five

of the

minutes

women's

basketball team watch
intensely during a crowded

home game.

from the foul

line in the

but they
were only able to close
the gap to 87-86.
final seconds,

Christopher Stampolis

Freshman

political science/

French major

Broncos play tough, set record

Zu I

Passing to a teammate senior
Mike Short gets the ball into
more advantageous goal range
during a game against U.C.
Davis.

Feeling the pains of the race
junior oarsman Pat Curran
tries to catch his breath after

San Diego at
Lexington Reservoir.

losing to

Broncos hit hard ^
but find its
Ellen

Namkoong

Tough
To Win At
Times
The goal
game,

in

playing a

ultimately,

is

to

win. Those 7 a.m. prac-

Lexington Reserand hot August days

tices at

extra time limit, the

voir

scores were tied at 3-3

when

and 1-L But the Broncos

football players

conditioned were not

everyone
get to know one another
or to form team unity;
used just to

let

the goal was to win.

And although each
athlete participated in
sports for that specific
reason, that goal was
sometimes unattainable.
When that victory was

not achieved, though,
there were always other
highlights that

made

the

season and the games

played worthwhile.
During the men's soccer season, the games

Zoo

UCLA

and Portland were pushed to
overtime. Going into the
against

lost the offensive edge
and, consequently, the
games. These two games

were good examples of
how one crucial move
could destroy all chances
of victory.

To

offset these losses,

though, the men's soccer
team wallopped St.
Mary's two games later
by the margin of 7-0.

men
NIT

In basketball, the

advanced to the
playoffs, and after winning two upset games
against Oregon and Lamar, the Broncos were

Greg Schu

stopped in Louisiana.
Considering that this was
the first post-season play
in more than ten years,
the Broncos played re-

markably well.
But in one game during regular season play,

the Broncos did not play
as well.

On February

against

San Diego,

23

after

missed shots in the last
seconds by Terry Davis,
Michael Norman, and

Nick Vanos, the men's
team lost 63-61.
Nick Vanos said, "We
just couldn't
shot.

way

make

the

Our timing was

Rushing down field, sophomo
Arnie Von Massenhausen look
for an open rugger to
undermine Stanford's defense.

tries in

the

first

three

games than they did all
of last year. "We had a
great time just going oui

there and playing.

It

didn't really matter

if

w

won or not," said sopho
more manager Kate Alfs
However, even in
slumps, SCU's athletic
teams kept their sports'
enthusiasm

alive.

Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

off."

And although

the

women's rugby team did
not have a winning season, they scored more

Knocking their sticks togethe
and his Ca
Poly opponent struggle for

this lacrosse player

possession at the beginning of
the second half.

Sports

I

Tough To Win At Times
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MAKING THEIR MARK
SCORES

SCU's teams end their seasons with enthusiasm/improvement
©Stanford
W 3/19 @Lamar
76-74 W
Oregon
Stanford
MEN'S
@Nevada-Reno 14-20 L 3/22 @SW Louisiana 76-97 L
Loyola

BASEBALL

5/12

DATE OPPONENT
2/1

2/7

2/8

@UC

SCORE

4-3

W
W
w
w
w

4-7
2-4

L
L

4-5
4-3
6-10
4-6
1-5, 10-9
5-8

L

Davis

3-2

Sonoma

12-2

@ Hay ward

7-6
9-6

State
State
California

2/10
2/11 ©California
Stanford
2/12
2/18 @Long Beach
State
2/19
2/20

@UC

@Pepperdine

3/20
3/21
3/24
3/25
3/28
4/1

4/3
4/5
4/6
4/7

4/8

7-16, 21-6

LW
L

LW

9-1

@UOP

1-5

L

UOP

7-5 5-4

13-5

Davis

Washington

11-1

California

1-13

@SF

State

Fresno

2-9 5-6

USF

9-4

@USF

5-14
9-15
6-3

@St. Mary's

(aUSF
SJ State

@SJ

State

3-4

1-13
2-12 5-6
3-9
,

3-9

13-0
6-11 5-3
,

Nevada-Las Vegas 8-13
4/16
4-6
Stanford
4/17
8-0 7
4/24 (a)UOP
9-8 7
USF
4/25
1
4/28 @St. Mary's
6-2 4
St. Mary's
4/29
7-5 7
SJ State
5/2
,

,

,

,

Sports

L
L

W
W
L
W

UC

4/10 @Stanford
4/11 (@i Sonoma State
Nevada-Reno
4/14

260

W

@Fresno State

5/18 @Pepperdine

W
L
L

LL
L
L
L
LL
L
L

WW
WW
L
WW
WW

W

17-12
4-21
2-3, 0-3

L
LL

3-5, 1-3

LL

BASKETBALL
Australian

11/19

New Mexico
11/25
N. Carolina
11/25
Oklahoma
11/27
Fordham
11/29
use
12/2
Humboldt St.
12/6
12/10 (a.SJ State
Princeton
12/16
Stetson
12/17
California
12/22
UC Davis
12/23
Alaska12/29
Anchorage
Ohio St.

SF

Idaho

1/4
1/7

State

@Nevada-Reno

1/19

Pepperdine

1/21

Loyola-

54-50
75-78
77-91
59-49
74-54
76-59
67-65
53-75
73-60
52-60
78-58
85-66
71-69
70-66
72-61
76-66
77-63
57-54

W
W
L
L

W
W
W
W
L
W
L
L

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
L
L
L

3/1

@Loyola-

64-81
61-69
56-55
61-49
73-69
68-70
63-73
61-63
59-56
80-63

W
W

3/15

Marymount
66-53
@Oregon

W

2/2

Gonzaga

2/4

Portland
Stanford

2/7

2/16 @Portland
2/18
Gonzaga
2/23
San Diego U.
2/25
St. Mary's

@

12/10
12/14
12/18
12/19
12/20
12/30

W
W
L
L
L

Stanford

Houston

@SF

State
U.S.
International

Weber

41 57
75 72
44 54
73 70

87 -86
64 -68
Cal Polo
54 55
Pomona
58 66
Pepperdine
45 73
Utah State
83 74
SF Univ.
74
Nevada-Reno 60 64
73 77
/6
Idaho
/9
59 65
57 47
/13 (aCalifornia
/16
Fresno
57 70
/18
61 64
Hawaii
75- 73
/24
SJ State
/26
59
SF Univ.
2/3
53
Oregon

State,

St.

2/4

Oregon

2/8
2/11

UOP

St.

@Fresno St.
2/16 ©Washington
2/18 ©Washington

L

W
L
W
W
L
L

2/21

@SF

@SF

3/2

State

California

Univ.

L
L
L

W

5/5

Opening Day
Western Springs

63--75

L

6-i

17-1
17^

19
5

Club 4

WOMEN'S

CREW
3/23

Humboldt

4/7

San Diego Crew Classic
San Diego State
San Diego State, St.
Mary's, Sac. State,
Mills

4/27

61--57

Regional Championships

Lightweight 8
Novice 8
Frosh 8
Lightweight 4

W
W
L
W

Santa Barbara

University of San Diego

Overall Records:
Varsity 8

4/13
4/14

UCD

Loyola

5/5
Newport Regatta
5/12 Long Beach Invitational
5/19-20 Sac. WIRA/ Western
6/2

Sprints/ Pac 10
Collegiate Nationals

72--73
77--82

74-62

W

MEN'S CREW
3/30
4/7
4/13
4/14

UC

W
L
W

73-

88-76
59-70

4/28
4/29
5/19
5/20

@UOP

2/24

Marymount
1/26 @St. Mary's
1/28 @San Diego U.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
11/22
11/26
11/29
12/9

MEN'S

WW
LL 12/30
W 1/2
L
L

4/21

4/27

Olympic Team 83-69

Irvine

2/22 @USC
Cal Poly
2/25
2/29 @California
3/3-4 @Cal Poly
3/6
3/18

1-12

@Loyola
Marymount

2/21

7-6

5/8
5/9

Overall Records:
Varsity 8

Lightweight 8
Novice 8
Novice 4

9-1
3-

10-1
2-

Humboldt
San Diego Crew Classic
San Diego State, UOP

Warming up before

SMC, UCSB, Sac. State,
UOP, CMA, Davis,

a race at
Lexington, the women's varsitj
8 boat listens to the coxswain
as she commands their next

Humboldt

move.

Ready to take the shot,
freshman Brian Crane positions
himself and aims to break
through Davis' defense.

Knud Gotterup

Hoping for a

ig to return the serve,

Bob Williams

junior back
darts for the

goal, as junior

Dean Klisura

try,

gets ready to tackle his

opponent.

Susan Molitor
mplates her opponents
)ffensive move.
•

MAKING THEIR MARK
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After blocking the goal
attempt, sophomore goalie Paul
Badaracco hurls the ball to a
lacross teammate to begin the
Bronco's next offensive move.

Slicing the
serve, senior

Arlene
Daniel
strategically

places the
ball to

outsmart
her

Washington
State

opponent.
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1

YET ANOTHER SEASON
on

Broncos, fans, and athletes alike thrived
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

NORPAC

11/12

Barbara

(Oregon) 7th/8
3/7

ATE OPPONENT SCORE
'24

Westmont

OVERALL:

(UCD)

)/8

Aggie

)/15

Invitational
Biola
Invitational

)/22

Bronco

)/5

SCAC Champs

4th/8

5th/10

9/17
9/24
10/1

2nd/7

10/8
10/15

2nd/8

10/22
10/29
11/5
11/12
11/19

in league play

@
@
@

Humboldt
Hay ward
SF State

@

Cal Lutheran
UC Davis
Portland
St. Mary's
Northridge St.

@

State

Sonoma

St.

Cal Ply

SLC

17-7
15-17

16-17
22-20
6-24
20-6
18-9

22-24
10-0
27-20

@

3/31

MEN'S FOOTBALL

Invitational

VERALL: 2nd

7th in league play

8th/13

Invitational

Sonoma
Humboldt

1/8

Davis

1/15

Mills

1/22

Bronco

4th/8
6th/8
8th/14
5th/8
5th/10

Invitational
/5

St.

Marys

4th/8

(a)

2/18
2/25
2/26

18-1

Berkeley
Davis
Stanford
Cal Poly
UC Santa

21-8
25-3
16-5
16-7

10-8
13-6
15-6
21-4

4/14
4/15

@ UC

L
L

Sac. State

Cal Poly

Santa
Barbara

9/14
9/17
9/20
9/24
9/25

1/7

Silverhawks

1/7

Seahawks

L

1/21

1/14

(a St.

1/14

@
@
@

1/21

St.

L
L
L
L
L

2/8
2/8
2/11
2/11
2/18

2/18
2/25
2/25
3/3
3/3
3/10
3/10
3/24
3/24

I

II

Mary's
Mary's

Humboldt
Humboldt

I

II
I

II

Bats I
Bats II
Davis
Davis II

@
@
@
@
@

SJ State
SJ State
Chico St.
Chico St.
Stanford
Stanford

@
@
@ UCSC
@ UCSC

II
I

II
I

II

I

II

SJ State
SJ State

@
@

I

I

II

Berkeley
Berkeley

21-17
20-24
12-9
18-3
35-4
28-4
9-18
12-20
10-28
16-15
18-6
12-15
12-15
21-17
12-18
21-6
28-4
35-9
24-6
21-3
14-18
12-21

W
L
W
W
W
W

@

San Francisco

1/8

1/15
1/23
2/3
2/10
3/5
3/12

-

^

Santa Cruz

@
@

Berkeley
Davis
San Jose

Sonoma

@
@

Stanford
St. Mary's

6-9
10-8
12-15
5-6
32-29
8-10
6-11
38-30

10/5
10/7
10/12

@

10/14
10/15
10/16
10/18
10/21
10/26
10/28

Ellen

jging the incoming pitch,
sihomore catcher Mike
I icFarlane decides to let the
i ide throw pass by during a
g ne against Fresno State.
J

1

Namkoong

Westmont

1-2

Washington
Santa Barbara
Chico State

3-1

9/9
9/14
9/20
9/24
10/1
10/4
10/7
10/9
10/11
10/15
10/18
10/21
10/26
10/30
11/2
11/9
11/11

W
W

in after yet

@ USF
@ U. Las Vegas
@ Cal Fullerton
@

2-1

4-1
1-4
1-5

UOP

1-0

Fresno State
California

7-0

@ UCLA
@
@

3-2
4-2

0-2
2-3

San Diego State

3-4

Portland
St. Mary's
Cal St. Hay ward
San Jose State

1-0
1-2

7-0
2-1

2-0

9/11

0-3

1-0

0-0
3-1

5-2

Metro State*

2-1

Louis*
0-1
Santa Barbara* 0-1
Berkeley
0-3
(a-

Long Beach
Sacramento

St. 2-0
St.

Sonoma

2-1
1-2

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

W
L
W
W
W
W
w
L
L

San Jose

2/11

2/18

@

2/22

@ UC

Notre Dame,
Davis

Fresno State

2/25

Mary's

2/29

(§>

3/2

@ UC

3/3

@ Chapman

L

St.

Riverside

San Francisco

3/6

4-8
0-8
0-5
4-2
4-5

W
W
w
w
w
L
L

W

1-5

L
L
L
L
L

0-7

L

1-13
0-7

@

3-2

3/17

Sonoma

0-4

3/19

Oregon

3/10

W

0-5
2-3

W

1-5

(5.

4-6

0-10
3-10
0-3

UOP
Oregon State

3/24

1-6

0-5

3/28

@

Hayward State

UNR

3/30

7-4
1-6

L
L

3/31

@

California

W
W

4/4

@

Fresno State

L
L
L

4/11

3-7
1-6

4/13

California

@ UOP

0-14
0-6
0-7
0-10
0-2
0-11
0-10

4/14

Notre Dame,

4/24

11-1
Belmont
San Francisco 16-4

@

0-8

Stanslaus St.
St.

Mary's

W
W
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

2-1

State

L

L

10-3
4-2

S.F. State

L
L

W
L
W
W
W

6-2
12-1

0-3

W

W
L
W
W
W
W

4-2

College

W
L
L

St.

Belmont

4/26
Colo. College

1-3

S.F. State

WOMEN'S SOCCER

another long

afternoon of practice at
Lexington reservoir.

Cal St. L.A.
U. San Diego

1-4
3-1

L
L

4/25

The women's crew team packs
it

@

0-1

1-3

Stanford
Davis
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
St. Mary's
B.Y.U.

Tournament

3/21
9/3

0-0

Hayward

St.

MEN'S SOCCER
9/7

Chico

SCORES

*at Colorado College

L
L
L

WOMEN'S RUGBY
11/15

@
@

@
@

10/1

MEN'S RUGBY

W
L
W
w
L
W

MEN'S LACROSSE

UC
UC

UOP

@

1/28

1/28
2/11

15-3

4/4

1/28

/I

Stanford

W

/OMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
24

sports competition.

1-8

0-4
7-2

2-6

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

W
W
L
L
L

W
L
L

YET ANOTHER SEASON
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Greg Schu

Taking her stance for the
incoming pitch, senior Karey
Sheehan waits for her pitch
during a women's Softball game
held at Lafayette Park.
Finishing their season with a
19-9 record, the freshmen 8

boat was practically
unbeatable. Here the oarsmen
cheer after beating San Diego
at Lexington.
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ADDING

ALL UP

IT

Evaluating team performances takes more than

statistics.

SCORES
MEN'S

TENNIS
an Jose State
JC Santa Cruz

Oregon

onoma

St.

St.

Vest Valley
'ioT

7-2

UOP

5-4

U.S. International

1-8

U.C. Davis
W.C.A.C.

3-6

Tournament
Alumni

0-9
2-7

W
W

UC
UC

5/1

5/2

L
L

Cals

lartnell

Mary's
IC Berkeley
IN Reno
acramento St.
t.

ortland U.

9-0
8-1

7-2
7 Pts.

7-2
3
1-8

W
W
w
8th
W
y

J

State

4-5

L

3-6

T

2-7

,

rain
6-3

6-3

^

W
W

1-8

T

2-7

T

resno State

1-8

L

an Franciijco

9-0
7-2

W
W

ihabot College

4-

Def.
7-2

an Jose State
Iniv. Hawaii
AT Force
/ashington St.
t. Mary's
al Poly SLO
'.C. San Diego

3/3

2 Loyola
Cal Sacramento

W
L
W
W

'.oise

Northridge

0-

8-1

Montana

(2

3-

2/14
2/17
2/21

fa'Pepperdine

2/8

Oregon

©Fresno

2/4
2/5

Iniv.

2/11

(a>Cal

L

Iniv.

@Sacramento

2/3

3-6
2-7

2/4
2/6

TENNIS

9-

0- 9
2/20 iSStanford
2/24
Univ. San Diego 2 7
9- 0
2/27
San Francisco
1 8
3/3
Fresno State
63/10
Reno
63/18
Oregon
33/19
U.S. Intl.
13/21
Minnesota
4/2
Washington St. 74/4
a UOP
54/11 a San Francisco
14/15
UC Irvine

UN

4/16

Long Beach

St.

4/24 (a'San Jose State

3
4

Tourney
Pepperdine
Univ. of Idaho
Univ. of Utah

UC

VOLLEYBALL

W

WOMEN'S

1-8

3-6

MEN'S

22 pts. 6th
6-0

,

Berklev
Davis

Loyola-Marymount

Snow

INR
o.

Menlo College

@San

Jose

St.

St.

L
L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chico

g Humboldt
UCSC
3/9
Sacramento St.
3/17
3/25 (2'UC Berkeley

3/30

Humboldt

L
L

3/31

Chico

4/3

San Jose

4/8
4/13

UC Davis
Fresno

W
L
L

W
L
W
L
L
L

Invitational

UC
UC

UCSC
UC Davis
UC Berkeley

W

St.

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Loyola-Marymount

9/22
9/27
9/29

State

Santa Barbara

San Jose State

UOP

10/11

Washington
Washington St.
U. San Francisco

10/15

Cal Fullerton

10/18

San Jose State
Univ. San Diego

10/7

10/8

10/20
10/22
10/25
10/28
10/29

UC

of the

teams leading
John Mescali

W
W

L
L

Santa Barbara

U. San Francisco

W
L
W
L
L

[Oregon State
[Oregon

11/1

California

11/7

Hawaii
Fresno State
Loyola Marymount

n/14

L
L
L
L
L

Irvine

Ellen

One

W
W
W

Riverside

Memphis

UC
UC

L

Santa Barbara

Nevada-Reno

11/8

9/8-10

L
L

Santa Barbara

Northwestern
9/13
9/16-17 Fullerton

3/4

W

W
W
W
W

L
L
L
L

Namkoong

As the pitcher throws to

first

sophomore Ray

setters, senior

base,

blocks an attempted spike
against his Stanford opponent.

Williamson lunges towards the
bag during a game against
University Nevada Reno.

ADDING

IT

ALL UP

265

Watching the Broncos on the

home

court, Pat Cipolla, Joe
Carey, Dave Asson, John

Roney, Gary Lizama, and
Casey Miller lift their
Heidelbergs to toast to a
victory over Pepperdine.

Matt Barnal

Cars and fans situated
themselves in Leavey parking
lot for the pre-game tailgate
parties. Pete Morin, Chuck
Carlise and Mike Copriviza
barbeque hot dogs, waiting for
the

Homecoming game

to

begin.
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Win or

Lose,

parties follow
Some cheered and
some played,

but most
students became involved
in athletic events. In

both cases, intercollegiate
and intramural sports

amount

of Budweiser

beer before the game.

after a victory or after a

But, along with this

"We had

tremendous

game-time involvement,

before going to the

game

students discovered an-

against Pepperdine,

and

way

to

become

in-

After

or Satur-

day afternoon game, men
and women rugby players held parties at the

TY! From the

Tim "Lizard"

designated rugby house.
No matter what the out-

fall foot-

games held

practically

in the

drowned

themselves in their before, during,

and

after

larger," said

cated Bronco fans.
In the spring, coolers,

bare chested men and
sunglasses were trade-

marks of Santa Clara
baseball fans.

Before the October
15th Homecoming game

and

homes and automobiles
were situated in Leavey
parking lot. By 11 a.m.,
two hours before the
kick-off, kegs were
tapped, barbeques were

and the celebration
began. Students, alumni
and other fans lifted
lit,

their cups, toasting to

good fortune.
Football was not the
only sport which attracted such enthusiastic celebration. During basketball season, students

)y

would plan their dorm
parties around the
games. Before the Pep-

Jeffries,

one of the most dedi-

celebrations.

against Davis, motor-

it all

effort.

Wednesday

77-63 win, the party be-

spring sunshine, fans

sums

Broncos easy

a

came much

ball

lanner

after the

a small party

volved in the athletic
program: HAVE A PARball season to the base-

cheering and generating
pirit, Santa Clara fans showed
he athletes how much they
upported them, and this

and nurse a beer while
cheering on the players.
But these sporting
event celebrations were

and gave them a break
from the academic scene.

other

aw student John Bernal (SCU
83) celebrates Homecoming in
he Buck Shaw stands.

happy hour in the "beer
gardens" behind Leavey.
For one dollar, students
could drink an unlimited

to lay back, get a tan,

not restricted to spectators alone. Athletes also
had reasons to celebrate

entertained the students

Matt B«rnal

perdine game on January
19th, OCSA and the Senior Class sponsored a

Weekend

late afternoon ball

games, such as the game
against the Santa Clara
alumni on February 5th,
gave students a chance

come of the game, the
opposing team players
were invited.
Partying benefitted
both the spectator and
the athlete.

spectators and
athletes

joyously

celebrated

before and
after

SCU

sports events.

specta-

few

drinks while watching
the game, and the athletes benefitted

from the

support in the stands. It
did not really matter
what the final score of
the game was. Athletes

and fans

Enthusiastic

The

tor enjoyed having a

still

after a loss.

celebrated

They

cele-

brated individual and

team effort. Before, during, and after celebrations connected with ath-

events helped to
keep both the sports'
letic

fans and the athletes in
better spirit.
Terry Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

up.

WIN OR LOSE, PARTIES FOLLOW
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"Crazy Eights" played well
enough to make it to the
playoffs. Tina Rothrock and
Margaret Keenan run off the
field together after

making

another touch down.

Camaraderie between men and
women's rugby teams can be
noticed at weekend
celebrations, such as this one,
featuring Catherine Long, Matt

Haley, Claudia Feit, Kate Alfs,

Dan McCormick and Mike
Kollas.

Ellen

Namkoong

Dorlo Barbiei

econd Families
a successful
Being
athlete and mak-

team took
much time and effort
hours of practice, team
ing a

—

The men and women

However, equally important in a team sport was

rugby players developed

camaraderie.

similar "family ties."

After spending 15-20

The men's team played
matches on

meetings, then games,

hours a week in practice

their

more meetings, and yet
more practices.

and game time, friendships were bound to
form. Athletic teams be-

ent days than the

An

athlete, of course,

got a sense of pride

came a family — grow-

satisfaction

ing, eating, partying,

en's

differ-

wom-

team so that the

women

could attend and

men on. Natumen were just

out the most.

One

often

caught a glimpse of a
belly button or two
standing in line.
Although the teams at
Santa Clara were very
close and "hung out"
with each other, they
were in no way cliquish.
Teams did not exclude

and
from doing
well during a game.
Outsmarting the defense
and making that impossi-

just plain being together

as supportive during the

social activities,

became necessary daily
habits. A team without

women's matches. They
held a joint "Rugby

players only associate

ble goal, or shooting

this

from half court, hearing
the "swish" as the ball
passed through the net
and then the roar of the
crowd
these were the
times when those hours

team, and

—

camaraderie

mance

its

is

and

not a

perfor-

will suffer.

Team

sports at Santa

Clara were no different.

The men's and women's
soccer teams, for

exam-

of conditioning paid off.

ple, ate together, ex-

An

changed "secret pals" with

athlete

must

feel

good about himself or
herself physically; being
in shape is very impor-

268

both on and off campus.

tant to most athletes.

each other during holiday seasons, and spent
their free time together

cheer the
rally,

the

Ball," as well as joint

weekend

The

celebrations.

baseball

and

foot-

ball players ate their

meals with their teammates regularly. It was
not hard to notice the
swarm of guys coming
through the door attired
in their practice uni-

forms.

The

basketball

players, however, stood

other students from

theii

nor did

with those playing the
same sport. The opportu

meet many peoSCU's relatively
small campus remained
nity to

ple on

one of the University's
foremost characteristics.

With

a little effort,

friendships,

whether

wit!

athletes or non-athletes,

were easy to come by.
Donovan
Sophomore engineering major

.Terry

Sports

i

Second Families
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1000 Lafayette St. Santa Clara
(408) 349-4723
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Ads & Index

M® ^

B[fQ(o]©2S

jDusinesses Cast
a Vote of

CONFIDENCE
^

ociety always tries to promote that which
best benefits society. The same is true for all
forms of government, institutions, and systems. In the South Bay, businesses are committed to the success of the economy. And
they recognize the importance of students in
the future
for the well-trained youth of today promise the posibility of a better tomorrow. In this respect, businesses support Santa
Clara.
Many of our advertisers are recruiters

—

through the Career Planning and Placement
Center, or are businesses patronized by Santa
Clara students, such as Bank of America and
Su* Walter*
iking a break

from the Dance-a-

on in Benson basement, Eileen
cDermott sits to catch her
eath while Jeannie Cara, an art
story major

who

studied in
enna as a junior, lounges with
r

sophomore

D.J.

eps the annual dance
)ving.

Ed Arce

marathon

The exhausting marathon.

downstairs Benson, lasts a
is a fundraiser
the Special Olympics.

Id in

mplete 24 hours and
r

Clarita's Restaurant.

Some

of our advertisers are longtime supporters of SCU
the regional Budweiser dis-

—

tributor. University Electric,

Sir Speedy, to

feet up.

>ntinuously turning out a wide
riety of danceable melodies,
ergetic

.

name but

and

a few.

By

SCU

through their donations, whatever they may be,
they have really supported students. And, the students' patronage helped the local businesses
ride their economic roUercoasters successfully
The effects of mutual economic support have
enabled many to attend Santa Clara who
would have found it very difficult, if not imsupporting

possible, otherwise.

Therefore,

support and

we

gratefully acknowledge their
hope for their continued patron-

age.
Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

Businesses Cast a Vote of Confidence

Z il
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Advertisements

Anheuser-Busch, Crocker Bank

273

THE CAMPUS STORE
the on-campus store serving all the student's needs

For

all of

located in

Benson Center

your appliance needs

WE MAKE

Sir SfDeedy,

^

I

loOKCOO"

UNIVERSITY

lllilH

for all

See the SPECIALISTS

your resume needs and nnore

PRINTING, COPYING, FOLDING, COLLATING,
BINDING, SCORING, PADDING, STAPLING,

in

HOLE PUNCHING,

KITCHEN & LAUNDRY
APPLIANCES

and many other services

1045 Monroe Street (Franklin Mall)

Santa Clara,

CA

95050

244-8886

1391 Franklin

SANTA CLARA

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

244-6500

c\^^*>^

861 Franklin Street

xS^
Santa Clara,

Calif.

(408) 244-9138
Mon.-Fri. 11:00-9:00
Sat.-Sun. 5:00-9:00

J.E.

274

Heintz

'23

Advertisements

Serving the Valley Since 1919"

W.G. Heintz

'50

AMPLE FREE PARKING • BEER & WINE
CHILDREN'S PLATES AVAILABLE

.

_ HEWLETT

(Vl
HM PACKARD

Congratulations Graduates

from
Hewlett-Packard

Company

Santa Clara Division
Santa Clara, California

UNIVERSITY ELECTRIC,

Sir

Speedy, Clavitas, Hewlett-Packard

275

PIZZA
featuring delicious
"thick style" or *'thin style" pizza

All-You-Can-Eat Night

Wednesday 6-9 p.m.
kinds.

You

eat

all

We

serve

it

the pizza

out of the oven piping hot,

all

different

you want.

Happy Hours
Enjoy your favorite brew every Tuesday and Thursday

1

1

a.m.-2.p.ni.

Family Night
Each Sunday between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. is family night at Mountain Mikes:
Buy any large pizza of your choice and get a FREE small pizza (of same or
equivalent value). Not valid on take out orders.

241-2850
700 Bellomy Street

at

Park Avenue

Santa Clara

276

Advertisements

Santa Clara Main

900 Lafayette
277-7354

Street

Thanks!

Jack Mieuli.
Jim Mieuli

Class of 1937
Class of 1960
Class of 1975

Jr.

Terry Mieuli

FLOWERS
GIFTS of DISTINCTION
FOR EVERY OCCASION

SINCE 1885
"IN

ANY EVENT - SEND THE
YOU PAY NO MORE

FINEST"

JUST DIAL

292-8311
WORLD WIDE
DAILY 8 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
Sundays - Downtown Op«n 'til 1 P.M.
Holiday* - Downtown Open 'til 1 P.M.

GIFT

SHOP

292-8315
Corner 2nd & San Fernando

SAN JOSE • SANTA CLARA
LOS GATOS • CAMPBELL
SARATOGA • CUPERTINO
AND OTHER VALLEY

TOWNS

OUR 5 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

AFTER HOURS DUL

NAVLET'S CENTRAL DESIGN & FLORAL SUPPLY

268-2389

150 SO

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED BY PHONE
DOWNTOWN FLOWER &

DAIL Y DELIVERIES

MONTGOMERY

a^<ia
WILLOW GLEV FLOWER SHOP

-

SAN JOSE

354-8010
112

OR

255-6794

at
LOS GATOS SHOP

298-3200
720 WinoW, San Jose

ST

N. Santa Cruz Ave., Los Gatos

SANTA CLARA SHOP

246-9655
2215 The Alameda, Santa Clara

Mt. Mike's, B of A, Navlet's

277

RACE STREET

FISH and
Wholesale

Retail

1130 Olinder

Ct.

P.O. Box 28385
San Jose, California
95159

408-294-6161
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Advertisements
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1

THISTEAM
AIWAYS
COMES THROUGH

For over 125 years, Wells Fargo
Bank /uLs helped the West grow with
personal effort arul hanking
innovation. Today, we'll cLssign )'(n(
your oum Personal Banker™
to help yon choose the right plan
for you.
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Sharing a joke, sophomores Jim Tanner and Joe Cunningham entertain
each other at ASUSC and the freshman class's beach day. Decked out in
shorts and T-shirts, students ate and listened to music on a perfect day
for the beach.
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Eric Christenson grins to himself while reading a personal note

from his

comical friends. Graduation was a time for tears, joy and practical jokes as
the senior class gathered together for the last time as college students.
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Swig Hall reflected in the windshield
of a motorcycle is a unique view of
the first home to most freshmen at
Santa Clara.
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Casting shadows in the Mission
Gardens at sunset, Ellen Namkoong
and Terry Donovan are caught
strolling after dinner.
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Welsh, Julie 188
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the straw boater, traditionally
political conventioneers.
Tamara Zink, unlike most of her
fellow poli-sci majors, chose rather
to wear her mortarboard.
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Yarhrough, Stephen 189
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Colophon
The

80th volume of The Redwood, published
and copyrighted by the President and Board
of Trustees of the University of Santa Clara,
Santa Clara, CA. 95053, was printed by Jostens
American Yearbook Company, at the Visalia, California plant.

A total of 3200 books were printed on Simpson
Lee 80 pound Tahoe Gloss stock. Throughout the
book, standard screens were used, varying from 10 to
100 percent. Colors chosen for The Redwood are as

PMS 342, PMS 143, PMS 342, PMS 549,
PMS 479, PMS 315, PMS 452, PMS 506,
201, PMS 272. Other color used is process mix-

follows:

PMS
PMS

513,

and-match.
All color photos were taken by staff photographers
with Kodacolor II, Kodak VR 100 and VR 400 film.
Processing was done by Varden Studios, Vision and
Fine Arts Color Labs. Yearbook portraits were taken
by Varden Studios, Rochester, N.Y. Varden photographed 682 seniors and 1138 non-graduates.
With ASA's ranging from 125 to 3200, black and
and 2V4" newhite photos were printed from 35

mm

Redwood darkroom by yearbook staff
members on Kodak RC-F paper using Kodak chemi-

gatived in 7726

With the exception of a few rolls of candids
shot for the book by representatives from Varden, all
photographs were taken by members of the Universicals.

ty

Community.
The endsheets

are of soft yellow, #283, on a 65

pound endsheet stock. The cover is a silkscreen of
Red 362, Blue 349, and Grey 356 on a Mediteranean
Blue 515 background. Logo design was done by Margo Pocock, of Jostens.
While the body copy throughout the book (except
the opening/closing and divisions, which are 14
point) is Century Schoolbook 11 point, headline style
and point size vary. Captions are in 8 point. News
Gothic Bold and Century Schoolbook. Photo credits
are 6 point News Gothic Bold and the folios are Century Schoolbook 18 point for the page numbers and
News Gothic Bold 10 point for the identification.
Layout styles are columnar throughout the book:
Academics is four column. Student Life is three plus,
and Sports is four plus.

Sueki-Zink
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Fresh flowers decorated
of the Hawiian
Club like Wendy Look,
at the Luau. Wendy
worked long hours with
the other organizers to
coordinate the annual

members

event.

Dance enthusiasts enjoy
the annual department
concert, Images, each
year. Lisa Albo, and
Elaine Avila were only a
small part of the whole
show.
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SOME FOLKS ARE
NEVER SATISFIED
A

When

you get new carpets,
you simply have to get

drapes. Then there's
new furniture, new wall paper, new
Santa Clara's intelampshades
rior
decor had
and exterior
gotten better in many places: its increased student tutoring and intra-

new

Sue Walters

—

.

.

.

—

Wilfong
Santa Clara could have also been
improved by integrating more students from various backgrounds
into the predominantly white, middle class student body. "Fd like to
see a greater number of qualified
minority students. Then school
would be more of a diversified com-

mural programs, the growing political concern and involvement shown
munity to better reflect society."
by the student body, and the enDebbie Delanda
larging of Benson and Daly Science.
Zen teaching has a saying - "The
'Tm glad to see all the construction father who does not thing he is a
for better facilities that has been
good father, really is a good father.
going on, and the strong interest in Whereas the father who thinks he
the rerouting of the Alameda for
is a good father, really isn't." This

—

—

everyone's safety."
Nancy Fish
But the improvements had just
begun and the attitudes of many
indicated their hopes that other
areas of the University would be

improved as

well. ''Since Electrical

Engineering has only one classroom, I think that they should
have enlarged the Engineering
Building first. However, I am glad
that they are enlarging Benson.

— Aurangzeb Saigal

means that the way
only achieved
by those who
are never content with
themselves

extracurricular activities
could have been enriched by giving
more attention to off-campus students. "It would be a very good
idea if the OCSA structured their
events around bringing a greater

number of off-campus students to
Luan
3 the school environment. "

—

is

OC^

rlt

i

and therefore
continually

improvement.
Such was the case with Santa
Clara. The University grew better
strive for

many

ways, but it didn't content
with these improvements
alone. Never stopping, never stagnating, it always sought to be better and better. May it always do so.
in

And

to excellence

itself

Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

SOME FOLKS ARE NEVER SATISFIED
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Since her parents

moved

to Spain,

Heather Campbell
has gone to Europe
during vacations.

Freslimen relax

in

t

Kennedy Mall on

May
These

a
afternoon.

are:

Kevin

Wartelle, Eric

Gustavson, Jim
Murphy, Brian
Moody and Jay
Holmes.

^\
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Catcher for Donovan L-5, Joan Raspo,
Sophomore, lives on second floor
Dunne.
Senior Steve Foster lounges outside
the bookstore in Benson basement
during a free hour.
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During Asian
Pacific Heritage
week, Robert, Petty,

Ph.D., International
Students Club
advisor, enjoyed
some genuine
Oriental cuisine at
their special
Ellen

When

the mission bells

tolled at 8:30 every night,
did anyone pray for the
ancestors of the kings of Spain? Ex-

cept for a couple of ancient Jesuits

and a weird sophomore, the Spanish kings' ancestors were grossly
overlooked. A shame, truly, but
there simply wasn't a profound interest in such esoteric spiritual matters.

''Santa Clara

was

all girls

—

would be better if it
and me. " Dave

—

Besio (Not a very pious outlook.)
Refraining from spiritual pursuits, people's interests were
to other things and places.

"Move school
cisco."

closer to

— Scott Becker

drawn

San Fran-

A

splendid idea. Although the excitement and night life of San
Francisco might have distracted

X
Sue Walters

somewhat from

one's studies, commuters who lived in San Francisco
would have been delighted.
"Reduce the cost." Debbie De-

—

landa

Namkoong

dinner.

So the Jesuits would have had to
go without filet mignon a few
nights. Sometimes the pleasures of
this world have to be forsaken.
And despite the desire to decrease tuition, there was a desire to
increase other aspects of Santa
Clara.

"More
classes."

— Vince Lee
"More

DCTTCDO
nF'
I. ilMJM

di-

versity of stu-

dents."— Ed
Kleinschmidt

—

"More wisteria. " Ibid.
The campus could have been

fea-

tured in "Better Colleges and Gardens" if but for the death of wisteria. 'Twas a pity.
Maybe the kings of Spain lay forgotten, but the beauty
both of
the campus and the people
will
never be.

—

—

Joseph R. Fraher
Senior English major

Ice

cream

floats

and the alcohol
policy are topics of
discussion during a

quarter floor
meeting. Dunne
2nd floor residents
Laurie Stees,
Magdalena Schardt,
fall

Terry McGill and

Brenda Olsen,
usually join each
other on

Wednesday nights
for lively

conversation.

Talkin'

More

Wisteria
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Young women

of asian heritage
study the traditional dances of
their ancestors cultures.

women performed

These

for the

Asian

Pacific Heritage

Week
Charlotte E. Hart

Celebration.
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The bus

and from Tahoe
tried a lot of Ski Club members'
patience, but sophomores Carolyn
Bessick, Tara McNeill and Kathy
Donut sat back and relaxed.
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ride to

rats" Andy Russick and
Nulk wait outside Benson
for the carpools to meet for the
team caravan to Lexington Dam.

Namkoong
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